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Common Chapter
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview of the Common Chapter assignment

101

The assignment set by the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB) was the
production of a Common Chapter Activity Report for 2004 and 2005. At the
initial meeting with the Joint Steering Group 1 it was made clear to the
consultants that what was required was a report on activity rather than an
evaluation. This report incorporates the following as documented within the
terms of reference:


Documenting of all relevant activity, North and South;



Explanation of each EU Programme and Operational Programme
and the identification of co-operation activity relationships between
the various programmes;



Development of a new template for standardised Common Chapter
reporting and provide guidance on this to stakeholders (where
necessary);



Ensuring that any overlap of activities is clearly noted to alleviate
“double reporting” of activities; and



Documenting of objectives and targets for North/South activity and
report activity undertaken against target, including the value of
activity undertaken.

1.2

What is the Common Chapter?

102

The Common Chapter is an agreed ‘chapter’ of text written within the
National Development Plan (NDP) for Ireland and the Structural Funds Plan
for Northern Ireland. The aim of the ‘chapter’, which is described as a
‘framework’ for co-operation, is to encourage increased co-operation between
Ireland and Northern Ireland during 2000-2006, where it is mutually
beneficial to do so. The ‘chapter’ focuses on three key areas:


Co-operation along the Border Corridor and between Northern
Ireland and the Border Counties of Ireland;



Co-operation North/South within the island of Ireland; and



Co-operation East-West between the island of Ireland and Great
Britain, Europe and internationally.

The Common Chapter Joint Steering Group is made up of representatives from SEUPB, the
Department of Finance (Ireland) and the Department of Finance and Personnel (NI).

1
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103

Co-operation under the Common Chapter in 2000-2006 is to occur in the
changing political and socio-economic contexts. The political context was
provided by the Belfast Agreement, the establishment of the North/South
Ministerial Council (NSMC) in 1999, and the agreement for work
programmes for North/South and East-West co-operation. The economic and
social context for the ‘chapter’ was provided by the improved economic
performance on both sides of the border in the 1990s alongside continuing
sub-regional disparities, especially in Northern Ireland and the Southern
Border Counties.

104

The lead role in implementation, monitoring and promotion of the Common
Chapter was given to the Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB). As part of
this reporting responsibility, SEUPB is required to report on five main areas:


EU Supported Programmes;



Operational Programmes;



North/South Implementation Bodies;



The six areas of co-operation; and



Any other relevant government expenditure.

1.3

Methodology

105

The completion of the Common Chapter activity report benefited from the
information gathered by the Centre for Cross Border Studies, for its Border
Ireland 2 initiative. Using this information the approach of the consultants
took in several key stages:


Holding an initial meeting with Common Chapter Joint Steering
Group to agree the timetable, structure of the final report and the
contacts for various government bodies and managing authorities.



Review of past Common Chapter activity reports to inform the
development of templates for reporting on the five areas noted
above.



Contacting the various reporting organisations with the new
templates in order to collect returns of activity for 2004 and 2005.



Completing an interim report and then a final report for the
Common Chapter Joint Steering Group.

Border Ireland has been developed by the Centre for Cross Border Studies as the first online
information system to focus upon improving the understanding of North/South and crossborder issues on the island of Ireland.

2
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106

Full details of the methodology and the steps taken to complete the activity
report can be found in Annex I.

1.4

Structure of the Common Chapter Activity Report

107

Section 2 to 6 of the activity report provides summary detail about each of the
five main areas that the SEUPB is required to report on. Expenditure figures
and a brief activity report are offered in each section. The final section details
some conclusions and recommendations for future reporting and promoting
the Common Chapter by the SEUPB.

108

A more complete methodology, the full returns for the five main areas and a
list of contributors are contained in the seven annexes which follow the
activity report.

109

An exchange rate of £1 to €1.47 has been used where relevant (using historic
averages for 2004 - 2005 from the Central Bank of Ireland).
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2.

EU SUPPORTED PROGRAMMES

2.1

Introduction

201

As part of its reporting on the Common Chapter, the SEUPB is required to
detail expenditure and activity under each of the EU Programmes. The five
programmes are:


Peace II;



INTERREG IIIA;



LEADER +;



Urban II; and



EQUAL.

202

These EU Supported Programmes play an important role within Common
Chapter activity, in particular the Peace II Programme and the INTERREG
IIIA Programme, which as shall be highlighted below, account for most of the
Common Chapter expenditure reported along with most of the cross-border
co-operation undertaken. The remaining EU Programmes (LEADER+, Urban
II and EQUAL) have reported minimal cross-border co-operation for both
expenditure and activity.

2.2

Peace II

2.2.1

Overview

203

The EU Programme for Peace and Reconciliation in Northern Ireland and the
Border Counties of Ireland 2000-2004 is a unique EU funding programme for
all of Northern Ireland and the Border Region of Ireland. The programme
aims to help Northern Ireland become a more peaceful and stable society and
to promote reconciliation in Northern Ireland and the Border Region of
Ireland which reflects its Strategic Aim which is ‘to reinforce progress
towards a peaceful and stable society and to promote reconciliation’.

204

The two specific objectives of the Peace II programme, which contribute to
the achievement of the overall aim, are as follows:

205



Addressing the legacy of conflict; and



Taking opportunities arising from peace

Under the EU Programme for Peace and Reconciliation for the period 20002006, Northern Ireland and the Border Region of Ireland will receive support
of almost €707m from the EU over this period.
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The Peace II programme has been extended for a further two years for the
period 2005-2006 (Peace II Extension). This has allowed further funding of
€160m to be available for new Letters of Offer issued up to December 2006,
with a deadline of December 2008 for all monies to be drawn down and
spent.

207

Five priorities have been identified to the Peace II programme as follows:Priority 1
Priority 2
Priority 3
Priority 4
Priority 5

208

Economic Renewal
Social Integration, Inclusion and Reconciliation
Locally-based Regeneration and Development
Outward and Forward Looking Region
Cross-border Co-operation

Priority 5 focuses on cross-border co-operation of which there are seven
measures as follows:
MEASURE

1

2

3

4

5

OBJECTIVES

Increasing
Cross- To provide support to projects and actions aimed
border Development at building confidence in private and public
Opportunities
sectors;
Provide strategic frameworks to support crossborder initiatives; and
Develop economic opportunities for cross-border
activities
Improving
Cross- To provide a strategic framework for supporting
border Public Sector Public Sector initiatives and projects which have
Co-Operation
suffered from an absence of contacts and which
will make a positive contribution in developing
opportunities for cross-border activities.
Developing
Cross- To provide a strategic framework for supporting
border Reconciliation cross-border strategies and projects which will
and Understanding
make a positive contribution to peace building
and reconciliation and which will promote
mutual respect and understanding.
Promoting
Joint To provide a strategic framework for supporting
Approaches to Social, strategies and projects which will make a
Education
Training positive contribution to peace building and
and Human Resource reconciliation and will assist in developing
Development
opportunities
for
increased
cross-border
activities and provide opportunities for those
who have been prevented from fulfilling their
potential.
Education
Cross- To develop innovative projects and programmes
border School and for children, young people, teachers and youth
Youth Co-Operation
workers which aim to address a range of issues

15380/F
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6 (a)

6 (b)

7

Agriculture and Rural
Development
CoOperation – Crossborder
Community
Development
Agriculture and Rural
Development
CoOperation – Cross –
border Diversification

of common concern in local communities.
Interventions will focus on co-operative projects
between schools, and the communities they
serve, and among youth organisations, and
between the responsible public authorities.
To provide support for the development of a
cross-border strategy to address the problems of
weak
community
infrastructure
and
marginalisation in border communities.

1.154

4.549

To provide a strategic framework for support to
sectors and organisations involved in the
development
of
agricultural
and
rural
development strategies and projects which have
a clearly defined cross-border focus and which
had been particularly disadvantaged as a
consequence of the conflict or which can take
advantage of the opportunities presented by a
more peaceful society.
Cross – border Fishing To provide a strategic framework for support to
and Aquaculture Co- organisations involved in the development of
Operation
fisheries and aquaculture strategies and projects,
which have a clearly defined cross-border focus
and which will assist in maximising
opportunities available within a stable
environment.

4.609

2.2.2

Summary of Common Chapter returns

209

In reporting Common Chapter Activity in Annex II only Priority 5, the crossborder measure, has been included. A summary of the total expenditure for
the Peace II Programme analysed between cross-border and other measures is
highlighted in the table 2.1 below:
Table 2.1: Summary Expenditure for Peace II, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

Total Peace II

2005
€’M

TOTALS €’M

163.694

158.154

321.848

Priority 5

30.231

27.043

57.274

% Priority 5

18.47%

17.10%

17.80%

-

0.413

0.413

-

0.243

0.243

58.84%

58.84%

Total
Peace
Extension
Priority 5
% Priority 5
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210

The above highlights that over 18% and 17% in 2004 and 2005 respectively of
the Peace II programme expenditure has been in respect of the cross-border
Priority 5. The Managing Authorities did not identify any projects in the
other four priorities which are involved in cross-border activities.

2.2.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

211

Of the several hundred cross-border projects underway in 2004 and 2005 it is
difficult to select a few ‘highlights’. However, the following examples have
been taken from Border Ireland to provide a sectoral and spatial spread of
examples:










The ‘Cross-Border Information Technology’ initiative which was run
in partnership by the Border Counties Childcare Network and
NIPPA. This ran through 2004 and 2005 across the twelve counties
and provided ICT hardware and software support to approximately
30 full day care providers.
The ‘Inspiring Readers’ project which has been run by the WELB and
Donegal County Council’s library service for their catchment areas.
The project has been seeking to raise levels of readership among
young and old through a series of readings in local libraries and
innovative workshops for parents and children.
The establishment of the new ‘North/South Rural Voice’ initiative.
This has seen a small grants programme for over 50 rural
community groups across the twelve counties as well as ‘action
research’ projects and networking events.
The ‘NcompasS’ school and youth exchange initiative run by
Léargas, Youth Council Northern Ireland and the British Council.
Over 30 projects were given small grant support under the various
headings – joint, innovative, student exchange and ‘shadowing’.
The ‘Young Women's Health’ project was a collaboration between
Whiterock Children's Centre (Belfast) and Ait na nDaoine (Dundalk)
which targeted young disadvantaged women with public health
awareness programmes to meet their needs.

212

The consultants are aware of at least twelve other projects which have crossborder elements and have been funded under other measures from the Peace
II programme. One example is the Cáirde Cross-border Arts and Disability
Initiative run by the Blue Raincoat Theatre Company in Sligo (funded under
Measure 4.2a).

213

The Peace II Extension had ten projects ongoing in 2005 (funded under
Measures 5.3 and 5.4), all of which mark new developments or phases in
existing cross-border projects funded under the Peace II programme.

15380/F
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2.3

INTERREG IIIA

2.3.1

Overview

214

The primary objective of the INTERREG IIIA Programme (2000-2006) is to
strengthen economic and social cohesion in the Community by promoting
cross-border, transnational and interregional co-operation and balance
development of the Community territory. INTERREG IIIA proposes to affect
this by promoting integrated regional development between neighbouring
regions.

215

The 4 Priorities within the INTERREG IIIA Programme are detailed below
along with the Measures within each Priority, their aims and the funding
allocated as follows:

Priority 1 – Integrated Local Development Strategies aims to achieve economic and
social cohesion and promote competitiveness within the eligible area. Its total
allocation of funding is €69.01m for the following Measures:
MEASURE

AIM

ALLOCATION
€’M

1.1 Business & Economic
Development
1.2 Knowledge Economy

To create and support a dynamic, environmentally and
economically sustainable, enterprise culture
To stimulate and support the use of new media and
the Internet in order to enhance the economic
performance, competitiveness and sustainability of the
region
To expand the potential for economic growth in the
eligible area by enhancing qualifications and skills
levels.
To encourage rural businesses and communities to
engage in developing the economic and social
sustainability of the region and to promote the
development and expansion of rural and agricultural
businesses.

35.27

1.3 Human Resource
Development and
Skilling
1.4 Rural Development
Initiative

Total

10.66

8.08

15.00

69.01

15380/F
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Priority 2 - Supporting Physical Infrastructure and the Environment aims to
improve the physical, environmental and spatial cohesion of the eligible area. Its
total allocation of funding is €80.89m for the following Measures:
MEASURE
2.1 Inter-regional
Economic
Infrastructure
2.2 Environmental
Protection &
Management
2.3 Renewable
Energy/Energy
Efficiency

AIM
To improve accessibility and connectivity to transport,
energy and communications services by countering
market failure in the supply of essential economic
infrastructure.
To protect and promote the environmental quality of the
eligible area, safeguarding and improving the natural
endowments of the area through joint initiatives.
To support cross-border energy networks successfully
deploying renewable energy and energy efficiency
technologies for the economic and social benefit of the
eligible area, in line with international best practices.

ALLOCATION
€’M
54.09

20.00

6.80

80.89

Total

Priority 3 - Civic and Community Networking aims to achieve greater social and
community cohesion within the eligible area. Its total allocation of funding is
€19.17m for the following Measures:
MEASURE
3.1 Social/
Community
Infrastructure

3.2 Health and well
Being

AIM
To create a sustainable cross-border community
infrastructure focused on socio-economic development
that reduces peripherality, deepens the concept of
partnership, promotes community confidence and
development and operates strategically at regional, subregional and grass-roots level.
To strengthen the opportunities for people to access
quality health and social care services, improve services
to the community and better plan for emergencies on a
cross-border basis.

ALLOCATION
€’M
9.58

9.59

19.17

Total

15380/F
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Priority 4 - Technical Assistance aims to provide support for Technical Assistance
actions under the Interreg IIIA Programme with a total allocation of €10.33m for the
following Measures:
MEASURE

AIM

4.1 Monitoring,
Evaluation and
Implementation
4.2 Programme
Information and
Publicity
Total

ALLOCATION
€’M

This Measure will ensure that optimum use is made of
the assistance throughout the life of the Programme

8.00

This Measure will support the effective management
and monitoring of the assistance and to provide high
quality Programme publicity and information

2.33

10.33

2.3.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

216

Annex II provides details of the expenditure recorded under each Measure of
the INTERREG IIIA Programme for 2004 and 2005. All expenditure is
reported as each Measure is cross-border. A summary of this expenditure is
as follows:
Table 2.2: Summary Expenditure for INTERREG IIIA, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

2005
€’M

Priority 1

11.023

11.604

22.627

Priority 2

19.006

15.583

34.589

Priority 3

4.276

4.047

8.323

Priority 4

2.126

0.883

3.009

36.431

32.117

68.548

Total

TOTALS
€’M

2.3.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

217

From the over 200 projects supported by INTERREG IIIA funding in 2004 and
2005 it is, again, difficult to choose representative examples. Some of the
projects are well known (such as the business park being developed in the
North West by Invest NI and IDA Ireland) while many others have a lower
profile outside their immediate area. The following are taken from Border
Ireland to illustrate the contribution INTERREG IIIA is making to creating
new cross-border development partnerships and networks:


15380/F
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of South Armagh. The initiative involved the refurbishment of eight
halls in rural parts of Counties Armagh and Monaghan and the
networking of these halls and their communities through the
provision of capacity building and diversity training.
The Belfast Energy Agency and Sustainable Energy Ireland
‘CLEVER Homes’ project which established a new cross-border
steering group and installed new ventilation systems (aiming to
address energy efficiency and fuel poverty) in sixty homes.
A project run by the all-island Commissions of Irish Lights to assess
the capability of a new ‘Automatic Identification System’ (AIS) to
monitor the position and status of these aids and provide this
information directly to ships with AIS receivers.
The development of the Agrilink cross-border network through the
‘Re-skilling Professional Agriculturists’ initiative which assessed the
training and career needs of this group of people in the wake of CAP
reform and the declining numbers employed in the agriculture
sector.
The ‘C.R.E.A.T.E./Trading Places’ initiative launched by Kids Own
sought to create a new community and educational partnership
driven by new technologies. The connection was made through an
exploration of the history and current state of the linen industry in
Ireland in Sligo, Leitrim, Cavan, Lawrencetown, Banbridge, Lisburn
and Belfast.
The Craigavon Industrial Development Organisation and Enterprise
Ireland ‘Cross-border SME Furniture Design and Innovation
Network’ involving sixteen companies, from North and South. This
has involved the creation of a collaborative marketing website for
the companies as well as joint trade shows and the provision of a
dedicated furniture designer for each company.

2.4

LEADER +

2.4.1

Overview

218

The objective of the Northern Ireland LEADER + programme (2000-2006) is:
“to increase the economic and employment contribution that very small
businesses, including small firms, make to the rural economy, by encouraging
local partnerships to test out new approaches to micro-business and, where
beneficial, to work in collaboration with similar partnerships in other rural
areas”.

219

The three principal actions of this programme are as follows:

Action 1:

Territorial Rural Development Strategies aims to support the
economic development of Northern Ireland’s rural areas.

Action 2:

Co-operation - aims to encourage effective co-operation between
rural areas.

15380/F
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Action 3:

220

Networking – aims to deepen the developing knowledge on rural
development by supporting actions to explore, understand and
evaluate the lessons gained from the implementation of LEADER +.

Action 2 and 3 (to a lesser extent) both encourage North/South co-operation.
Within Action 2 co-operation can involve transnational co-operation which is
co-operation between local action groups in Northern Ireland and rural areas
in other member states of the European Union. A specific allocation of
funding from Action 2 of the LEADER + programmes in Northern Ireland
and Ireland are set aside specifically to support North/South co-operation
projects. (Action 2, Measure 2).

221
The value of the Northern Ireland LEADER + is £21m with indexation
(€31.378m).
222

Ireland’s LEADER + programme (2000–2006) provides approved local action
groups with funding to implement multi-sectoral business plans for the
development of their own areas. It seeks to encourage the implementation of
integrated, high quality, original strategies for sustainable development
designed to encourage experimenting with new ways of:



Reinforcing the economic environment in order to contribute to job
creation.
Enhancing the natural and cultural heritage.



Improving the organisational abilities of their community.



223

Funding of €110m is available for the LEADER + programme.

2.4.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

224

Annex II provides details of the Common Chapter returns for the two
LEADER programmes which comprises cross-border actions funded under
these initiatives or actions carried out on one side of the border but which
benefit communities on the other side. A summary of this expenditure is
presented below:
Table 2.3: Summary Expenditure for LEADER +/PLUS, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

2005
€’M

TOTALS
€’M

LEADER (North)

0.016

0.132

0.148

LEADER (South)

-

-

-

Total

0.016

0.132

0.148

15380/F
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2.4.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

225

In the North there have been twelve projects that have gone through predevelopment stage, which was essential to ensure that a cross-border
initiative could go beyond the planning stage. After this stage seven projects
received approval for more funding in 2005 and, subsequently, in 2006
another two got approval. The projects fall into one of three areas: speciality
food production (including artisan farmer’s markets), creative industries
(including crafts) and renewable energy development.

2.5

Urban II

2.5.1

Overview

226

The European Commission approved the URBAN II Community Initiative
programme for Northern Ireland on 18 December 2000. The URBAN II
programme for Northern Ireland is concentrated in inner North Belfast,
which experiences some of the highest rates of spatial deprivation in
Northern Ireland and is deeply segregated along religious lines such that
there are six peacelines in the area. This URBAN II programme is divided
into three priorities as follows:

Priority 1:

Developing the Potential of Physical and Social Resources

Priority 2:

Developing the Potential of People Resources

Priority 3:

Developing the Potential of the Programme through Technical
Assistance.

227

In the Republic of Ireland Urban II is the Community Initiative of the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) for sustainable development
in the disadvantaged urban areas of the European Union for the period 2000 –
2006.

228

Urban II aims to promote the design and implementation of innovative
models of development for the economic and social regeneration of
disadvantaged urban areas and to strengthen information and experience
sharing on sustainable urban development in the European Union.

229

The Irish Government designated the Ballyfermot area of Dublin City as the
priority area for Urban II in Ireland with the following five priorities:
Priority 1:
Priority 2:
Priority 3:
Priority 4:
Priority 5:

15380/F
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2.5.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

230

Annex II provides details of Common Chapter reporting activity which is
summarised as follows for 2004 and 2005:
Table 2.4: Summary Expenditure for Urban, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

2005
€’M

TOTALS
€’M

Urban (North)

-

-

-

Urban (South)

-

-

-

Total

-

-

-

2.5.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

231

While no expenditure was recorded in terms of Common Chapter Activity,
members of the two Urban II Initiatives in Ireland (URBAN Ballyfermot Ltd
and Belfast URBAN) attend the National Monitoring Committee of each
organisation and also engage in further informal learning and discussions.
They have also met at URBACT Conferences and the URBACT Udiex-Alep
Venice Sessions which explore the learning from the URBACT Conferences.

2.6

EQUAL

2.6.1

Overview

232

The EQUAL Community Initiative programme (2000-2007) is designed to test
and promote new means of combating all forms of discrimination and
inequalities in the labour market, both for those in work and for those seeking
work, through the development of new and innovative policies and practices
including transnational co-operation initiated by EQUAL Development
Partnerships. The EQUAL programme in Northern Ireland with funding of
€11.69m covers the following priorities:
Priority 1

Employability

Measure 1.1
and

Theme A – facilitating access and return to the labour market;

Priority 2

Equal Opportunities

Measure 2.1 Theme H – reducing gender gaps and supporting job
desegregation.
233

The EQUAL Community Initiative programme for Ireland has a budget for
2000–2007 of €47m including ESF and match funding. It operates under four
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themes relating to the four pillars of the Employment Action Plan
(Employability, Entrepreneurship, Adaptability, Equal Opportunities) with a
further measure focusing on asylum seekers.

2.6.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

234

Annex II details Common Chapter reporting activity for which the following
expenditure has been reported:
Table 2.5: Summary Expenditure for EQUAL, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

2005
€’M

TOTALS
€’M

EQUAL (North)

-

0.003

0.003

EQUAL (South)

0.009

0.012

0.021

Total

0.009

0.015

0.024

2.6.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

235

The expenditure reported is primarily in respect of technical assistance for
attending events. The EQUAL (South) expenditure also includes expenditure
incurred by two projects for meetings held with their transnational partners
in Northern Ireland and attendance at an EQUAL North/South
Mainstreaming event held in Belfast.
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3.

OPERATIONAL PROGRAMMES

3.1

Introduction

301

Under its responsibility for reporting on the Common Chapter the SEUPB
must detail the extent of North/South co-operation (and resulting
expenditure) for the various Operational Programmes. The programmes in
question are:
Inter-regional Operational Programmes




Economic and Social Infrastructure Programme.
Employment and Human Resources Development.
Productive Sector.

Regional Operational Programmes



Border, Midlands and Western Regional Programme.
Southern and Eastern Regional Programme.

302

Furthermore this Chapter also reports on the Northern Ireland Programme
for Building Sustainable Prosperity.

303

As shall be highlighted below, the Operational Programmes play an
important role in terms of reporting Common Chapter expenditure. However
a large element of expenditure reported is Category B 3 expenditure on
national roads. A number of cross-border co-operation projects undertaken
and reported by the Operational Programmes were in respect of other
Programmes (e.g. EU Supported Programmes, InterTradeIreland etc) and
therefore have been excluded from expenditure reported by Operational
Programmes to avoid double counting. However this demonstrates the
interaction between these programmes and provides some indication of the
level of cross-border co-operation that is taking place.

3.2

Economic and Social Infrastructure

3.2.1

Overview

304

The objective of the Economic and Social Infrastructure Operational
Programme (ESI OP) is to provide the physical infrastructure that will:


Maintain economic growth and competitiveness;

Category B is one of three categories of activity reported under the Operational
Programmes. It is the category for activities which have an impact on the other side of the
border.

3
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305



Enhance the potential of all parts of the country to support and
increase economic activity;




Improve the capacity to protect and improve the environment; and
Improve the quality of life.

The ESI OP involves an overall investment of €26 billion (£20.5 billion) in six
infrastructural sectors between 2000 and 2006; these are:







National roads - comprising investment in national roads;
Public transport, comprising investment in mainline rail, urban
public transport and national public transport services;
Environmental infrastructure, comprising water and waste water
services and coastal protection;
Sustainable energy, covering promotion of alternative energy and
energy efficiency;
Housing, comprising social housing; and
Health facilities, comprising the development of the health
infrastructure in acute hospitals, in non-acute/continuing care
facilities, information and communications technology and research

3.2.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

306

Annex III details Common Chapter reporting activity for which the following
expenditure has been reported:
Table 3.1: Summary Expenditure for the ESI OP, 2004-2005

ESI OP

2004
€’M

2005
€’M

161.049

200.300

TOTALS
€’M
361.349

3.2.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

307

The Common Chapter expenditure reported for 2004 and 2005 is all in respect
of Category B expenditure on national roads. In February 2005 The Minister
for Transport, Martin Cullen, TD, turned the sod for the A1/N1 Newry to
Dundalk link road, the final step in the upgrading of the M1 to motorway
standard between the M50 in Dublin to Newry. This project with a cost of
€121.9m is currently under construction.

308

Further activities undertaken for which there is no expenditure reported have
been detailed as follows:
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Bus Eireann cross-border services are integrated with Ulsterbus
network.
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DCMNR continues to work with DETI in developing a North/South
Energy Policy.



Measures to facilitate North/South Co-operation are included in the
Government’s Transport 21 Plan, which provides for the
improvement and strategic links with Northern Ireland by
upgrading the N2 and N3.

3.3

Employment and Human Resources Development

3.3.1

Overview

309

The Employment and Human Resources Development Operational
Programme (EHRD OP) addresses the labour market and human capital
needs of the Irish economy for the period 2000 – 2006. EHRD OP is Ireland’s
largest ESF supported programme in the 2000 – 2006 structural funds period
and it is also one of the largest national operational programmes under the
National Development Plan 2000 – 2006 with a total investment of €14bn.

310

The programme is the key delivery mechanism for Ireland’s Employment
Action Plan and other activity in support of the broad employment and
equality agendas.

311

The programme comprises some 52 measures and sub measures, each of
which relates to an area of district activity that contributes to the
Programme’s overall objectives, i.e. four priorities of Employability,
Entrepreneurship, Adoptability and Equality, corresponding to the four-pillar
structure of the National Employment Action Plans.

312

Within each Measure, consideration has been given to the scope for increased
North/South co-operation including the following:







Joint education or training projects/programmes;
More effective marketing of job vacancies;
Closer co-operation between the Employment Services;
Joint investment in new facilities;
Sharing or exchanging particular education and/or training
experiences;
Joint development of new services and materials in the development
and use of ICT to deliver training.

3.3.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

313

Annex III details Common Chapter reporting activity for which the following
expenditure has been reported:
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Table 3.2: Summary Expenditure for the EHRD OP, 2004-2005
2004
€’M
EHRD OP

2005
€’M
-

TOTALS
€’M
-

-

314

The above highlights that there has been no Common Chapter expenditure
reported for the EHRD Operational Programme.

3.3.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

315

While no Common Chapter expenditure has been reported by this Managing
Authority, details have however been provided for a variety of activities
which fall within Common Chapter activity. Examples of these include the
following:











Better linking at vacancy systems run by FAS and DEL which
permits job seekers in Northern Ireland the border counties of the
Republic of Ireland to search for jobs available on both sides of the
border.
The North/South Traveller Education Forum meets annually. A
cross-border network of Visiting Teachers for Travellers (DES) and
Liaison Teachers for Travellers (DE NI) established focuses on the
educational needs of children from families who live on both sides of
the border.
Together Towards Inclusion 4 is a North/South project organised by
IILT and the SELB, the aim of which is to develop a toolkit to
provide support for teachers in addressing the language and
learning needs of non-English speaking children in primary schools.
Students from the North are able to participate in a number of
programmes in the South and vice versa.
The National Qualifications Authority of Ireland has hosted a
network of qualifications and regulatory authorities in Ireland and
the UK to promote co-operation and share best practice, and
consider the potential for aligning frameworks of qualifications, or
agreeing linkages.
The FAS Training Centre in Letterkenny co-operated with NWIFHE
to invest in a new specifically equipped centre for teleservices
training in Letterkenny and Derry. A joint programme of training in
computer games was developed and is now being run in the North
West Institute with trainees from both North and South.

This project and the final report published in November 2005 received seed funding from
the Standing Conference on Teacher Education, North and South (SCoTENS). The two
Departments of Education provided funding for SCoTENS in 2004-2005 and the Centre for
Cross Border Studies acted as its secretariat.

4
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3.4

Productive Sector

3.4.1

Overview

316

The Productive Sector Operational Programme aims to ensure that Ireland
has the business environment and infrastructure that is as favourable as any
other location worldwide. It aims to embed the existing base of foreign
companies into the Irish economy and ensure that Ireland continues to be
capable of attracting the best quality Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Projects.
In addition, investment is aimed at improving growth and output and
employment in the indigenous sector through enhancing its competitiveness.

317

Under the Productive Sector Operational Programme, four specific priorities
have been highlighted for investment totalling €7.34bn as follows:
[1]

Industry (indigenous and FDI): sectors include the food industry,
seafood processing, Gaeltacht areas and the Irish film sector to
research, technological, development and innovation (RTDI);

[2]

Sectors including industry, education, agriculture/food, marine,
forestry and the environment;

[3]

Marketing: indigenous industry including the food industry, seafood
and tourism sectors; and

[4]

Sea fisheries development.

3.4.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

318

Annex III details Common Chapter reporting activity for which the following
expenditure has been reported:
Table 3.3: Summary Expenditure for the Productive Sector OP, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

Productive
OP

Sector

2005
€’M

2.015

2.015

TOTALS €’M
4.030

319

The Common Chapter expenditure report for each of the year above is in
respect of Queen’s University Belfast being a collaborating institute in the
area of marine research along with the Marine Institute.

3.4.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

320

The returns provided by the Managing Authority highlighted minimum
Common Chapter activity. Examples of the cross-border co-operation
reported included the following:
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A North/South Programme for Collaborative Research which was
managed by the Higher Education Authority and funded 21 research
projects in different areas.



The planned development of a Virtual Cross-border Technology
Park in the North West with INTERREG funding being secured (and
reported under EU supported Programmes).



The Irish Research Council for Science, Engineering and Technology
(IRCSET) with the Irish Research Council for Humanities and Social
Sciences (IRCHSS) have discussed the possibility of all-island
research awards and have used Northern assessors on their panels.



Extensive contact exists between Teagasc and agriculture researchers
in Northern Ireland leading to a 2005 project on the causes of
variation in farm profits.

321

In respect of the Film Industry Measure there was no expenditure under the
Productive Sector OP, although there has been extensive collaboration
between the Irish Film Board and the Northern Ireland Film and Television
Commission (details of which can be found in Annex VI).

3.5

Border, Midlands and Western Regional Operational Programme

3.5.1

Overview

322

In addition to the three inter-regional Operational Programmes the National
Development Plan proposes two Regional Operational Programmes, one of
which is the Border, Midland and Western (BMW) Regional Operational
Programme.

323

The five key challenges of the BMW region for 2000 – 2006 are as follows:

324



Increase the presence in the region of the key drivers of sustainable
economic growth, notably in the productive sector.



Improve the quality of the regions
infrastructure and human resources.



Build on the regions natural resources base especially in the areas of
agriculture, tourism, the seafood sector and rural enterprise.



Increase the potential of the region to act as a counter balance to the
S&D region especially Dublin and pursue more balanced growth
within the region and promote rural and urban social inclusion.

economic

and

social

The BMW Regional Operational Programme comprises four major subprogrammes as follows:
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PRIORITY
Local infrastructure.

Local enterprise development

Agriculture and rural development.
Social inclusion and childcare.

MEASURES
Non National Roads
Rural Water
Waste Management
Urban and Village Renewal
E-commerce
Tourism
Micro Enterprises
Regional Innovation Strategies
Fisheries Harbours
Gaeltacht / Island Harbours
Aquaculture
General Structural Improvements
General Rural Development
Childcare

325

The total funding allocated within the National Development Plan for this
Operational Programme is €4.094bn.

326

The Mid-term Evaluation of the BMW Regional Operational Programme
highlighted that a number of measures/sub-measures have identified clear
potential for North/South Co-operation. In total six measures/sub-measures
were identified as having the opportunity for co-operation while a further
measure, Inland Waterways, is delivered by a North/South body (Waterways
Ireland) and all of its activities clearly involve North/South co-operation.

327

The measures/sub-measures where potential has been identified for
North/South co-operation in the programme complement are as follows:
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In the case of non national roads, local authorities are asked to consult
with the relevant authorities in Northern Ireland in relation to
projects in border areas.
Considerable potential for cross-border co-operation was identified
for the waste management measure. The importance of regional waste
management within natural geographical catchments is a key issue.
In the case of specialised waste infrastructure considerable
economies of scale could also be achieved through North/South cooperation.
In the case of e-commerce and communications the programme
complements envisage that networks on both sides of the border
could be integrated.
The arts and culture facilities, habitat protection and conservation and
heritage conservation sub-measures all indicated that co-operation of a
general nature will take place between the respective relevant
agencies in the North and South.
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3.5.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

328

Annex III details Common Chapter reporting activity for which the following
expenditure has been reported:
Table 3.4: Summary Expenditure for the BMW OP, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

BMW
Regional
Operational
Programme

2005
€’M

13.772

8.848

TOTALS €’M
22.620

329

The profile for both 2004 and 2005 is primarily Category B expenditure. This
expenditure excludes Local Development and Social Inclusion Programme
(LDSIP) spend of €14.394m and €15.719m in 2004 and 2005 respectively as
this expenditure is the total for that programme and no breakdown for crossborder co-operation was made available to the consultants.

3.5.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

330

Examples of cross-border co-operation included within Annex III include the
following:



Co-operation in tackling illegal waste activities close to the Border.
County Enterprise Boards reported a variety of activities with
expenditure
included
within
other
Programme
(e.g.
InterTradeIreland, EU Supported Programmes). Examples of these
include the following:
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Tradelinks Programme – assist small businesses enhance their
employment generation and exporting capabilities and
mentoring programmes.
Plato Programme – self learning and mentoring programme.
Acumen Programme.

Various activities undertaken by Border Counties Childcare
Network.
The Community Development Programme funded twenty four
projects during 2004 and 2005 at a cost of €3.072m in 2004 and
€3.065m in 2005.
A Youth Participation Programme was launched with the
involvement of health authorities North and South.
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3.6

Southern and Eastern Regional Operational Programme

3.6.1

Overview

331

The South and East Region was the second region allocated a regional
programme, the Southern and Eastern (S&E) Regional Operational
Programme. The NDP identified a number of key challenges for the region as
follows:










332

Consolidate and build on their regions recent economic performance
especially regarding employment and reductions in long term
employment, thereby maintaining the regions key role in national
economic competitiveness.
Address urban congestion and general bottlenecks to growth.
Facilitate more balanced and sustainable economic growth across the
region.
Further develop counter balances to Dublin, relieving pressure on
the capital and its hinterland and distributing growth more evenly
throughout the region.
Support the further development of the agriculture, agri business
and the seafood sector.
Promote social inclusion in deprived urban and rural areas.
Maintain a viable rural economy.

The S&E Regional Operational Programme is designed to complement the
inter-regional operational programmes and extend their impact at local level
and across the region as a whole under the following four priority areas and
associated measures:
PRIORITY

Local infrastructure

Local enterprise development

Agriculture and rural development
Social inclusion and childcare

333

MEASURES
Non National Roads
Rural Water
Waste Management
Urban and Village Renewal
E-commerce
Technical Assistance
Tourism
Micro Enterprises
Regional Innovation Strategies
Fisheries
Harbours, Gaeltacht / Island Harbours
Aquaculture
General Structural Improvements
General Rural Development
Childcare

The total funding allocated for this Operational Programme is €5.26bn.
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3.6.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

334

Annex III details Common Chapter reporting activity for which the following
expenditure has been reported:
Table 3.5: Summary Expenditure for the S&E OP, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

S&E
Regional
Operational
Programme

2005
€’M

0.915

0.685

TOTALS
€’M
1.60

3.6.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

335

The Managing Authority was unable to provide returns for all sub-measures
of this Operational Programme within the timeframe of this assignment. Of
those that were completed the following examples of cross-border cooperation are highlighted:


Within the Measure for Habitat Protection and Conservation and
Heritage Conservation, various activities have been undertaken
which demonstrated cross-border co-operation and these include the
following:
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Heritage week held annually includes a section on events held
in the North and Northern Ireland’s European Heritage Open
Day promotes events in the South.
Mutual links on heritage websites for North and South.
The National Botanic Gardens in Dublin have close contacts
with the Ulster Museum and Belfast Botanic Gardens which
involves frequent exchange of plants and information.



The Aquaculture Initiative EEIG, a cross-border aquaculture
development team, co-owned by Bord Iaschaigh Mhara and
Northern Ireland Seafood is funded under Peace II, Measure 6.



In 2002, the Community Development Programme commenced
funding to a cross-border centre for Community Development.



The total LDSIP spend for S&E including Pobal’s costs for managing
the programme was €26.83m in 2004 and €29.19 in 2005. This
expenditure has been excluded since no breakdown of cross-border
co-operation was made available to the consultants.
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3.7

Building Sustainable Prosperity

3.7.1

Overview

336

The overall aim of the Northern Ireland Programme for Building Sustainable
Prosperity is to move Northern Ireland to a state of sustainable prosperity in
a competitive modern economy by focusing on the restructuring of its
businesses and the key skills development of its people while maintaining a
quality environment.

337

The Northern Ireland Programme for Building Sustainable Prosperity is
implemented by five priorities addressing:


Economic growth and competitiveness.



Employment.



Urban and social revitalisation.



Agriculture, rural development, forestry and fisheries.



The environment.

3.7.2

Summary of Common Chapter Returns

338

Annex III details Common Chapter reporting activity for which the following
expenditure has been reported:
Table 3.6: Summary Expenditure for the BSP Programme, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

BSP Programme

2005
€’M

0.044

0.009

TOTALS €’M
0.053

3.7.3

Examples of Cross-border Co-operation

339

The returns for this Programme highlighted minimal Common Chapter
activity and also minimal expenditure as highlighted in the table above. The
activity provided included the following:
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Tourism Strategic Marketing Measure – Republic of Ireland Gateway
to Northern Ireland Campaign Initiative involving joint planning
North and South.



Information produced by Northern Ireland Councils are sent to
Republic of Ireland Councils for information within the sustainable
management of the environment measure.
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4.

NORTH/SOUTH IMPLEMENTATION BODIES

4.1

Overview

401

Six North/South Implementation Bodies were agreed in the Good Friday
Agreement (1998) and established in a statutory form in the British-Irish
Agreement Act (1999). That legislation created a remit for each of the bodies
and they have become central part of the North/South co-operation
envisaged under the Common Chapter.

402

The six North/South bodies are:







Food Safety Promotion Board (SafeFood).
Foyle, Carlingford and Irish Lights Commission (Loughs Agency).
The North/South Language Body (Foras Na Gaeilge & Tha Boord O
Ulstèr-Scotch).
Special EU Programmes Body.
Trade and Business Development Body (InterTradeIreland).
Waterways Ireland.

403

As part of the activity report for the Common Chapter, the SEUPB are
required to inventory the activities undertaken by North/South bodies. For
this report each of the bodies were asked to detail their work in 2004-2005.
This section will detail the remit of each of the six bodies and then provide a
brief report on their activities and expenditures in 2004-2005. Fuller details
can be found in Annex IV.

404

Table 4.1 provides a summary of the expenditure for the North/South bodies
covered by the Common Chapter.
Table 4.1: Cross-border Body Expenditure

NORTH/SOUTH IMPLEMENTATION
BODIES

2004
€M

2005
€M

TOTAL
€M

Food Safety Promotion Board
Foyle, Carlingford and Irish Lights
Commission (Loughs Agency)
The North/South Language Body
SEUPB
Trade and Business Development
Body (InterTradeIreland)
Waterways Ireland
Total

9.143
2.989

9.804
3.06*

18.947
6.049 5

19.603

19.439

39.042

3.267

3.088

6.355

9.56

11.663

21.223

27.7

29.25*

56.95

72.262

76.304

148.566

* Denotes expenditure from unaudited / not signed off accounts.

5

The expenditure for the Loughs Agency excludes €1.256 million in INTERREG IIIA grants.
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4.2

Food Safety Promotion Body (SafeFood)

405

The Food Safety Promotion Board is principally charged with tasks involving
food safety awareness - through public campaigns, conferences, training and
advising professionals and the general public. It is also involved in
supporting North/South scientific co-operation, and links between
institutions working in the field of food safety - laboratories, statutory food
safety enforcement agencies, international and domestic research bodies. Its
remit also includes the promotion of specialised laboratory services, North
and South. Cross-border co-operation in all of these areas, between
organisations working in these fields, is central to the work of the Body.

406

Highlights from the 2004-2005 returns fall under the following objectives:


Promotion of food safety – campaigns focused on personal hygiene,
salt awareness, refrigeration temperatures among other issues;



Research into food safety – acute gastroenteritis and food poverty
were among the research topics while research networks grew to
over 300 members;



Communication on food alerts – the emphasis was on partnership
work with other statutory agencies as well as a conference on risk
communication;



Surveillance of food-borne diseases – an internal team was
established to develop rapid food data reporting systems;



Promotion of scientific co-operation and linkages between
laboratories – included a strategic review of Laboratories and the
publication of a directory of public food safety laboratories; and



Development of cost-effective facilities for specialist laboratory
testing – including an economic appraisal of an enteric reference
service laboratory.

4.3

Foyle, Carlingford and Irish Lights Commission (Loughs Agency)

407

The Loughs Agency was given responsibility for the functions of the Foyle
Fisheries Commission on 2 December 1999. These functions, detailed as ‘the
conservation, protection and improvement of the fisheries of the Area’, were
extended to the Carlingford area at the same time. In addition, the Agency is
required to promote the development of Lough Foyle and Carlingford Lough
for commercial and recreational purposes in the area of marine, fishery and
aquaculture matters, including the development and the licensing of
Aquaculture.
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408

The areas reported under the 2004-2005 activity report include:


The management, conservation and protection of the salmon and
inland fisheries of the Foyle and Carlingford Areas – highlighting
the INTERREG-funded Vital Signs education project and a threeyear research project into the limits of conservation;



The licensing and development of the aquaculture industry – the
purchase of Auto-Telemetry Monitoring Buoys for real-time
monitoring (supported by INTERREG); and



The development of marine tourism.

4.4

North/South Language Body

409

The Language Body is a single body reporting to the NSMC, but composed of
two separate and largely autonomous agencies: the Irish Language Agency
(Foras na Gaeilge) and the Ulster-Scots Agency (Tha Boord O Ulster-Scotch).
Foras na Gaeilge provided expenditure figures for 2005 only, while the Ulster
Scots Agency were unable to provide figures for either year.

4.4.1

Foras Na Gaeilge

410

Foras na Gaeilge took over the functions of Bord na Gaeilge and has the
objective of promoting the Irish language on an all-island basis. An additional
range functions were given to the Agency to add to its effectiveness in the
promotion of Irish, for example, in the area of education, dictionaries and
terminology. It also took over the functions of An Gúm in relation to Irish
language publications.

411

Highlights from the 2004-2005 activity report include:
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The core funding of 17 Irish language organisations and three-year
funding for 20 community projects involved in the promotion of or
advancement in status of the Irish language;



Work continued on the development of resources for Irish-language
medium schools and for a national terminology database (one for the
public service was launched in 2005);



Support for Irish language newspapers, arts and community events
in order to strengthen the use of Ireland; and



Launch of an Irish language version of Windows XP in 2005.
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4.4.2 Tha Boord o Ulstèr-Scotch
412

The legislative remit of the Ulster-Scots Agency is summed up as ‘the
promotion of greater awareness and the use of Ullans and of Ulster-Scots
cultural issues, both within Northern Ireland and throughout the island’. The
Agency, in partnership with the University of Ulster, has established the
Institute of Ulster-Scots Studies at the Magee Campus and is also undertaking
the development of strategies for linguistic and educational programs and
research.

413

Highlights from the 2004-2005 activity report come under the following
headings:


Education – continued development education materials for all
levels of learning and the establishment of a Curriculum
Development Unit at Stranmillis College;



Cultural Development – use of a Financial Assistance Scheme to
support the participation of over 400 groups in Ulster-Scots cultural
activities over the two years;



Public Awareness – support for newspaper columns, the Ulster-Scots
newspaper and various other awareness raising publications; and



Language Development – in partnership with the Institute of UlsterScots Studies in Derry a tape-recorded survey was completed.

4.5

Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB)

414

SEUPB has been given significant managerial functions including a grantmaking and an oversight role, in relation to the Community Initiatives under
the 2000-2006 EU Structural Funds. The initiatives include INTERREG III,
LEADER+, Urban II, Equal and Peace II. A principal aim of the SEUPB, which
led to this report, is to monitor and promote the Common Chapter in the
National Development Plan for Ireland and the Northern Ireland Structural
Funds Plan.
Highlights from the 2004-2005 activity report come under the following
headings:
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The agreement to a €144 extension of the Peace II Programme with a
particular emphasis on reconciliation;
The publication of the ‘Community Uptake Analysis Report’ which
assessed the current spread of funding across the two main
communities;
The closure of the applications process for the Peace II programme
(which received 11,915 applications over the entire period of the
programme);
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The consideration of 191 INTERREG applications during 2005 alone;
and
The establishment of a Regional Partnership Board.

4.6

Trade and Business Development Body (InterTradeIreland)

415

InterTradeIreland exercises a range of functions in the trade and business
sector. It works closely with the existing development agencies, North and
South, with a focus on promoting North/South trade and business cooperation by building enterprise capability and competitiveness.
InterTradeIreland also has objectives to enhance enterprise competitiveness in
a North/South context in areas such as skills availability, telecoms,
information technology and electronic commerce by encouraging information
share, joint marketing initiatives, joint research and development and other
ventures as well as maximising the potential of e-business across the island.

416

The information presented in Annex IV is different to the other North/South
bodies in that it is in a format which demonstrates the organisation’s key
achievements against its corporate and strategic goals as published in the
InterTradeIreland Corporate Plan 2002-2004 in relation to 2004 information,
and against its corporate and strategic goals in the InterTradeIreland
Corporate Plan 2005-2007 in relation to 2005 information. 6

417

Highlights from the 2004-2005 activity report include:










The development of several sector-specific all-island trade and
business development networks, such as BioMedIreland (in
biotechnology and life sciences), Lionra (in crafts) and the All-Island
Softward Network;
Ongoing interventions in the science, technology and innovation
field such as FUSION, expertiseireland and INNOVA (a new
business-to-business collaborative R&D programme);
The running of the highly successful All-Island Seedcorn
Competition to find the best start up businesses;
Continuing cross-border sales and marketing interventions such as
ACUMEN, FOCUS and Network & Getwork.
The rolling out of ‘areas of excellence networks’ in areas such as
private equity (EquityNetwork), supply chain solutions (Logistics
XP and ELUPEG), company benchmarking and procurement
training;
Ongoing programme of business and economic research with
sectoral reports on financial services and furniture as well as a trade
statistics website and an all-island survey of business linkages; and

It should be noted that InterTradeIreland’s Performance Measures for 2004 and 2005 were
different, reflecting the change in strategic goals within the two Corporate Plans which span
the 2004 - 2005 period.

6
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The development of ‘communities of interest networks’ such as
Microtrade (supporting micro-enterprises across the island) and the
USA/Ireland Research Partnership.

4.6.1

Waterways Ireland

418

Waterways Ireland's primary function is the management, maintenance,
development and restoration of the inland navigable waterway system
throughout the island, principally for recreational purposes. Waterways
Ireland is responsible for those navigation systems which were previously
under the control of the Minister for Arts, Heritage, Gaeltacht and the Islands
in the South and the Rivers Agency in Northern Ireland: Shannon-Erne
Waterway; Erne System; Grand Canal; Barrow Navigation System; Lower
Bann Navigation System; Royal Canal; Shannon Navigation System.

419

Waterways Ireland is also charged with taking forward further studies and
appraisals in relation to the possible restoration of the Ulster Canal, and
responsibility for Shannon-Erne Waterways Promotions Ltd.

420

Highlights from the 2004-2005 activity report have been grouped under the
following headings:
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Management and maintenance of the inland waterways –
installation of over 3,500m of additional public moorings and
13,000m of improved navigable waterways;
Ulster Canal – reports on funding options and the potential of reopening the Erne/Clones and Neagh/Blackwater sections were
completed and put before the departments.
Research into use of the waterways – including surveys and profiles
of recreational users; and
Promotion of use of the waterways – through sponsored events,
festivals and publications of marketing materials.
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5.

AREAS OF CO-OPERATION

5.1

Overview

501

Six areas of North/South co-operation were agreed in the Good Friday
Agreement (1998). The responsible government departments, through the
North/South Ministerial Council (NSMC), later agreed work programmes.

502

The six agreed areas for co-operation are:







Agriculture;
Education;
Environment;
Health;
Tourism; and
Transport.

503

As part of the activity report for the Common Chapter, the SEUPB are
required to inventory the activities undertaken by government departments
in each of the six areas. For this report each of the responsible government
departments, North and South, were asked to co-ordinate their responses for
the six areas of co-operation.

504

This section details the work programmes for each of the six areas. It then
provides a brief report on the activities and expenditures for each of the six
covering the years 2004 and 2005. Fuller details can be found in Annex V.

505

Table 5.1 provides a summary of the expenditure for the areas of co-operation
covered by the Common Chapter.
Table 5.1: Areas of Co-operation Expenditure

Areas of Co-operation
Agriculture
Education
Environment
Health
Tourism
Transport
Totals

15380/F

2004
€m

2005
€m

Total
€m

2.734
5.770
4.924
64.696
0.25

0.106
0.382
4.876
3.891
73.995
2.874

0.106
3.116
10.646
8.815
138.691
3.124

78.374
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5.2

Agriculture

506

The aspects of agriculture initially agreed for consideration by the NSMC
were discussion of Common Agricultural Policy issues, animal and plant
health policy and research, and rural development. The programme of work
agreed for this sector includes:

507



The development of a joint strategy on animal health on the island of
Ireland;



The endorsement of a programme of work for the Steering
Committee on Cross-border Rural Development; and



The close interaction between departments and officials in the
context of World Trade Organisation negotiation rounds, EU
Enlargement and reviews of the Common Agricultural Policy.

Co-operation between the relevant departments 7 continued in 2004-2005 and
highlights from the activity report for the Common Chapter include:










Continuation of the work of the nine working groups set up to
develop an All-Island Animal Health and Welfare Strategy with
meetings of government ministers to oversee progress;
Ongoing work of the Plant Health Liaison Group on issues such as
the plant passport regime, Phytophthora ramorum (Sudden Oak
Death), Potato Cyst Nematode, Fireblight and ring rot and their
impact across the island;
Continued cross-border rural development co-operation, specifically
in the management of relevant Peace II and INTERREG IIIA
measures; and
Joint pesticide liaison including usage surveys (including
dissemination of the results of the first four-year survey) and the
publication of an all-island fungicide resistance strategy; and
Ongoing liaison on the monitoring of Avian Influenza including
meetings, e-mail alerts and representation on expert advisory groups
across the border.

5.3

Education

508

The aspects of education initially agreed for consideration by the NSMC were
education for children with special needs, educational under-achievement,
teacher qualifications and school, youth and teacher exchanges. Joint working
groups designed programmes of work for this sector which include:

Department of Agriculture and Food (Ireland), Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development (NI) and Department of Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Ireland).

7
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509

The development of Special Education Needs provision in areas
such as autism and dyslexia; and
The rolling out of interventions to tackle educational
underachievement in areas such as pupil attendance/retention and
literacy/numeracy.

Co-operation between the relevant departments 8 continued in 2004-2005 and
the highlights from the activity report for the Common Chapter include:










Joint working in the area of autism including the purchase of
premises (launched by ministers) in Middletown to create a
North/South centre of excellence for children with autism;
Continued work of the North/South Literacy/Numeracy Working
Group to facilitate the exchange of information on policy and
curriculum issues through regular meetings and attendance at
seminars hosted by one of the two departments;
Joint management by the two departments of the Peace II, Measure
5.5 programme to assist educational exchanges – five new projects
approved in 2004.
Development of the work of the North/South Exchange Consortium
(established in 2004) with research into youth and school exchanges
and their impact (published in 2005) and the agreement that the
Consortium take responsibility for all future exchange activity; and
Collaboration work on other areas of special educational needs
including the launch of a dyslexia video and CD (2004) and the
development of a professionals exchange programme (funded by
Peace II and beginning in 2005).

5.4

Environment

510

The aspects of environment initially agreed for consideration by the NSMC
are research into environmental protection, pollution, water quality
management and waste management in a cross-border context. The work
programme agreed for this sector includes:

8



The implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive which
came into force on 22 December 2000 on a North/South basis;



The encouragement of the expansion of waste re-cycling through a
joint approach to market and manufacturing development for
secondary materials and recyclates; and



The development of co-operation arrangements in respect of (a)
nutrient management planning in agriculture and (b) controls on
cross-border management/movement of slurries.

Department of Education and Science (Ireland) and Department of Education (NI).
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511

The two responsible departments 9 reported the following highlights for the
2004-2005 Common Chapter activity report:


Under research into environmental protection the development of
the environmental research database, A North/South Website of
Environmental Research projects (ANSwer – www.answeronline.org) was developed and promoted;



An all-island fridges and fridge freezers recycling scheme was put in
place in February 2004; and,



The successful completion of a study to compare converted Land
Cover Map 2000 data and updated Corine Land Cover 2000 data
within a sample cross-border area.

5.5

Health

512

The aspects of health initially agreed for consideration by the NSMC were
accident and emergency planning, co-operation on high technology
equipment, cancer research and health promotion. Joint working groups were
established to take forward work programmes for each of these aspects and
the programmes include:

513



Accident and emergency services;



Planning for major emergencies;



Collaboration on purchase and use of high technology equipment;



Cancer research; and



Health promotion.

The two sponsor departments 10 reported the following highlights for the
2004-2005 Common Chapter activity report:


Under planning for major emergencies there was the ongoing
consideration of the development of a Road Traffic Accident
Mobilisation and Response Strategy for fire brigades in border areas
and the further development of combined community fire
prevention awareness and education programmes;

Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Ireland) and Department of
the Environment (NI).
10 Department of Health and Children (Ireland) and Department of Health, Social Services
and Public Safety (NI).
9
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The work of the Ireland-Northern Ireland-NCI Cancer Consortium
into its fifth and sixth years including the creation of a new
Prevention Working Group with plans to hold a workshop on cancer
prevention in early 2006;



Health Promotion continued to be the most highly proactive area of
joint co-operation and joint action involving research projects, seven
health,
workplace
health,
physical
conferences
(men’s
activity/obesity, Health Promoting Hospitals, Mental Health, Breast
Feeding and Obesity) and joint training initiative for practitioners.
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5.6

Tourism

514

In the case of tourism, it was agreed that a publicly-owned limited company
would be established by Bord Fáilte Éireann and the Northern Ireland Tourist
Board to promote the island of Ireland overseas as a tourist destination. The
new company, known as Tourism Ireland, was formally established on 11
December 2000. The objectives for Tourism Ireland, agreed by the responsible
government departments through the NSMC include:

515



The increase of overseas visitors numbers to the island of Ireland by
set targets in each year through the delivery of international tourism
marketing programmes;



The international tourism marketing programmes to be developed in
partnership with the industry North and South and to provide
information of a balanced and comprehensive nature on the island of
Ireland as a tourist destination reflecting the diverse traditions,
forms of cultural expression and identities within the island; and



The provision of market intelligence which builds the capacity of the
industry to develop international marketing expertise and provides
relevant statistics and information to the government departments.

The two sponsor departments 11 and Tourism Ireland reported the following
highlights for the 2004-2005 Common Chapter activity report:


Increasing visitor numbers to the island of Ireland in 2004 and 2005
by 3.3% and 5% respectively;



Promotion of Northern Ireland as a destination still reaching it
potential for overseas visitors leading to a small increase for 20042005 over 2002-2003;



Review of the spread of tourism to all of the regions on the island
and tailoring of marketing messages to reflect this; and



Increase, through a partnership approach, in the number of new air
routes onto the island by 48 over the two years.

11 Department of Arts, Sports and Tourism (Ireland) and Department of Enterprise, Trade and
Investment (NI).
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5.7

Transport

516

The aspects of transport which were specified by the Good Friday Agreement
for consideration by the NSMC were co-operation on strategic transport
planning including road and rail infrastructure and public transport services
and road and rail safety. The work programme agreed for this sector
includes:

517



The identification of opportunities for co-operation in strategic
transport planning, such as a review of strategies for the
development of cross-border national/arterial roads;



The continued operation of joint road safety campaigns by the
relevant government departments and public bodies; and



The exploration of the scope for mutual recognition of endorsements
for road traffic offences.

The responsible departments 12 Highlights from the 2004-2005 activity report
for the Common Chapter include:


Co-operation between the two government departments (and one of
the local authority networks – ICBAN) in the rolling out of Peace II
and INTERREG-funded road improvement schemes in the border
region;



Establishment of a new cross-border advisory committee involving
government departments and port authorities to assist in the
development of an INTERREG-funded project to implement a VTMS
(Vessel Traffic Management System) in Drogheda port;



The development and launch of three road safety advertising
campaigns (2005); and



Jointly themed ‘Fire Safety Weeks’ in both years organised by the
National Safety Council and Northern Ireland Fire Service.

12 Department of Transport (Ireland), Department for Regional Development (NI) and
Department of Communications, Marine and Natural Resources (Ireland).
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6.

OTHER PUBLIC SECTOR CO-OPERATION

6.1

Overview

601

This section breaks now ground in an activity report for the Common
Chapter in an attempt to inventory other government co-operation beyond
the EU and Operational programmes and the work programmes of the
North/South bodies and six areas of co-operation. It has been possible
because of the ongoing work of the Centre for Cross Border Studies in
developing contacts with and an information flow from the broadest possible
range of public bodies, North and South.

602

In addition to the six areas dealt with in Section 5, the Common Chapter
identified energy, telecoms and human resources development as ‘other areas
relevant to cross-border co-operation’ (p.180). The SEUPB are required to
inventory the activities undertaken in these three areas and, for the first time
in an activity report, this has been done.

603

In addition the activity report also includes an inventory of the cross-border
work of public bodies beyond the government departments and North/South
bodies. To gather this new information for this report eighty-six government
departments and public bodies, North and South, were asked to detail what
cross-border and North/South co-operation they have been involved in.

604

The consultants have used Border Ireland to ensure that responses have both
been sifted for duplication and have had additional detail added where
possible. The responses have been broken down into the following sectors:














605

Energy.
Telecoms.
Human Resources Development.
Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural Development.
Arts and Culture.
Community and Social Development.
Economic Development.
Education.
Environment.
Health.
Tourism.
Transport.
Cross-sectoral Areas.

This section provides a brief report on selected activities and expenditures for
each of these areas covering the years 2004 and 2005. Fuller details can be
found in Annex VI.
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606

Table 6.1 provides a summary of the expenditure for the areas of co-operation
covered by the Common Chapter.
Table 6.1: Other Public Sector Co-operation Expenditure
2004
€m

Areas of Co-operation
Energy
Telecoms
Human Resources Development
Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural
Development
Arts and Culture
Community
and
Social
Development
Economic Development
Education
Environment
Health
Tourism
Transport
Cross-sectoral areas
Totals

2005
€m

Total
€m

0.15
1.6
-

1.6
1.5
-

1.75
3.1
-

2.411
0.015

4.532
-

6.943
0.015

0.339
0.02
2.0
6.535

1.008
0.015
2.0
10.655

1.347
0.035
4.0
17.19

6.2

Highlights of Other Public Sector Co-operation

607

As Annex VI shows there is a very broad variety of North/South activity
going on involving public bodies as well as government departments which
falls outside the expenditure-focused areas of funding programmes and cooperation supervised by the NSMC.

608

In the first place, the ‘other areas relevant to cross-border co-operation’ in the
Common Chapter have provided highlights for energy and telecoms
including:


Establishment of the Single Electricity Market (SEM) involving SEM
market design, capacity mechanism, single market operator, market
power and dominance, Trading and Settlement Code were the key
work streams.



Under the SEM project there were four working groups established –
Joint Steering Group, Joint Management Group, Rules Review
Group and Rules Liaison Group.
Research and publication of a report with recommendations for
change in the area of cross-border roaming charges issues for mobile
phone users.
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609

Inter-departmental co-operation in the use of an INTERREG IIIA
sub-measure to bring broadband to more peripheral cross-border
regions.

Selecting highlights from the rest of the returns in Annex VI is more difficult.
This is partly because the variety of co-operation is so vast and, also, the cooperation tends to be between organisations with shared interests or
specialisms. The highlights have been organised in a different manner to the
rest of the activity report and reflect types of co-operation, including:


Informal networking including information sharing, advisory or
consultative activity;



More formal activity focused upon harmonising policies or methods
of delivering services; and



Joint projects or initiatives between organisations which are funded
either from internal resources or from external funding sources
(usually the Peace II or INTERREG IIIA programmes).

6.2.1

Informal Links

610

Examples from 2004 and 2005 include:








Exchange of information by COFORD and the Forestry Service (NI)
on a North/South basis concerning technical forestry matters
(particularly in the genetics and silviculture areas), wood trade and
flow data;
The Heritage Council (Ireland) established an Irish Walled Towns
Network in April 2005 to coordinate and enhance the work of local
authorities in the conservation and education work involved with
walled towns, North and South;
Shared board membership and exchanging of work programmes by
the General Consumer Council (NI) and the National Consumer
Agency (Ireland); and
The social benefits agencies, North and South, organised a series of
staff exchanges in the area of benefit fraud investigation in order to
exchange best practice in this area of work.

6.2.2 Harmonising Policies or Methods of Work
611

Examples from 2004 and 2005 include:
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All-Island Planning Group involving the two Sports Councils met
regularly to discuss areas of common interest in relation to the work
of various national governing bodies of sport and high performance
sport;
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Teagasc and the Agricultural Research Institute (NI) held ongoing
discussions on co-operation in developing an all—island research
agenda;
The two Arts Councils developed a mentoring action research
project to draw out a best practice model of arts mentoring in an allIreland context;
The Equality Authority (Ireland) and Equality Commission (NI)
have worked together on developing a joint research agenda looking
at increasing the visibility of sexual orientation work in their
operational programmes and the implications for equality
legislation, North and South, of the Good Friday Agreement;
North/South and East-West joint consultative committee of the
organisations responsible for the legal aid systems (led by the
Northern Ireland legal Services Commission and the Irish Legal Aid
Board) who have been working on a series of policy papers
including legal aid for asylum seekers; and
Ongoing co-operation in the area of statistical harmonising by the
Central Statistics Office and the Northern Ireland Statistics and
Research Agency, including a joint publication in 2004 and the
submission of shared chapters in statistical yearbooks in 2004 and
2005.

6.2.3

Joint Projects or Initiatives

612

Examples from 2004 and 2005 include:
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The work programme of the all-island Institute of Public Health has
placed North/South work at its core in areas such as combating
health inequalities (in men’s health and fuel poverty), the
completion of an all-Ireland social capital and health survey, and the
development of an all-island public health observatory (INISPHO).
Bord Iaschaigh Mhara and Northern Ireland Seafood organised an
all-island presence at three international trade events in 2005 –
European Seafood Event in Brussels, Polfish event in Poland, and
World Food Moscow event;
The Arts Council and Arts Council NI established a working group
in 2004 which oversaw the creation of the Four Now joint exhibition
of the collections of the two councils at the Glucksman Gallery, Cork;
and
The Irish Film Board and the Northern Ireland Film and Television
Commission have cooperated on fourteen film productions and
documentaries in the two years for reporting; and
Bord Bia and Invest NI collaborated on the branding of speciality
food producers leading to the publication of a North/South Speciality
Food Directory featuring 300 companies and, in late 2006, the signing
of a memorandum of understanding for future co-operation.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1

Summary of Expenditure

701

The previous sections have outlined expenditure in each of the five main
areas for reporting co-operation. Table 7.1 summarises this expenditure for
2004 and 2005. Further details can be found in Appendix II to V.

Table 7.1: Summary of Expenditure

EU Supported Programmes
PEACE II (incl. PII Extension)
INTERREG IIIA
URBAN II
LEADER +
EQUAL
Sub-Total
National Operational Programmes
Building Sustainable Prosperity
Economic and Social Infrastructure
Employment and HR Development
Productive Sector
Border, Midlands and Western
Southern and Eastern Region
Sub-Total (excl, EHRD)
North/South Implementation Bodies
Foyle, Carlingford and Irish Lights Commission
(Loughs Agency)
Waterways Ireland
Food Safety Promotion Board
The North/South Language Body
InterTradeIreland
SEUPB
Sub-Total
Six Areas of Co-operation
Agriculture
Education
Environment
Health
Tourism
Transport
Sub-Total
Other Public Sector Co-operation
TOTAL

2004
€m

2005
€m

Total
€m

30.231
36.431
0.016
0.009
66.687

27.286
32.117
0.132
0.015
59.55

57.517
68.548
0.148
0.024
126.237

0.044
161.049
2.015
13.772
0.915
177.795

0.009
200.300
2.015
8.848
0.685
211.857

0.053
361.349
4.030
22.620
1.600
389.652

2.989

3.06*

27.7
9.143
19.603
9.56
3.267
72.262

29.25*
9.803
19.439
11.663
3.088
76.304

56.95
18.946
39.042
21.223
6.355
148.566

Nil
2.734
5.770
4.924
64.696
0.25
78.374
6.535

0.106
0.382
4.876
3.891
73.995
2.874
86.124
10.655

0.106
3.116
10.646
8.815
138.691
3.124
164.498
17.19

401.653

444.49

6.049 13

846.143

* Accounts not yet released in Annual Reports.

The expenditure for the Loughs Agency excludes €1.256 million in INTERREG IIIA grants
which are accounted for under that EU programme.

13
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Chart 7.1 below shows the relative expenditure contribution of each of the
five main areas for reporting co-operation over the two year period.
Chart 7.1: Common Chapter relative expenditure, 2004 and 2005

North/South bodies
17.62%

Areas of Co-operation
19.43%

Public sector co-operation
2.03%

Operational Programmes
46.02%

EU Programmes
Operational Programmes
North/South bodies
Areas of Co-operation
Public sector co-operation

EU Programmes
14.90%

The following sections offer some conclusions based on two things:

The expenditure and activity returns and what trends can be taken
from these; and

An assessment of what the process of completing the activity report
can tell stakeholders about the monitoring and promotion of the
Common Chapter.

7.2

Trends in the Common Chapter Activity Reports
702 The chart below shows expenditure figures from the 2002-2003 and 2004-2005
activity reports. There has been an upward trend in 2004 and 2005 from the
earlier years. This has been driven by increasing expenditure on the EU
programmes (specifically Peace II and INTERREG IIIA) and the addition of
other public sector co-operation. The expenditure from the North/South
bodies has risen steadily in the last two years.
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Chart 7.2 Common Chapter activity reports summary expenditure, 2002-2005
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703 A different picture emerges if the expenditure chart only shows spending on
activities which involve explicit North/South and cross-border co-operation
activity. Chart 7.3 below shows that when the annual totals only take joint
activity into account, they fall from between €340m and €445m to between
€126m and €232m. The key reason for this, as the chart shows, is that the high
annual totals from the Operational Programmes in Chart 7.2 above are
reduced dramatically in Chart 7.3 below. This is due to almost 98% of these
totals coming from activities which may have had a cross-border impact but
may not, in themselves, have involved co-operation.
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Chart 7.3 Common Chapter activity reports summary expenditure (amended
version), 2002-2005
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704

Beyond the expenditure figures the trends in cross-border and North/South
co-operative activity present a more mixed picture. The EU Programmes,
Peace II and INTERREG IIIA, have been the driver of the largest numbers of
cross-border projects in 2004 and 2005, almost 450 then-current initiatives in
total. The Operational Programmes, on the other hand, have delivered a
much smaller amount of activity with a focus on roads projects and some
training programmes. The North/South bodies have consolidated their role
and their activity revealed a solid and mainstream nature by 2004-2005 as
many of the activities were recorded in previous activity reports and,
therefore, have been continued over a four year period or longer.

705

In the areas of co-operation there is a mixture of occasional liaison in many
sectors but also progress on individual projects, like the all-island centre for
excellence for autism, and in the work of Tourism Ireland. It is also noticeable
how departments have worked together in the delivery of both the Peace II
and INTERREG IIIA programmes and their returns occasionally include
projects which have received funding from those sources.
The new area of reporting, other public sector co-operation, provides a
window onto North/South and cross-border co-operation outside those
frameworks for co-operation which are supervised by the NSMC. There is a
mixed picture here also. In many cases co-operation exists at the level of
information sharing or policy liaison. There are also ongoing projects, as
varied as the development of the all-island energy market and the speciality
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food industry trade missions, which are more substantial and offer hope for
expanding Common Chapter activity reports in the future.
Other steps necessary to ensure the most accurate picture in future Common
Chapter activity reports include:






A decision taken on the place of other funding programmes
within the Common Chapter. For example, the International
Fund for Ireland and the Reconciliation Fund respectively
made 43 commitments of funding to cross-border activities
amounting to €3.65 million and €2.57 million in 2004 and
2005.
A decision on whether or not to record the activity of the
joint secretariat of the North/South Ministerial Council
including its expenditure of €3.87 million for 2004 and 2005.
How to record the activity of other North/South or crossborder organisations which have received support from
government departments but have not been reported in their
returns. Examples include the Standing Conference of
Teacher Education, North and South; Universities Ireland
and the International Centre for Local and Regional
Development.

7.3

Process of Common Chapter Reporting and Promotion

706

The terms of reference for the activity report and the initial meeting with the
Joint Steering Group made it clear that the objective of the assignment was to
report on Common Chapter activity without evaluating any progress or
impacts in 2004-2005.

Recommendation 1: Any final activity report for 2006 should include:

The documenting of activity undertaken against objectives and
targets for North/South activity as well as the value of the activity
undertaken; and

A review of progress made by the Common Chapter for the whole of
the 2000-2006 Structural Funds period with a view to setting targets
and objectives for any new Common Chapter.

707

The development of consistent templates was also problematic due to the
focus on reporting expenditure in each of the five areas. This is
understandable because of the focus on expenditure as an indicator of
North/South activity. However, it causes confusion as some areas (eg: EU
programmes) focus on reporting project expenditure and other areas (ie:
North/South bodies) focus on reporting activity with overall totals given for
current and capital expenditure. In the first place, it is clear that these two
types of expenditure are not the same thing. Second, an inconsistency in
reporting expenditure also leads to another skewing of the picture. Under the
Operational Programmes area, and only this area, there are three categories
for reporting – no expenditure, expenditure which has an impact across the
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border, and joint activity/expenditure. In this area up to 95% of expenditure
falls into the second of the categories and is collated with other areas where
expenditure is purely on joint activity.
708

Finally, the focus on expenditure undermines the quality of the information
collected for the activity report. A specific example of this is that respondents
from public bodies were reluctant to reply to the request for information as
they believed they had nothing to tell because of the stress laid on reporting
expenditure. In contrast the managing authorities for the EU programmes
and Operational Programmes are reluctant to part with any details over and
above spend figures. The focus on expenditure appears to lead to an ignoring
of a key part of SEUPB’s role vis-à-vis the Common Chapter – the
identification and alleviating of barriers to co-operation.

Recommendation 2: The Joint Steering Group should revisit the development of
reporting templates as a matter of urgency before any further reports are
commissioned. In doing this they might look at what has been done but, more
importantly, agree a method for reporting in the future. In essence it will have to be
agreed whether the Common Chapter is there to report on expenditure spent on
North/South co-operation (in its widest sense) or to do this as well as capturing
innovative practices and enduring work in cross-border co-operation sometimes
with little expenditure involved.
709

The most striking feature of the data collection process was the low levels of
knowledge or understanding about the Common Chapter that it revealed.
The level of understanding varied from area to area but in all five areas there
were nominated contacts who had never heard of the Common Chapter, who
did not know that it applied to their programme/sector/organisation, or who
were unclear about the kinds of information required.

710

From conversations with the contacts the consultants have identified three
reasons for the low levels of knowledge or understanding:

15380/F

1)

A belief that North/South co-operation did not involve the contact.
For example, in the EU and Operational Programmes areas, the
contacts generally knew of the Common Chapter. However, in a
number of cases, they did not believe it applied to them because they
were not involved in North/South work per se.

2)

A lack of continuity of contacts, which was particularly the case in
government departments and those public sector bodies involved in
co-operation. In the case of departments, it was quite common that
the contact, though the person responsible for North/South activity,
was new since 2003. Therefore, they had never heard of the Common
Chapter or, in two cases, did not know their counterpart on the other
side of the border or what the NSMC is. In the case of energy and
telecoms the contacts were knowledgeable about their area of work
but none had any idea that co-operation in their area falls under the
Common Chapter. In the case of the public sector bodies they were
keen to be involved in the process though, in all cases where
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Common Chapter
Final Report (100% returns)
discussions have happened, the Common Chapter is unknown to
them.
3)

The Common Chapter, where known of, is regarded as something
entirely to do with expenditure rather than co-operation activity in
general. This is certainly the case with the government departments
and public sector bodies. Also, in the case of the North/South bodies
there was confusion over whether the Common Chapter involves
their total expenditure or their programme expenditure.

Recommendation 3: The Joint Steering Group should organise awareness-raising
sessions for the nominated contacts involved in this activity report. In the June 2006
terms of reference for the activity report there were plans for workshops for
stakeholders to talk about what the Common Chapter is and how it involves them.
These should be revisited before any future activity reports with a first step
involving sessions on the findings of the 2004-2005 activity report and some best
practice ideas about ongoing monitoring and reporting on Common Chapter activity
in all the areas detailed above.
Recommendation 4: The Joint Steering Group should consider holding a study group
session for themselves and other key stakeholders in SEUPB and the two
Departments of Finance at which the consultants would present the wider findings
from this activity report for discussion.
Recommendation 5: The Joint Steering Group should also engage in some promotion
work about what the Common Chapter is and what progress there has been in this
area. The consultants are fully aware of the political sensitivities around the
Common Chapter but, given the beginning of the 2007-2013 programmes and the
launch of the new National Development Plan in January 2007, promotion is
necessary. As an initial first step, the Joint Steering Group could publish the
summary version of the 2004-2005 activity report.

Centre for Cross Border Studies
and
FPM Accountants LLP
12 March 2007
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ANNEX I: METHODOLOGY

The methodology used in completing the Common Chapter activity report involved
several key stages:
•

Holding an initial meeting with Common Chapter Joint Steering Group

•

Development of templates for reporting on the five areas;

•

Review of past Common Chapter activity reports;

•

Data collection; and

•

Completion of interim and final reports.

A key to completing the Common Chapter activity report has been the use of Border
Ireland to validate and add to information provided in the data collection. Border
Ireland has been developed by the Centre for Cross Border Studies as the first online
information system to focus upon improving the understanding of North/South and
cross-border issues on the island of Ireland.
The rationale behind Border Ireland is the significant growth in cross-border cooperation over the past 20 years on the island of Ireland and the fact that this has
produced an ever increasing amount of uncoordinated and fragmented information.
Compiling the activity report for 2004 and 2005 has been an ideal means of showing
the kind of work that Border Ireland can be used for.
Initial Meeting
The initial meeting was held in the SEUPB offices in Omagh on 12 October 2006 with
representatives from the Centre for Cross Border Studies, FPM Chartered
Accountants, SEUPB, Department of Finance and Personnel (NI) and apologies from
the Department of Finance (Ireland).
The consultants circulated a document prepared in advance detailing the information
required and a provisional list of contacts (both sourced from Border Ireland) for the
four of the five areas for reporting. It was agreed at the meeting that the SEUPB and
the two Departments would finalise the list of contacts and send a letter to
government departments, North and South, informing them of the activity report. It
was agreed that the interim report, due in mid-November, would be a progress report
and that the final report would be delivered by mid-December to the SEUPB.
Development of reporting templates
The consultants began developing templates which reflected past activity reports and
built upon these to tailor five different reporting templates, one for each of the
following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

EU programmes
Operational Programmes
North/South implementation bodies
‘Areas of co-operation’ agreed under the Good Friday Agreement and three
(energy, telecoms and human resources development) included under the
Common Chapter
5. Other public sector co-operation.
Each template, agreed by SEUPB, includes the following:
• Description of co-operation activities.

• Organisations involved in North/South partnerships.
• Outputs of co-operation (including publications, etc.).
In the Operational Programmes the template asked about the nature of co-operation
beyond the existing three categories (networking without expenditure; activity with an
impact across the border; and joint activity).
Data collection and desk research
The desk research focused on the background to the five areas mentioned above –
what was to be reported on, what connections were there between EU programmes
and other overlaps between the different areas.
For the data collection a final contacts list was agreed by the Common Chapter Joint
Steering Group by 20 October. In the North a memo was sent (23 October) from the
Department of Finance and Personnel to different government departments to advise
of the requests for information.
The data collection process began on 23 October with initial contact made by
telephone or (where unavailable) by letter. Templates were then sent by e-mail to
each of the contacts. The progress in each of the five areas was as follows:
1. EU programmes – contact established with all eight programme contacts and
data collected by 21 November 2006.
2. Operational Programmes – contact established with all six programme
contacts and returns completed by 20 November 2006.
3. North/South bodies – contact established with all seven contacts and returns
completed by 22 January 2007.
4. Areas of co-operation – contact established with all 18 departmental contacts
and returns completed by 15 February 2007
5. Other public sector co-operation – letters sent to 76 public sector bodies with
a known North/South connection (sourced from Border Ireland) and 43
returns by 15 December 2006.

Measure
number

DARD No

Name of Project
(Project Title)

Farmers
Market/Artisan
Food Producers Country Market
1

4

5

11

Lead Group in
Northern IrelandI

West Tyrone Rural Ltd

2.2

All Partners involved

(1) West Tyrone Rural Ltd
(project leader);(2) Arigna
LEADER; (3) North Antrim
LEADER+ Ltd; (4) Donegal
Local development Co; (5)
Sligo LEADER

Fermanagh Local Action
Creative Industries
Group

(1)Fermanagh Local Action
Group (project leader); (2)
Sligo LEADER; (3) Arigna
LEADER

Fermanagh Local Action
Dare to Grow Renewable Energies Group

(1) Sligo LEADER (project
leader); (2) Fermanagh
Local Action Group; (3)
Arigna LEADER

2.2

2.2

2.2 Crafts Today

Roe Valley Rural
Development Ltd

(1) Roe Valley Rural
Development Ltd (project
leader); (2) Coleraine Local
Action Group for
Enterprise; (3) Rural Area
Partnership in Derry; (4)
Magherafelt Area
Partnership; (5)Offaly
LEADER + Company; (6)
Westmeath Community
Develpoment; (7) Moy
Valley Resources; (8)
Innishowen Rural
Development Ltd (IRDL)

Rural Area Partnership
in Derry

(1)Rural Area Partnership
in Derry (Project leader): (2)
Roe Valley Rural
Development Ltd; (3)
Magherafelt Area
Partnership; (4)Coleraine
Local Action Group for
Enterprise; (5) Westmeath
Community Develpoment;
(6) Moy Valley Resources;
(7) Innishowen Rural
Development Ltd (IRDL); (8)
Offaly LEADER + Company

Entrepreneurs for
the Environment

West Tyrone Rural
Limited

(1) West Tyrone Rural Ltd
(project leader); (2) Donegal
Local Development
Company Ltd; (3) CavanMonaghan Rural
Development

Speciality Food
Producers
Programme Cross
Border

(1) Rural Down Partnership
(project leader); (2) Carlow
Rural Down Partnership
LEADER Rural
Development Company

Developing Cross
Border Business

12

13

14

2.2

2.2

2.2

E volve your
Business

23

28

2.2

Food and Cultural
2.2 Tourism (Fact)
Transnet

18

Craigavon & Armagh
Rural Development Ltd

2.2

(1) South West Mayo
Development Company
(project leader); (2)
Craigavon & Armagh Rural
Development Ltd; (3)
Lomond & Rural Stirling
LEADER+

(1) Chalk and Cheese
LEADER, Dorset(project
North Antrim LEADER+ L leader); (2) North Antrim
LEADER+ Ltd; (3)
Waterford LEADER; (4)
Newry Institute
Newry & Mourne Local
Action Group

22

2.2

Tourism & Craft
Linkages

2.2 STRAP (Tourism)

North Antrim LEADER+
Ltd
Craigavon & Armagh
Rural Development Ltd

Non LEADER
Group Partners

n/a

Actual progress
Payments 2004

Payments 2005

3,310.45

37,833.83

Nil

16,393.00

Nil

528.60

Nil

9,722.00

approved Feb 05

Regional
Utveckland
Landstinjet,
Sweden

approved Aug 05

Regional
Utveckland
Landstinjet,
Sweden

approved Nov 05

n/a

approved Dec 05

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Newry Institute

Approved Dec 05

Nil

6344.72

Nil

6443.85

Nil

4633.35

Nil

955.98

Nil

Nil

3316.75

Nil

Approved March 06

approved Dec 05

approved Dec 05

approved Aug 06
Not approved. Predevelopment costs
only

Not approved. Predevelopment costs
only

Nil

2400.00

Not approved. Predevelopment costs
only

3582.03

Nil
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ESI Operational Programme 2005
North/South
Measure Number/Name
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Lead Partner/Organisations

Expenditure 2005 (€m)

Category A

National Roads

Yes

Category B

Types of North/South Activity

Category C

Joint
Planning

Joint
Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint
Services

N1/M1 Dublin/Dundalk/Border

Department of Transport

22.9

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N2 Dublin/Monaghan/Border

Department of Transport

86.7

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N3 Dublin/Cavan/Border

Department of Transport

42.1

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N13 Letterkenny/Bridgend/Border

Department of Transport

2

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N14 Letterkenny/Lifford/Border

Department of Transport

0.8

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N15 Donegal/Lifford/Border

Department of Transport

44.6

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N16 Sligo/Manorhamilton/Border

Department of Transport

1.2

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Substantial progress has been made on the development of cross-border routes with total investment of almost
€1.052billion between January 2000 and December 2005 under the NDP. This investment has seen the
completion of the M1 motorway from Dublin to north of Dundalk with the opening of the Dundalk Western By-Pass
in September 2005, providing 83km of continuous motorway. The final element of this major route, the N1/A1
Dundalk to Newry project, is under construction and is scheduled for completion in 2007

Measures to facilitate North-South co-operation are included in the Government’s Transport 21 Plan, which
provides for the improvement of strategic road links with Northern Ireland by upgrading the N2 and N3

The strategy for the development of the North Donegal/Monaghan/Dublin route involves the provision of by-passes
for the towns of Monaghan, Castleblayney and Carrickmacross. The Carrickmacross By-Pass opened to traffic in
January 2005 and construction is now underway on both the Monaghan By-Pass (Phase 1) and Castleblayney ByPass projects which are scheduled for completion in 2006 and 2007 respectively. Road users travelling south on
the N2 towards Dublin have the option of using the existing N33 Link, from North of Ardee to the M1 DublinDundalk Motorway, and then travelling on motorway standard road for the balance of their journey to Dublin.

Public Transport
DTI Public Transport & traffic
management

No

N/A

National Public Transport

Yes

The Dublin – Belfast rail link provides a vital commercial and social link between the two cities. The designation of
the Dublin – Belfast line as a priority Trans European Transport Network TEN-T route reflects the importance of
the link. Bus Eireann cross – border services (timetables and fares) arc integrated with Ulsterbus network.

Department of Transport

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Note: N/P: Not Provided by Managing Authority
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Measure Number/Name

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Lead Partner/Organisations

Expenditure 2005 (€m)

Types of North/South Activity

Category A

Category B

Category C

Joint
Planning

Joint
Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint
Services

Environmental
Infrastructure

the Irish Coastal Zone contains a significant endowment of infrastructure which includes major commercial
harbours, fishery harbours together with navigation, safety and communication facilities, roads and railways.
Coastal protection projects included under this Measure especially in the Border counties will help to ensure that
the effects of coastal erosion is limited thereby ensuring the continued protection of the coastal zone for all to
enjoy.

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Sustainable Energy

Yes

Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI) co-ordinates the implementation of the work of the Sustainable Energy Working
Group (a Working Group under the All Island Energy Market Development Framework). Within this All Island
Energy Market, specific efforts are being made to demonstrate cross border integration and establish models of
learning. Other activities include the development of All Island Sustainable Energy Indicators, and the development
of an Interreg-supported Renewable Energy Installers Academy, by Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI) and Action
Renewables in Belfast.

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Housing

No

N/A

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

Health

No

N/A

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Technical Assistance

No

N/A

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

0

200.30

Note: N/P: Not Provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2005 (€m)
Types of North/South Activity
Lead
Partner/Organisati
ons
Category A Category B Category C Joint Planning Joint Implementation
Joint Funding

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Yes

This programme, supported by an IFI grant of€56,550 approved in November 2004, concerned the development and implementation of
an initiative for Festival and Event co-ordinators, representing 14 organisations.

Action Programme
for the unemployed

Yes

FAS continues to have on-going co-operation with its counterparts in Northern Ireland. There was nothing specific in respect of this
measure in 2005.

2 ESF

National
Employment Service

Yes

The European Commission established EURES Cross Border, which is focused on the border areas of Europe, where there are high
levels of labour mobility. FÁS and the DEL, together with trade union and employer bodies, developed a programme to assist workers
from both sides of the border to find work on either side of it. The service is operated by officials drawn from the trade unions, employer
bodies, FÁS and DEL, and is available in all DEL and FÁS offices in border areas. Since 2004, enhanced computer links between FÁS
and DEL have allowed people on both sides of the border to access information on all jobs in the border regions.

3 ESF

Active Measure for
LTU & Socially
Excluded

Yes

No specific projects in the period.

-

-

Early Education

No

Early childhood education is not one of the areas identified as a priority area for co-operation with the North.

-

-

School Completion
Initiative

Yes

A joint working group, which meets bi-annually, was established under the auspices of the North/South Implementation process to
examine, inter alia, the issue of retention which is on-going. An objective of this group is to identify areas for close co-operation and
collaboration in promoting attendance and retention and to develop proposals for further action. Equally, informal links have been
established with similar initiatives in the North. In particular, the School Completion Programme in Dundalk has strong North/South links
and links are now being established with the School Completion Programme projects in the Border areas, such as Monaghan, Cavan and
Donegal.

DES

N/P

N/P

6

Early Literacy

Yes

Experience and knowledge gained fromMeasure 5 initiatives continue to provide material for discussion and exchange in the context of
relevant joint bodies and task forces (such as the North/South Working Party on Literacy and Numeracy and the recommendations in the
joint Task Force Report on Dyslexia).

DES

N/P

7

Traveller Education

Yes

The North/South Traveller Education Forum now meets annually. TAt the meetings of the Forum delegates from both sides: share their
experiences, discuss progress made in Traveller education, promote linkages, deal with transient Traveller issues, advise on the
production of teaching materials, promote and advance inter-cultural education in schools, etc. There is also a cross-border network of
Visiting Teachers for Travellers (DES) and Liaison Teachers for Travellers (DFE NI) focusing on the educational needs of children from
families who live on both sides of the border.

DES

N/P

8

School Guidance
Service

Yes

It is intended to explore ways in which information/expertise in relation to guidance provision in schools could be developed collaboratively,
especially in the area of promoting education/enterprise links.

DES

Third Level Access

Yes

The initiatives provided for under this fund, are also available to students from Northern Ireland, from the three target groups, pursuing
courses in the South, providing they satisfy the conditions of the respective schemes

DES

N/P

N/P

School Modern
Languages

Yes

At post-primary level, there have been a number of meetings between the language inspectors for the two jurisdictions. There has been
some joint in-service training

DES

N/P

Early School Leaver
– Progression

Yes

FÁS continued to manage the IFI’s Wider Horizons Programmes, in association with the Department of Education and Learning.

FAS

N/P

Measure Number/Name

IFI Human Resource
Development Programme

N/P

N/P

N/P

Joint Services

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

-

No

No

No

No

-

No

No

No

No

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/P

No

No

No

No

N/P

N/P

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

Employability

1

4

5 ESF

9 ESF

10

11A ESF

-

FAS/DEL

N/P

-

N/P

-

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Measure Number/Name

Early School Leaver
11B ESF – Youthreach &
Travellers

Sectoral Entry
Training – Tourism
School Leavers
ational Programme 2005
Sectoral Entry
12B
Training – Tourism
12A

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Yes

The National Coordinators of Youthreach and the Senior Traveller Training Centres are part of an ‘implementation sub-committee’
established by the cross-border body the North-South Education Forum. A number of reports have been published by the NSEF including
a survey of the training needs of staff in Youthreach and Senior Traveller Training Centres. Guidance has been highlighted as an area for
joint co-operation and initial meetings with Northenr Ireland have been held. GOod practice and experience under the University for
Industry Learn Direct Initiative is being shared.

Yes

Nothing to report

-

-

Yes

Nothing to report

-

-

12C

Sectoral Entry
Training – Tourism
(Education)

Yes

Courses under this measure are open to applicants from Northern Ireland who satisfy the selection criteria

12D

Sectoral Entry
Training - Agricultu

No

There is no noth-south element in this measure

Skills Training for
13 ESF Unemployed &
Redundant

14A ESF

14B

Expenditure 2005 (€m)
Types of North/South Activity
Lead
Partner/Organisati
ons
Category A Category B Category C Joint Planning Joint Implementation
Joint Funding

Yes

DES

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

The FÁS Training Centre in Letterkenny co-operated with the North-West Institute of Further and Higher Education in Derry to invest in a
new specially-equipped centre for teleservices training in Letterkenny and Derry. Both centres have run training courses. A joint
FAS/NWIFHE
programme of training in computer games development was developed and is now being run in the North-West Institute with trainees
from both North and South.
FÁS and the DEL agreed to commence a new project (Developing Workforce Capability) on a cross-border basis, with Interreg funding.
The new project is targeted at workers who have been made redundant or threatened with redundancy. It will involve career guidance,
coaching and skills training to prepare workers to meet new skills requirements as identified by the industrial development agencies. The
aim is to support a total of 240 workers over a two-and-a-half year period.
Trainees from the Dundalk area received technical computer training in the Spring Vale centre (BelFÁSt). Northern Ireland Electricity
Power Train and FÁS co-operated to train electrical linesmen, from the South, who received their training in Northern Ireland to agreed,
recognised standards.

Apprenticeship/Train
eeship – FÁS

Yes

FAS continues to have on-going co-operation with its counterparts in Northern Ireland. There was nothing specific in respect of this
measure in 2004

Education

Yes

The Department of Education and Science continues to support the joint provision, by the Institute of Technology, Sligo and the
Fermanagh Institute of Further Education, of two Phase 4 apprentice blocks in Carpentry and Joinery. This project is proceeding
satisfactorily and the Department is currently examining the possibility of expanding it’s North/South links by the flexible provision of 2
blocks in Newry College of Further Education with Dundalk Institute of Technology as the administrative institute

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

-

No

No

No

No

-

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

N/P

-

N/P

Joint Services

-

N/P

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

-

-

-

Yes

No

No

No

Nothing to report

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

DES

15

Employment Support
Services

16

Voc. Training &
Pathways
Employment People
with Disabilities

Yes

FAS continues to have on-going co-operation with its counterparts in Northern Ireland. There was nothing specific in respect of this
measure in 2005.

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

17

Refugee Language
Support Unit

Yes

There is no formal Refugee Language training cooperation with the North

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Measure Number/Name

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Expenditure 2005 (€m)
Types of North/South Activity
Lead
Partner/Organisati
ons
Category A Category B Category C Joint Planning Joint Implementation
Joint Funding

Joint Services

Entreneurship
18A ESF

In Company Training
FÁS

Yes

FAS continues to have on-going co-operation with its counterparts in Northern Ireland. There was nothing specific in respect of this
measure in 2005

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

18B ESF

In Company Training
Enterprise Ireland

Yes

Enterprise Ireland, as an organisation, does carry out a number of North / South cooperative activities under other Measures. However no
North / South cooperatives have been undertaken to date under this measure

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

18C

In Company Training
Enterprise Ireland

Nothing to report

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

FAS continues to have on-going co-operation with its counterparts in Northern Ireland. There was nothing specific in respect of this
measure in 2004

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

19A ESF

Social Economy
Programme

19B ESF

Social Economy
Local Social Capital

Yes

There was no activity under this measure during the period.

N/P

N/P

N/P

Adaptability
20

Lifelong Learning
General Training

Lifelong Learning
21 ESF Back to Education
Initiative

Yes

FAS continues to have on-going co-operation with its counterparts in Northern Ireland. There was nothing specific in respect of this
measure in 2005.

Yes

Guidance has been highlighted as an area for joint co-operation and initial meetings with Northern interests have been held. Good
practice and experience under the University for Industry Learn Direct initiative is being shared

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

No

No

No

No

The quality framework for adult literacy has been developed in co-operation with transnational partners including Northern Ireland, and
there are close working links between the National Adult Literacy Agency and the Basic Skills Unit. Collaborative work is ongoing to share
practice in the context of the Northern Ireland Essential Skills Strategy

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

Yes

Yes

No

No

Lifelong Learning
22 ESF National Adult
Literacy Strategy

-

-

-

23

Lifelong Learning
Further Education
Support Services

Yes

Guidance has been highlighted as an area for joint co-operation and initial meetings with Northern interests have been held. Good
practice and experience under the University for Industry Learn Direct initiative is being shared, and a working group is in operation to
explore the scope for joint co-operation. A joint application to the Peace and Reconciliation OP for the development of a strategic
interface between Learn Direct and the southern project has been agreed between the Department, FAS and Learn Direct.

24A1

Ongoing Sectoral
Training Galetacht

No

There is no noth-south element in this measure

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

24A2

Ongoing Sectoral
Training Film

Yes

All programmes including the Bursary Awards Scheme are open to applicants from both North and South.

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

No

No

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

24B

Ongoing Sectoral
Training – Seafood

Yes

BIM and SEAFISH (UK), with the support of the Sea Fish Industry Training Association Northern Ireland Ltd., commenced an INTERREG
IIIA financed Cross Border Fisheries Training Programme in 2005, funded through the North West Region Cross Border Group
(NWRCBG). Seventy-two candidates benefited from training under this scheme during 2005 with many completing Skipper training
BIM/Seafish
courses at the National Fisheries College, Greencastle, Co. Donegal as well as manual fish filleting and other skills training for shore
(UK)
based staff. A seminar was held in Carlingford, Co. Louth involving Mná na Mara and the Women in Fisheries Northern Ireland WIF (NI),
where future cross border co-operation projects were identified for progression during 2006. This expenditure will be included within EU
Programme expenditure for Common Chapter Reporting Activity

24C

Ongoing Sectoral
Training Forestry

Yes

No direct North/South cooperation this year

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Measure Number/Name

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Expenditure 2005 (€m)
Types of North/South Activity
Lead
Partner/Organisati
ons
Category A Category B Category C Joint Planning Joint Implementation
Joint Funding

24D

Ongoing Sectoral
Training Equine
Institute

Yes

Co-operation has taken place with Dept of Agriculture and Rural Development (NI) through Greenmount College, Antrim. Initially, studen
took modules on link-in basis, but more recently, students are registering for the full programme as well as link-in.

24E

Ongoing Sectoral
Training Agriculture

No

There is no North-South element in this measure

-

-

24F

Ongoing Sectoral
Training Tourism

Yes

A cross-border programme on Festival and Event Management was implemented during the first six months of 2005

-

-

24G

Ongoing Sectoral
Training Tourism
Education

Yes

Courses under this measure are open to applicants from Northern Ireland who satisfy the selection criteria

DES

N/P

N/P

25

Middle – level
Technician/ Higher
Technical Business

Yes

Students from Northern Ireland can apply to participate on the MLT/ HTBS programmes in the Institute of Technology, thereby
contributing to cross-border mobility

DES

N/P

26

Undergraduate Skills

Yes

Courses under this measure are open to applicants from Northern Ireland who satisfy the selection criteria

DES

27

Postgraduate
Conversion Courses

Yes

Students from Northern Ireland are eligible to apply for courses under this measure

28A

Training of Trainers Primary- Post &
Further Education
Sectors

Yes

There is ongoing collaboration in relation to training projects, in particular in the special needs area

28B

Training of Trainers

Yes

No specific projects undertaken in the period.

29A

Quality Assurance –
Training of Trainers

Yes

The National Qualifications Authority of Ireland has hosted a network of qualifications and regulatory authorities in Ireland and the United
Kingdom to promote co-operation and share practice, and consider the potential for aligning frameworks of qualifications and levels, or
agreeing linkages. On 12 July 2005, the Minister for Education and Science in Ireland, and the British Secretary of State for Education a
Skills jointly launched a new guide for comparing qualifications in Ireland, England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. The guide is a
“ready reckoner” which shows key points of convergence of qualifications levels within the frameworks across the UK and Ireland.

DES

N/P

N/P

The National Qualifications Authority of Ireland has hosted a network of qualifications and regulatory authorities in Ireland and the United
Kingdom to promote co-operation and share practice, and consider the potential for aligning frameworks of qualifications and levels, or
agreeing linkages. An agreement will shortly be concluded on a “ready reckoner” which will show key points of convergence of
qualifications levels within the frameworks across the UK and Ireland. In addition, under the framework of the North/South Ministerial
Council, a north/south working group has been established, co-chaired by officials from the Department of Education and Science in the
Republic and Department of Employment and Learning in the North, to identify where recognition arrangements are not in place and nee
to be advanced and to report and make proposals in this area.

DES

N/P

N/P

Quality Assurance –
Certification &
29B ESF
National Qualification
Framework

DAF

N/P

N/P

No

No

No

No

-

No

No

No

No

-

Yes

Yes

No

No

N/P

No

No

No

No

N/P

N/P

No

No

No

No

N/P

N/P

N/P

No

No

No

No

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

No

No

No

No

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/P

No

No

No

No

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

-

On 6th February 2004 it was announced that Irish Leaving Certificate awards at Ordinary and Higher Level would be included, with effect
from September 2006, in the UCAS Tariff, the points system for admission to higher education colleges in Northern Ireland and Great
Britain.

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Measure Number/Name

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Expenditure 2005 (€m)
Types of North/South Activity
Lead
Partner/Organisati
ons
Category A Category B Category C Joint Planning Joint Implementation
Joint Funding

Joint Services

Equality

Yes

Development of community partnerships has been targeted for co-operation. Experience in this initiative will be shared, especially by tho
groups in the Border region. The Co-Ordinator of the Lucia Project visited the Belfast Institute of Further and Higher Education in March
2005 to exchange ideas on progressing FE for those with mental health issues.

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

No

No

No

No

Equal Opps
31A ESF Promotion &
Monitoring Education

Yes

All programmes in the education sector are open to pupils/students/trainees from Northern Ireland (providing they satisfy the conditions of
the relevant programme). Any benefits arising from the mainstreaming of a gender perspective into all areas of the educational system
will benefit all participants. Copies of all publications are issued to our colleagues in Northern Ireland, in the universities, the training
colleges, the Education Library Boards and the Department of Education, Northern Ireland

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

No

No

No

No

Equal Opps
31B ESF Promotion &
Monitoring – NDP

Yes

The Unit is represented on the Peace II monitoring committee, and on the Mainstreaming Equality Working Group of the Peace II
programme. In the reporting period, the Unit also participated on the Advisory Group of a Peace II-funded project on gender
mainstreaming and peace-building

DJELR

N/P

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

31B1 ESF Equality for Women

Yes

At Measure level, scope exists to develop a north south dimension. This can be progressed through developing linkages with relevant
actors in Northern Ireland, and through including these as audiences for studies and reports emanating from the Measure. As the
Measure progress, all opportunities to strengthen north-south links will be explored.

DJELR

N/P

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

DES

N/P

N/P

N/P

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

30 ESF

Educational equality

At project level, a number of projects, particularly those in the border region, are developing or strengthening their links with organisations
in the North. For example, Inishowen Partnership has strong links with Jordanstown University and their model of enterprise training for
women is being looked at closely by government officials with responsibility for enterprise development in Northern Ireland.
Other measures

32A

Education
Infrastructure

Yes

This measure will indirectly contribute to North/South co-operation, in that where appropriate, the educational infrastructure provided
facilitate north/south activities between educational institutions at all levels. All programmes delivered by educational institutions at all
levels are open to people from the North. With regard to the third-level sector, the infrastructure will facilitate the operation of cross-border
research initiatives under the RTDI Education Measure on a collaborative basis between third level institutions North and South.

32B

Training
Infrastructure

Yes

Nothing to report

33A ESF

Technical Assistance
(Equality studies)

Yes

The Equality Commission for Northern Ireland is represented on the Management Committee of this Unit

33b ESF

OP Technical
Assistance

No

Not relevant to this measure

-

EQ AUTH

N/P

-

N/P

-

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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PS Operational Programme 2004
Expenditure 2004 (€m)
Measure Number/Name

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations
Category A

RTDI

Category B

Category C Joint Planning Joint Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint Services

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Basic support for research
and communications

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Project based and
individual research

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Technological sector
research

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Education

Strategic research

Yes

Yes

North South Strand I: 21 Projects Ongoing (Expenditure for period September 2003 to September
2004)
North South Strand II: 5 Cross Border Projects Initiated March 2004 Funded Under EU Peace II with
expenditure inlcuded under EU Programmes

RTDI competitive scheme

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Collaboration in a nation
context

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Collaboration in an
international context

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Innovation Management

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Infrastructure, Research
Capability and Training

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Technology Foresight
Fund

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

R & D capability Initiative

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Agriculture RTDI

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Teagasc Research

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2004 (€m)
Measure Number/Name

Research stimulus fund

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Yes

Activity Name/Description

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations
Category A

Queens University Belfast is a collaborating institute in one of the projects

0.015

Category B

Category C Joint Planning Joint Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint Services

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Forest research and
development programme

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Research projects

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Technology transfer

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Research training and
mobility

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Marine RTDI

Research vessel

Yes

Laboratory Infrastructure

Yes

Marine research

Yes

The provision of enhanced marine RTDI infrastructures (e.g. Celtic Explorer) & Laboratory
Infrastructures provides an important platform for future North-South Co-operation.

Partnership with research institutions in Northern Ireland is encouraged under Sub-Measure 3.
Queens University Belfast (QUB) is a partner in the 2002 Strategic RTDI project on seed mussels in
the Irish Sea. QUB received sponsorship under the Networking and Technology Transfer
Programme 2002 towards hosting 3rd European Phyological Congress in Belfast in July 2003.
Applied Industry Programme 2004. Two projects involving partnership with QUB were awarded in
2004.

Forest research and
development programme

Yes

Environment RTDI

Yes

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Environmentally
sustainable resource
management

Yes

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

DARDNI represented on COFORD Council

Sustainable development
Cleaner production
National Environmental
Research centre of
excellence

Yes

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2004 (€m)
Measure Number/Name

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations
Joint Funding

Joint Services

Industry

Category A

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Indigenous industry

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Strategy assessment and
formulation

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Capability building

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Finance- venture capital

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Finance- equity

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Regional networks

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Dedicated support
organisations

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Seafood Processing

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Film industry

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Gaeltacht areas

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Finance for Industry

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Land and buildings

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Production and operations

Food agricultural products

Foreign Direct Investment

Yes

IDA and INI are actively pursuing the development of a Virtual Cross-Border Technology Park
(VCBTP) in the North-West, centred on Derry and Letterkenny, using funding from the EU Interreg III
Programme. This proposal has now been fully approved by the Interreg Steering Committee
following the successful outcome of an economic appraisal. Work is now focused on implementing
the proposal. This is reported under EU Programmes

-

Category B

-

Category C Joint Planning Joint Implementation

-

Employment grants

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Capital grants

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Research and
development grants

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Training grants

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Sites and premises
scheme

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2004 (€m)
Measure Number/Name

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity Name/Description

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations
Joint Funding

Joint Services

Marketing

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Industry

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Food sector

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Seafood

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Sea Fisheries
Development

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Adjustment of the fishing
effort

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Fishery development

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Renewal and
modernisation of the
fishing fleet

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Technical Assistance

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Tourism

Yes

Category A

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Border Midlands West (BMW) region 2004
Expenditure 2004 (€M])
Measure Number/Name

North/South Cooperation Objective

Activity Name/Description

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations
Category A

Category B

Category C

Joint
Planning

Joint Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint
Services

LOCAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
1.1. Non National Roads

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.1.1 EU co financed
Specific Improvement Grant Envisaged in Border Area
Scheme

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.1.2 Restoration
Programme

Envisaged in Border Area

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.1.3 Miscellaneous

Border area

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.2. Rural Water

Waterways and catchments shared

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

There was no expenditure involved for cross-border activities though limited
measures were in place for North South cooperation. In particular, there was
cooperation in the tackling of illegal waste activities close to the Border as
well as cooperation relating to hazardous waste management planning

1.3. Waste management

Envisaged

1.4. Urban and Village
renewal

Not envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.5. E/commerce and
Comms

Envisaged in BA

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.6.1 Infrastructure and
Capacity Dev.

No Cross border objectives but ports have
Northern Irish customers and cooperate
closely with Derry and Belfast ports in
terms of information, security and use of
technology

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.6.2 Disengagement

Some scope

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.7. Regional Airports

Not envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.8. Culture,Recreation and
Sports

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.8.1 Recreation and sports
Not envisaged
facilities

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.8.4 Heritage conservation Scope in promotion

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.8.5 Inland Waterways
1.8.6 Cultural Collection
Institutions

Implementation Body

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Implementation Body

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.9. Technical Assistance

Some scope

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

1.6. Seaports measure

1.8.2 Arts and culture
All departments asked to consider cofacilities
operation
1.8.3 Habitat Protection and
Scope in promotion
Conservation

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2004 (€M])
Measure Number/Name

North/South Cooperation Objective

Activity Name/Description

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations
Category A

Category B

Category C

Joint
Planning

Joint Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint
Services

LOCAL ENTERPRISE
2.1 Tourism

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.1.1 Major attractors and
clusters of day visitors

Envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.1.2 Special interest
pursuits

Envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.1.3
Tourism/environmental
management

Envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2.1.4 Tourism and
recreational angling

Envisaged

2.1.5 Marine tourism

Envisaged

There has been no activity on this measure since 2002

Activity undertaken is all captured under other Programmes for Common
Chapter Reporting

2.2 Micro enterprise
2.2.1Selective Financial
intervention

envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.2.2 Entrepreneurial and
capability dev.

envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.3 Regional Innovation
systems

The Measure focuses on investment in
infrastructure within Ireland. Preliminary
discussions were held with Invest NI (INI)
and InterTrade Ireland on networking
incubator units North and South. A
Establishment of Campus Based Regional Business Incubation Centres
meeting was held with INI in April 04 to
exchange information on Incubation
programmes and policies. No further
developments have taken place since
then.

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.4 Forestry

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.4.1 Woodland
improvement

Envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.4.2 Harvesting

Envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.4.3 Forestry dev.

Envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.4.4 Forest roads

Not envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.5 Fishery
harbours,Gaeltacht/Island
Harbours and Aquaculture

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.5.1 Fishery Harbours
Infrastructure Improvement Envisaged
Programme

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

2.5.3 Gaeltacht/Island
harbours development

Not envisaged

Facilities at harbours improved under this sub-measure are available to
individuals both North and South of the border.

-

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2004 (€M])
Measure Number/Name

North/South Cooperation Objective

Activity Name/Description

Category A

2.6 Aquaculture
development

Envisaged

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations

The Aquaculture Initiative EEIG, a cross border aquaculture development
team, co-owned by BIM and NIS, managed by BIM is funded under Measure
6 of the Peace 2 Programme. The objectives of both these projects are to
address the legacy of the conflict through cross community aquaculture
development initiatives involving a suite of complementary programmes (i.e.,
quality assurance schemes, environmental management systems, the
CLAMS process, promotion and facilitation of investment and the provision of
advice and services to DCMNR, DARD and the Loughs Agency). This
expenditure is included under EU Programmes expenditure

-

Category B

-

Category C

-

AGRICULTURE AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
3.1 General Structural
Improvement

Joint
Planning

Joint Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint
Services

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.1.1 Installation aid for
young farmers

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.1.2 Farm waste
management

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.1.3 Improvement of dairy Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
hygiene standards
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.1.4 Improvements in
animal welfare standards

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.1.5 Dev. of grain storage
facilities

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.2 Alternative Enterprises
3.2.1 Development of
Horticulture sector

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.2.2 Development of the
potato sector

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.2.3 Development of the
organic sector

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.2.4 Development of
equine quality on farm

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.2.5 Housing/handling
facilities for alternative
enterprises

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.3 General Rural Dev.

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2004 (€M])
Measure Number/Name

North/South Cooperation Objective

Activity Name/Description

Category A

3.3.1 Area based rural
development

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations
Category B

Category C

Joint
Planning

Joint Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint
Services

(1)

Farmers Markets

R.O.I. LAGS Arigna, Sligo,
Donegal,N.I. LAGS West Tyrone
(LEAD), Fermanagh and North Antrim

0.005

-

-

No

No

No

No

(2)

Dare to Grow -Creative Industries

R.O.I. LAGS Arigna and Sligo N.I.
LAGS Fermanagh (LEAD) Sweden
–Reg. UtveckR.O.I. LAGS Arigna and
Sligo N.I. LAGS Fermanagh (LEAD)

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

(3)

Dare to Grow -Alternative Energy

R.O.I. LAGS Arigna, Sligo (LEAD) N.I.
LAGS Fermanagh Sweden –eg. Utveck

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

(4)

Entrepreneurs for the Environment

R.O.I. LAGS
Cavan/Monaghan,Donegal N.I. LAGS
West Tyrone

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

(5)

Evolve your business

R.O.I. LAGS South West Mayo N.I.
LAGS Craigavon and Armagh
L+(LEAD) Rural Sterling L+ Scotland

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

3.3.2 Western investment
fund

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.3.3 Rural development
fund

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.4 Services for agriculture
and rural development

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.4.1 Advisory services
(Teagasc)

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.4.2 Farm relief services

Agriculture identified as 1 of 6 areas for
co-op

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

SOCIAL INCLUSION AND
CHILDCARE

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

4.1 Childcare

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

4.1 Capital grant scheme
for childcare facilities

Not envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

4.2.1 Support for staffing
costs

Not envisaged

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2004 (€M])
Measure Number/Name

North/South Cooperation Objective

Activity Name/Description

Joint
Planning

Joint Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint
Services

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Ø
Production of a resource to assist trainers in the delivery of curriculum
training that can be used to support practitioners in the development and
implementation of an appropriate curriculum for their service

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Ø

Category A

4.2.2 Quality improvement
programme

Some scope

4.3 Equality for Women

Not envisaged

4.4 Community
Development and family
support

Envisaged

4.4.1 Community
development programme

Envisaged

4.4.2 Family services
project

Not envisaged

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations

Border Counties Childcare Network - an inter-agency, inter-regional group
that aims to promote the development of a co-ordinated, integrated and
strategic approach to the delivery of accessible, affordable, culturally
appropriate, high quality early childhood services that meet the overall
developmental needs of children and support parents. Various activities
undertaken in 2004 including:

-

Category B

0.274

Category C

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Ø
Organised and facilitated the delivery of curriculum training - 16
participants completed the course and the curriculum models outlined in the
programme are being used experimentally within the county

Facilitated professional development days for BCCN QAP trainers

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Ø
Facilitated the delivery of the BCCN FETAC level 2 module ‘Special
Needs in the Early Years’ - implementation of this module in 22 areas
emerged as a thriving element of the BCCN work.

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Ø
Facilitated the delivery of the BCCN module in Special Needs through
the BCCN FETAC centre - 50 candidates successfully received accreditation
for the module through the BCCN FETAC Centre

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Ø
Facilitated the delivery of a training of trainers programme for those
delivering the module in Special Needs - 15 Tutors trained to deliver the
module within the BCCN region and Northern Ireland

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Ø
Organised the delivery of Policies and Procedures training - 9 courses
organised, more groups are now aware of the needs for appropriate policies
and procedures within their services

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Ø
Production of resource pack to accompany the module in Childminding
Practice & facilitated in-service training for childminding advisory officers and
trainers planning to deliver the module – attended by 12 Childminding
Advisory Officers and 14 trainers from 9 CCCs.

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

No

No

No

No

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

No

No

No

No

-

Within the Border counties the Department funds 24 projects under the
Community Development Programme (CDP) at a cost of €3.072m in 2004.
Furthermore in 2002 the Department commenced funding to a Cross Border
Centre for community development. The aims of the centre are: (1)To
provide an island-wide forum for exchange of experience and expertise in
community development between practitioners in Northern Ireland and those
in the Republic of Ireland; (2) Develop and deliver a range of distance
learning materials and programmes for community development
practitioners; (3) Address the needs of migrant communities in Ireland; (4)
Provide a range of support to the voluntary and community sector in the
border regions.

-

-

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Expenditure 2004 (€M])
Measure Number/Name

North/South Cooperation Objective

Activity Name/Description

Category A

4.4.3 Family and
Community Services
Resource Centre
Programme

Types of North/South Activity

Lead Partner/Organisations

A women’ s group wish to build on Social & Cultural opportunities with a view
to evaluating economic potentials. Some members of this group would have
been part of an initiative that over three years (2000 – 2003) had supported a
Youth Exchange project between the centre & Fintona (Co. Tyrone)

Category B

Category C

Joint
Planning

Joint Implementation

Joint Funding

Joint
Services

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Not envisaged

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

4.5.2 Probation and welfare
Not envisaged
input

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

4.6 Youth services

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

Yes

Teach Oscail Family Resource Centre,
Cross border Youth project aimed at involving young people from either side
Cavan and Cavanaleck Community
of the border in joint activities and training
Association
A major Youth Participation Programme was launched with the involvement
of health authorities North & South.
A Conference was held with over 360 participants with most statutory,
voluntary and community organisations involved. Centres and the Regional
Support Agency have a place on the Youth Participation Management Board.
Centres are beginning to develop “shadow Youth Boards. A Family
Resource Centre in Sligo is doing this on a cross-border Programme

4.5 Crime prevention
4.5.1 Prisons service
training and development

4.6.1Youth service Grant
scheme

Youth exchanges included in Education
sector

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

4.6.2 Special projects for
disadvantaged youth

Youth exchanges included in Education
sector

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

4.6.3 Youth information
centres
4.6.4 Young peoples
facilities and services fund
(YPFSF)
4.6.5 Garda youth diversion
programme

Youth exchanges included in Education
sector

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Youth exchanges included in Education
sector

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

0 (Note 1)

-

-

4.7 Local development

Not envisaged

Cross border co-operation

In the border counties in particular, collaborative actions have been
developed with partner organisations in the North under all three measures of
the LDSIP: (1) Services for the Unemployed, e.g. initiatives to develop an
enterprise culture among those experiencing disadvantage; specific skills
training initiatives for the long-term unemployed. (2) Community
Development, e.g. building the capacity of communities to identify and
respond to their needs. (3) Community-Based Youth Initiatives, e.g.
developing youth development opportunities on a cross-community basis for
disadvantaged young people, including early school leavers. Programme
actions have also been used as the basis to lever funding under the Peace II
Programme for cross-border activities aimed at social and economic
development and reconciliation.

Area-based and Community
Partnerships, particularly the
Partnerships in the border
counties.Actions involve collaboration
with a range of statutory and nonstatutory partner organisations on both
sides of the border.

0.005

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority

Note 1 - Excludes LDSIP spend of €14.394m of which €13.621m is LDSIP spend for groups only
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13.767

-

LDSIP funds
Yes – joint
can be used to
Yes – joint
planning of
implementation of lever other
specific
sources of
specific actions
actions
funding

No

ANNEX III

Measure

LOCAL INFRASTRUCTURE
1.1. Non National Roads
1.1.1 EU co financed Specific Improvement
Grant Scheme
1.1.2 Restoration Programme
1.1.3 Miscellaneous
1.2. Rural Water
1.3. Waste management
Yes
1.4. Urban and Village renewal
1.5. E/commerce and Comms
1.6. Seaports measure
1.6.1 Infrastructure and Capacity Dev.
1.6.2 Disengagement
1.7. Regional Airports
1.8. Culture,Recreation and Sports
1.8.1 Recreation and Sports Facilities
1.8.2 Arts and culture facilities
1.8.3 Habitat Protection and Conservation

Expenditure 2004 (€m)

North/South Cooperation
Objective

Activity 2004

Joint
Category C
Joint Planning implementati
€
on

Category A
€

Category B
€

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

Joint
Funding

Joint Service

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

None
There was cooperation in the tackling of illegal waste activities close to the Border as well as
cooperation relating to hazardous waste management planning.

-

-

-

N/P
N/P
N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

None

-

-

-

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
None
None
None
None

N/P
-

N/P
None
European Heritage Days Initiative; All-Island Fridges & Freezers Recycling scheme

N/P
-

N/P
-

N/P
Yes

Types of North/South Activity

Lead/ Partner
Organisations

N/P
-

N/P
-

N/P

-

-

Representatives from the EHSNI were invited to and attended the National Parks and Wildlife Service’s 2004 annual conference. Ongoing contacts regarding Heritage Week . Held during September, this week formed part of the European Heritage Days Initiative and 2004’s Heritage Week
brochure again included a section on events in the North, and Northern Ireland’s European Heritage Open Days brochure helped promote events in the South, including event listings for Northern and Southern Counties. As well as mutual links on the websites of the Southern Department of
Environment, Heritage and Local Government and the Environment and Heritage Service of Northern Ireland (EHSNI), respective strategies acknowledge North/South links. The Northern Ireland Biodiversity Strategy 2002 has, as one of its roles, the exploration of mechanisms for promoting biodiversity
conservation on an all-island basis. It also expresses the hope that existing co-operation will be developed further. 2002’s National Biodiversity Strategy benefited from consultation with the North’s EHSNI and recognises the major importance of an all-Ireland biodiversity context.

The National Heritage Plan, also of 2002, seeks expanding engagement with a range of heritage bodies in Northern Ireland and bodies such as the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), sponsored by this Department, engage with Northern authorities on issues of mutual concern. The Answer
website, a joint website of environmental research was developed jointly between the EPA and the Northern Environment and Heritage Service. It is a policy of the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) of this Department and their northern counterparts to engage in North/South co-operation on
biodiversity in Ireland. A representative from NPWS attended the 2004 northern Biodiversity Group meetings. The revision of Red Data Books, outlining important species groups for the whole island, involves cooperation between NPWS and the Northern Environment and Heritage Service and AllIreland Species Action Plans are in the process of being drafted jointly between Professional staff of the NPWS and their Northern counterparts. Co-operation in the drafting of all-Island studies, such as the All Ireland Review of Invasive Alien Species also takes place and draft studies are expected to
be placed on the website of both organisations for public consultation early in 2005.

In collaboration with the Centre for Environmental Data and Recording (CEDaR) in Northern Ireland, a joint project, Dragonfly Ireland, administered by a steering group consisting of representatives of the Ulster Museum, CEDaR, the EHSNI and NPWS, lead to the publication in 2004 of an all-Ireland
atlas of Odonata, Dragonflies of Ireland. Regular and beneficial contacts also exist between National Parks colleagues and discussions and an exchange of information took place in 2004 between NPWS and the Northern Environment and Heritage Service regarding proposals to designate Northern
Ireland’s first National Park in the Mourne mountains. The Habitat Protection and Conservation Programme Complement states that this Department will co-operate with the Department of Environment in the North on matters of common interest. Co-operative environmental initiatives and schemes,
such as the recent All-Island Fridges and Freezers recycling scheme, initiated during 2004, shows this Department’s commitment to North/South co-operation and its potential to tackling mutual environmental problems/issues.

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Measure

Expenditure 2004 (€m)

North/South Cooperation
Objective

1.8.4 Heritage Conservation
Yes

Activity 2004

Types of North/South Activity

Lead/ Partner
Organisations
Category A
€

Category B
€

-

-

Cooperate with DOE on matters of common interestEuropean Heritage Days Initiative; All-Island
Fridges & Freezers Recycling scheme

Joint
Category C
Joint Planning implementati
€
on
-

N/P

N/P

Joint
Funding

Joint Service

N/P

N/P

It is hoped that the improvements to heritage properties will raise awareness of the heritage of the island of Ireland as a whole. It is also hoped that improvements will encourage cross-border tourism. Although no specific allocation has been provided in this sub-measure under the NDP for Common
Chapter activity, contact between the Department and the North’s Environment and Heritage Service is ongoing. Mutual links exist on the websites of both the Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government and the Environment and Heritage Service of Northern Ireland (EHSNI). The
National Heritage Plan of 2002 seeks ‘enhance existing levels of cross-border co-operation in relation to heritage’ and also to expand engagement with a range of heritage bodies in Northern Ireland. Representatives from both services have attended conferences and held meetings to discuss matters
of mutual interest in the past and this has continued during 2004. A representative from the south is on the north’s Historic Building’s Council, which meets every month. The Heritage Council also includes a representative from the north.

It is hoped that promotion of the facilities will be carried out on an all island basis. Contacts have been established North and South regarding Heritage Week, which is an annual event, and is aimed at fostering awareness of the built, natural and cultural heritage and the importance of conservation and
preservation. Held during September, this week formed part of the European Heritage Days Initiative and 2004’s Heritage Week brochure again included a section on events in the North, and Northern Ireland’s European Heritage Open Days brochure helped promote events in the South, including
event listings for Northern and Southern Counties as well as a themed day which promoted sites, Island-wide, linked by a theme. In 1999, on the initiative of the Department of Foreign Affairs, and following recommendation by an interdepartmental committee, the Government decided to acquire the
Battle of the Boyne site with a view to encourage and facilitate an understanding of the Battle and an appreciation of the environment in which it took place. The purchase of the former Oldbridge Estate, the core site of the battle, was completed by the Office of Public Works in August 2000.

The Department of Foreign Affairs have the lead role in decisions regarding further development of the Battle of the Boyne site, which is not currently among the projects supported by this Department’s NDP funding. Some seasonal presentation activities have taken place since 2002 and 2004’s
Heritage, which was held in September, featured free guided tours of the Battle of the Boyne site at the Oldbridge estate. The National Botanic Gardens at Glasnevin in Dublin have close contacts with the Ulster Museum, Belfast Botanic Gardens and major public and private gardens and arboreta in
Northern Ireland which involves frequent exchange of plants and information. The Irish element of the National Herbarium of some 60,000 dried plant specimens, housed at Glasnevin, where the restoration of the Palm House has been completed under the NDP, was developed in an All-Ireland context
and relates to the island as a whole. The Heritage Conservation Programme Complement states that this Department will co-operate with the relevant Department of Environment in the North (the Environment and Heritage Service NI) on matters of common interest. Co-operative environmental
initiatives and schemes, such as the new All-Island Fridges and Freezers recycling scheme, shows this Department’s commitment to North/South co-operation and its potential to tackling mutual problems/issues

1.8.5 Inland Waterways
Yes

North/South co-operation is the basic premise upon which Waterways Ireland exists, and therefore
their entire Capital and Current work programmes reflect this rationale. This is inlcuded elsewhere
within Common Chapter Activity reported

1.8.6 Cultural Collection Institutions
1.9. Technical Assistance

None

2. LOCAL ENTERPRISE
2.1 Tourism
2.1.1 Major attractors and clusters of day visitors

None
None
None
None
There has been no expenditure on this measure in 2004
None
Facilitation of Marketing for cross-border company

2.1.2 Special interest pursuits
2.1.3 Tourism/environmental management
2.1.4 Tourism and recreational angling
2.1.5 Marine tourism
2.2 Micro enterprise
2.2.1Selective Financial intervention
2.2.2 Entrepreneurial and capability dev.

N/P

Yes
Yes

-

-

-

N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

N/A
N/A

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Tradenet

-

-

-

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority
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Measure

Expenditure 2004 (€m)

North/South Cooperation
Objective

2.3 Regional Innovation systems
Yes

Activity 2004

2.4 Forestry
2.4.1 Woodland improvement
2.4.2 Harvesting
2.4.3 Forestry dev.
2.4.4 Forest roads
2.5 Fishery harbours,Gaeltacht/Island Harbours
and Aquaculture
2.5.1 Fishery Harbours Infrastructure
Improvement Programme
2.5.3 Gaeltacht/Island harbours development
2.6 Aquaculture development

Category B
€

-

-

-

N/P

-

-

-

Enterprise
Ireland and
Institutes of
Technology
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

None
None

Yes

Joint
Category C
Joint Planning implementati
€
on

Category A
€
The Measure focuses on investment in infrastructure within Ireland. Preliminary discussions were
held with (INI) and InterTrade Ireland on networking incubator units North and South. A meeting was
held with INI in April 04 to exchange information in Incubation programmes and policies. No further INI/ITI
developments have taken place since then.
Establishment of Campus Based Regional Business Incubation Centres

Types of North/South Activity

Lead/ Partner
Organisations

None
The Aquaculture Initiative EEIG, a cross border aquaculture development team, co-owned by BIM
and NIS, managed by BIM is funded under Measure 6 of the Peace 2 Programme. Inlcuded under
EU Programme expenditure

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

Joint
Funding

Joint Service

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
3.1 General Structural Improvement
3.1.1 Installation aid for young farmers
3.1.2 Farm waste management
3.1.3 Improvement of dairy hygiene standards
3.1.4 Improvements in animal welfare standards

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

3.1.5 Dev. of grain storage facilities
3.2 Alternative Enterprises
3.2.1 Development of Horticulture sector
3.2.2 Development of the potato sector
3.2.3 Development of the organic sector
3.2.4 Development of equine quality on farm
3.2.5 Housing/handling facilities for alternative
enterprises
3.3 General Rural Dev.
3.3.1 Area based rural development

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Reinforcing the Economic Potential of Speciality Food Busineses in Carlow and Down. Included
within LEADER Programme expenditure
Yes

3.3.2 Western investment fund
3.3.3 Rural development fund
3.4 Services for agriculture and rural
development
3.4.1 Advisory services (Teagasc)
3.4.2 Farm relief services

Carlow LEADER
Rural Down
Partnership
(LEAD
PARTNER)

None
None

No

This measure is aimed directly at assisting the Farm Relief Services in the S&E Region therefore
there is no co-operation between North & South, except in so far as some FRS offices in border
counties would have farmer clients and operators from Northern Ireland

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN REGIONAL PROGRAMME (2004)

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

ANNEX III

Measure

Expenditure 2004 (€m)

North/South Cooperation
Objective

Activity 2004

Types of North/South Activity

Lead/ Partner
Organisations
Category A
€

Category B
€

Joint
Category C
Joint Planning implementati
€
on

Joint
Funding

Joint Service

SOCIAL INCLUSION AND CHILDCARE
4.1 Childcare
4.1 Capital grant scheme for childcare facilities

None
None

4.2.1 Support for staffing costs
4.2.2 Quality improvement programme

None
Border Counties Childcare Newtork - an inter-agency, inter-regional group that aims to promote the
development of a co-ordinated, integrated and strategic approach to the delivery of accessible,
affordable, culturally appropriate, high quality early childhood services that meet the overall
development needs of children and support parents.

4.3 Equality for Women
4.4 Community Development and family support
4.4.1 Community development programme

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

0.275

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

In 2002, the Community Development Programme commenced funding to a Cross Border Centre
for community development. The aims of this centre are: i) to provide an island-wide forum for
exchange of experience and expertise in community development between practitioners in Northern
Ireland and those in the Republic of Ireland, ii) develop and deliver a range of distance learning
materials and programmes for community development practitioners, iii) address the needs of
migrant communities in Ireland, and iv) provide a range of support to the voluntary and community
sector in border regions.
None
None

4.4.2 Family services project
4.4.3 Family and Community Services Resource
Centre Programme
4.5 Crime prevention
4.5.1 Prisons service training and development

-

0.640

-

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

-

-

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

4.5.2 Probation and welfare input
4.6 Youth services
4.6.1Youth service Grant scheme
4.6.2 Special projects for disadvantaged youth

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P
N/P
N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

4.6.3 Youth information centres
4.6.4 Young peoples facilities and services fund
(YPFSF)
4.6.5 Garda youth diversion programme
4.7.1 Local Development Social Inclusion
Programme

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

None

-

€41,225,125 (Total LDSIP spend including Pobals costs for managing the programme) €39,017,790
€26,830,668
(Total LDSIP spend for groups only)
(S&E Total LDSIP
spend including
Pobals costs for
managing the
programme)
€25,395,900
(S&E Total LDSIP
spend for groups
only)

4.7.2 Drugs

Note 1: This LDSIP spend excluded in expenditure reported

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN REGIONAL PROGRAMME (2004)

-

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

Note 1

Note 1

Note 1

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P

N/P
0.275

Note: N/P - Not provided by Managing Authority

-

N/P
0.640

N/P
0.000

ANNEX III
Building Sustainable Prosperity Programme (2004)
Measure
Number/Name

1.3a
Tourism Strategic
Marketing
1.8a Energy
Infrastructure

5.1
Sustainable
management
of the
environment
and promotion
of natural and
built heritage.
BSP –
Technical
Assistance

North/South
Cooperation
Objective
Cooperation
with Irish
Tourist
Board
Cooperation
with Bord
Gais
Eireann
(BGE)

Activity
Name/Description

Lead/Partner
Organisations

ROI Gateway to NI
Campaign initiave

NITB/Irish
Tourist Board

Completion of the
North/West Gas
Pipeline

N/S
information
sharing

Information
produced by NI
councils are sent
to ROI councils for
information

DETI Liaison
with Bord Gais
Eireann
(BGE),
Coleraine,
Limavady,
Ballymena,
Ballymoney
and Derry
Coucils.
EHS Air
Quality / NI
councils

To select
Best
Practice
examples
from
Northern
Ireland and
the Republic
of Ireland

Information
Society Working
group –
eEurope4all
Conference.
Planning included
reference to the
Department of An
Taoiseach.

Expenditure in 2004 (€M)
Category Category Category
B
C
A

Types of North/South Activity
Joint
Joint
Joint
Planning implementation Funding

Joint
Services

-

-

-

Yes

No

No

No

-

-

-

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

-

-

-

No

No

DETI
-

-

0.044

BUILDING SUSTAINABLE PROSPERITY PROGRAMME (2005)

No

No

ANNEX III

Building Sustainable Prosperity Programme (2005)

Measure
Number/Name

North/South
Cooperation
Objective

Activity
Name/Description

Lead/Partner
Organisation
s

Expenditure in 2005 (€M)

BSP 3.3

Opportunities
for cross
border
meetings in
held in Lifford
Women’s
Centre
N/S
information
sharing

Steering group
meetings

Strabane LSP

Yes

5.1 Sustainable
management of
the environment
and promotion
of natural and
built heritage.

N/S
information
sharing
Scheme is
within NI but
has impact in
border region

Category A

Category
B

Types of North/South Activity
Category
C

Joint
Planning

Joint
impleme
ntation

Joint
Funding

Joint
Services

Yes

Yes

No

No

Cost not
available

Reports produced
by NI councils are
sent to ROI
councils for
information
Reports produced
by QUB are
published for wider
dissemination
Information leaflets
and guides
produced for
Mourne mountain
walks

EHS Air
Quality / NI
councils

-

-

-

Yes

No

No

No

-

-

-

No

No

No

No

-

0.009

-

No

No

No

No

QUB

Mourne
Heritage Trust

BUILDING SUSTAINABLE PROSPERITY PROGRAMME (2005)

ANNEX IV: NORTH/SOUTH IMPLEMENTATION BODIES

This annex details the returns from the North/South Implementation Bodies in the following order:
•

Food Safety Promotion Board (SafeFood)

•

Foyle, Carlingford and Irish Lights Commission (Loughs Agency)

•

The North/South Language Body (Foras Na Gaeilge & Tha Boord O Ulstèr-Scotch)

•

Special EU Programmes Body

•

Trade and Business Development Body (InterTradeIreland)

•

Waterways Ireland

The information contained in the annex is taken from the completed returns provided by the North/South bodies. Those who assisted with the collection of
information are acknowledged in Annex VII.

FOOD SAFETY PROMOTION BOARD
2004 COMMON CHAPTER
€9,142,610 – Expenditure figures from Annual Report
Corporate Objective /
Programme Area
Promotion of Food Safety

2004 Activities:
Description

Partner Organisations

Food safety campaigns during the year covered
such diverse topics as domestic fridge
temperatures, treatment of left-overs, handwashing, and kitchen hygiene.
A particular emphasis was the promotion of food
to children. Research continued to show the
success of the campaigns with a very high level
consumer recall of the core message.
Education initiatives were again at the forefront
and were spear-headed by the award-winning
‘Hands of Doom’ pantomime promotion aimed at
primary school children. Another innovation
achieving widespread publicity was the Suzie Moo
pet farms promotion, launched at Dublin Zoo and
Newtonards in Northern Ireland.

safefood has pursued its
objectives through liaison and
co-operation with a variety of
groups such as the media,
professional bodies,
government agencies and
direct contact with the public
through its telephone helplines.

2004
Expenditure
€2.9 m

Resulting
Publications
Cooking and
storage of Food:
Guidance Report
Various Fact
sheets, enewsletters, and
leaflets

‘Hands of Doom’
Panto Primary
school education
Pack

There was also close working
with the Food Safety Authority
of Ireland and the Foods
Standards Agency (NI)

Electronic Communication means
(e-newsleters etc) grew in importance

Research into Food Safety

safefood continued to support a comprehensive
research programme embracing a wide range of
food safety issues to support protection of the

Universities North and south
and research Institutions

€2.2m

Various Research
publications ,
particularly on

Gastroenteritis

consumer. As an additional strengthening of the
research effort, safefood appointed five research
network coordinators to develop interaction
between researchers on the island of Ireland
working on common themes e.g. Cryptosporidium,
and to encourage an integrated and coordinated
approach to food safety. Membership had
reached 174 by year-end.
Nine new research programmes commenced in
2004 and a cooperative partnership was
established with Relay Research to develop a
comprehensive website database of food safety
research on the island of
Ireland.
The Scientific Advisory Committee met four times
during the year and evaluated and recommended
best practice approaches.

A number of workshops and conferences were
held, including meetings of the all-island Food and
Nutrition forum, a conference on Zoonosis, along
with workshops on shellfish processing and red
meat analysis.
Two important scientific research publications wee
launched viz ‘Foodborne Infections and Gastrointestinal Diseases on the island of Ireland in
2002’ and ‘Acute Gastroenteritis in Ireland, North
and South: a survey of General Practitioners’
Communication on Food
Alerts

A risk communication conference to facilitate the
development of risk communication in a variety of
fields in which the discipline is practiced was

Universities north and south
and Research institutions

hosted and featured a host of international high
profile speakers.

Surveillance of Food-borne
diseases

An internal team was established to develop
rapid food data reporting systems in both Northern
Ireland and the Republic

Promotion of scientific
cooperation and linkages
between laboratories

The Report on the Strategic review of
Laboratories was presented to the Sponsor
Departments
The Food safety Laboratory Public Services
Directory was published online

Development of costeffective facilities for
specialist laboratory
testing

An economic appraisal for the establishment of
an-all island enteric reference service was
completed

Food Science Laboratories
North and South
Food Safety Authority Of
Ireland (FSAI) and Foods
Standards Agency (NI

Strategic review of
Laboratories
Food Safety
Laboratory public
Service Directory
on-line

FOOD SAFETY PROMOTION BOARD
2005 COMMON CHAPTER
NO EXPENDITURE TOTALS
Corporate Objective /
Programme Area
Promotion of Food Safety

Research into Food Safety

2005 Activities:
Description

Partner Organisations

The focus in 2005 was on hand-washing, salt
awareness with the message that the average diet
contains too much salt, and reducing dietary fat
intake. The Christmas Campaign ‘Don’t wash your
Bird’ aimed at preventing the spread of germs in
the kitchen from washing poultry.
Education initiatives centred around the
for Life’ initiative with the original course material
being transferred to CD, the ‘Hands of Doom’
drama kit, and a Labelling Resource Pack.

safefood has pursued its
objectives through liaison and
co-operation with a variety of
groups such as the media,
professional bodies,
government agencies and
direct contact with the public
through its telephone helplines.
There was also close working
with the Food Safety Authority
of Ireland and the Foods
Standards Agency (NI)

€2.9m

A number of new research projects got underway
with subjects as diverse as Food Poverty,
anabolic agents in meat production, and a survey
of GP’s on acute Gastroenteritis in Ireland (North
and South)

Universities North and south
and research Institutions

€1.2m

Membership of the Collaborative research
Networks grew to over 300 members and the
Networks met frequently.

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Publications
Various Fact
sheets, enewsletters, and
leaflets
‘Hands of Doom’
and Labelling
education Pack

The research
Portfolio 20002005 shows all
safefood
Funded research
with details from
conception of the
organisation
Research
Publications on

various topics
(including food
safety in domestic
settings, HACCP,
and young
People and Food)

The twelfth and final meeting of the inaugural
Scientific Advisory Committee was held and
approval was obtained from the Health ministers
in Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland for
a new SAC which was duly formed. The
committee continues to advise on scientific
priorities and a work plan has been drawn up.
A number of conferences and workshops were
held on a North-South basis during the year on
diverse topics (HACCP, Illegal Hormone Growth
Promoters, chemical residue surveillance, food
safety behaviour in the home, campylobacter, the
domestic and catering kitchen, salt awareness
etc)A major conference was held on the
challenges faced by a high level of salt
consumption.

Communication on Food
Alerts

Cooperation continued in a regular and defined
format with the existing regulatory agencies

Food Safety Authority Of
Ireland (FSAI) and Foods
Standards Agency (NI)
Food Science Laboratories
North and South

Surveillance of Food-borne
diseases

An internal team established to develop rapid
food data reporting systems in both Northern
Ireland and the Republic continued their work

Promotion of scientific
cooperation and linkages
between laboratories

The second edition of the Enteric reference
Service Laboratory was published

Laboratory
Services
Directory

The Laboratory workshops Programme designed
to enhance laboratory staff understanding
continued with several workshops organised.

Development of costeffective facilities for
specialist laboratory
testing

Enteric Reference
service Economic
Appraisal

The Enteric Reference Service Laboratory
economic appraisal was submitted to the
Department of health and Children (DOHC) and
the Department of Health Social services and
Public Safety (DHSSPS).
Work continued on the development of this project
to facilitate rapid access to laboratory results in
2005. Eight laboratories on the island are
involved, the aim being to establish an all-island
food data and information repository. Two
different IT projects are in train in Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland, whereby similarly
configured IT solutions called “Laboratory
Information Management Systems” (LIMS) are
implemented in all Public Health and Public
Analysts Laboratories on the island. The
programme has been carried out in collaboration
with all the laboratories, the FSAI, the FSANI and

€0.9m

District Council Environmental Health Officers in
Northern Ireland.

LOUGHS AGENCY OF THE FOYLE CARLINGFORD AND IRISH LIGHTS COMMISSION
2004 Report
Corporate Objective
To Manage conserve and
protect the salmon and
inland fisheries of the Foyle
and Carlingford Areas

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
Vital Signs is a 3 year innovative
field science program that uses
handheld computing technology to
enable students to collect, share,
and understand observations and
data from their local aquatic
environments.

Partner Organisations

2004 Expenditure

Irish Central Border
Area Network
(ICBAN), Gulf of
Maine Research
Institute (GRMI),
educators and
scientists

Total project cost over 3 year
period Interreg IIIA funded
€530,000 with a Loughs
Agency contribution €20,000

Environment and
Heritage Service

Interreg IIIA Funded

www.vitalsignsireland.org

To Manage conserve and
protect the salmon and
inland fisheries of the Foyle
and Carlingford Areas
To licence and develop
aquaculture.
To Licence and develop
aquaculture

To Manage conserve and
protect the salmon and
inland fisheries of the Foyle

Inshore patrol Vessel Carlingford
Lough. This vessel will be used by
the Agency for protection and survey
work mainly within Carlingford Lough
and on occasion may be used by
other research bodies and
enforcement agencies
The purchase of Auto-Telemetry
Monitoring Buoys for real-time
monitoring of the waters of both
Lough Foyle and Carlingford Lough.

Coded Wire Tagging & Detection
Units – for the monitoring of
returning adult salmon in the Foyle &

Resulting Outputs /
Publications
Schools located in the
Foyle, Blackwater,
Carlingford and Melvin river
catchments on both sides of
the Ireland/Northern Ireland
border participated in this
project and contributed to
the development of the vital
signs web site
www.vitalsignsireland.org
Vessel moored at
Carlingford Marina

€209,000

Department of
Agriculture and Rural
Development,
Environment and
Heritage Service,
Environment
Protection Agency,
Agri-food and
Biosciences Institute
Environment and
Heritage Service

Interreg IIIA Funded
€233,000

Interreg IIIA Funded
€82,000

4 buoys deployed in 2005 as
part of the joint Agency
Coastal Monitoring
Programme

and Carlingford Areas
To Manage conserve and
protect the salmon and
inland fisheries of the Foyle
and Carlingford Areas

Carlingford Catchments
Weir and Fish Counter River Strule
Omagh

Environment and
Heritage Service,
Rivers Agency,
Omagh District
Council

Part Interreg IIIA Funded
€210,000
Reminder jointly funded by
Loughs Agency and Omagh
District Council
Total project costs €500,000

Weir and fish counter
complete in 2006

LOUGHS AGENCY OF THE FOYLE CARLINGFORD AND IRISH LIGHTS COMMISSION
2005 Report
Corporate Objective
To Manage conserve and
protect the salmon and
inland fisheries of the Foyle
and Carlingford Areas

2005 Activities
Vital Signs is a 3 year innovative
field science program that uses
handheld computing technology
to enable students to collect,
share, and understand
observations and data from their
local aquatic environments.

Partner Organisations

2005 Expenditure

Irish Central Border Area
Network (ICBAN), Gulf of
Maine Research Institute
(GRMI), educators and
scientists

Total project cost over 3 year
period Interreg IIIA funded
€530,000 with a Loughs
Agency contribution €20,000

Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development,
the Marine Institute and
Institute National de la
Recherché Agronomique
(France) and the
University of Glasgow.
Youth Justice Agency

£50,000

Report to be published in
2008

£3,000

Young offenders with high
risk of reoffending
participated in a pilot
programme and on
completion were
reassessed as low risk of
reoffending. This initiative to
be rolled out in 2006
Festival of the Sea Event
delivered in June 2006

www.vitalsignsireland.org

To Manage conserve and
protect the salmon and
inland fisheries of the Foyle
and Carlingford Areas.

3 year Research project to study
conservation limits, pre fishery
abundance and management of
the Foyle salmon fishery

To Manage conserve and
protect the salmon and
inland fisheries of the Foyle
and Carlingford Areas

The Agency implemented a pilot
project with the Youth Justice
Agency to work in partnership
with others in diverting children
from crime and assisting their
integration into the community.

To Develop Marine Tourism

The Celtic European Festival of
the Sea 2006 Ireland’s first ever
celebration of the sea along the
North
Coast
of
Ireland,

Resulting Outputs/
Publications
Schools located in the
Foyle, Blackwater,
Carlingford and Melvin river
catchments on both sides of
the Ireland/Northern Ireland
border participated in this
project and contributed to
the development of the vital
signs web site
www.vitalsignsireland.org

North West Rural
Development Ltd,
Department of Agriculture
and Rural Development,

Total project cost £600,000
Loughs Agency contribution
£60,000

To Develop Marine Tourism

scheduled to take place from
Cushendall with the finale taking
place along the River Foyle.

Irish Central Border Area
Network

Initiated a study into Marine
Tourism in the Foyle and
Carlingford Areas

East Border region
Committee and North
West Region Cross
Border Group

£30,000

Draft Report produced for
consultation.

The North/South Language Body (Foras Na Gaeilge & Tha Boord O Ulstèr-Scotch)

Foras na Gaeilge
2004 Report
Corporate Objective /
Programme Area

2004 Activities:
Description

Partner Organisations

2004 Expenditure

Stádas/Dearcadh dearfach i
leith na Gaeilge a chothú
agus a chur chun cinn.
[The promotion and
advancement of Status
for/Positive outlook towards
the Irish language.]

Core funding of 17 Irish
language and educational
organisations, North and South,
as well as three year funding for
20 community projects and other
minor ventures.
A successful international
conference on teaching and
minority languages, Voces
Diversae, was held. The core
funded organisations also work
in this area.
Foras na Gaeilge was part of a
European Network of language
Boards which was engaged in a
study in the area of marketing
and raising awareness of
minority languages.
Sponsorship was provided for
the All-Ireland Camogie
Championship, Féile and Phobal
in Belfast and Ros na Rún on
TG4

Foras na Gaeilge works in
conjunction with the Irish
language and educational
organisations which it
funds as well as with a
large number of
stakeholders in the sector.

The total budget expenditure
for 2004 was € 18,544,820.

Cumas Gaeilge an duine
aonair/an phobail a chothú
agus a bhuanú.

An Gúm, which is part of Foras
na Gaeilge, and An tÁisaonad
which is funded by Foras na

Resulting Publications

[To promote and preserve
the capability of the
individual/community in the
Irish language.]

Gaeilge provided teaching and
learning materials for the IM
sector. Funding was also
provided to a number of
publishers to provide materials
for both the IM and EM sectors.
Joint funding of CCEA post
agreed to assist in making the
new primary level syllabus
suitable for the Irish Medium
Sector.
Work continued on the language
resource material as part of the
joint project by Foras na Gaeilge
and the Department of
Education and Science in
relation to educational resources
for teaching Irish in Irish medium
primary schools and Gaeltacht
primary schools in the South.
An Coiste Téarmaíochta
continued to provide authorative
terminology for the public sector
and translation services as well
as the general public.
Joint funding was agreed for the
development by Fiontar of a
National terminology database
The core funded organisations
also work in this area.
Foras na Gaeilge was part of a
European Network of language
Boards which was engaged in
the area of immersion education
and the use of IT.

Úsáid na Gaeilge a chur
chun cinn, a chothú agus a
neartú.
[To advance, promote and
strengthen the use of Irish.]

Foras na Gaeilge provides
funding for a daily and weekly
newspaper in Irish as well as a
number of periodicals and 2
electronic magazines. Funding
is also provided for scholarship
schemes and classes for all
levels. A number of arts events
and festivals were supported
during the year.
The core funded organisations
also work in this area.

Pobal labhartha Gaeilge a
chothú, a neartú agus a
bhuanú.
[To promote, strengthen and
preserve an Irish-speaking
community.]

Funding scheme for community
groups over 3 years was
advertised. A number of festivals
throughout the island were given
financial assistance.
The core funded organisations
also work in this area.

An t-aistriú teanga ó ghlúin
go glúin trí mheán an
teaghlaigh a éascú, a
chothú agus a neartú.
[To facilitate, promote and
strengthen the transfer of
language from generation
to generation within the
family environment.]

Comhluadar was encouraged to
continue their work in this area
and funding was provided to
enable them to do so.
Funding was provided to FNT to
promote and raise the standard
of pre-school education through
Irish. Foras na Gaeilge was part
of a European Network of
language Boards which was
engaged in a study in this area.

Foras na Gaeilge
2005 Report
Corporate Objective /
Programme Area
Stádas/Dearcadh dearfach i
leith na Gaeilge a chothú
agus a chur chun cinn.
The promotion and
advancement of Status
for/Positive outlook towards
the Irish language.

2004 Activities:
Description

Partner Organisations

2005 Expenditure

Core funding of 17 Irish
language and educational
organisations, North and South,
as well as three year funding for
20 community projects and other
minor ventures.
Arising from the successful
international conference on
teaching and minority
languages, Voces Diversae,
held in 2004 a one day
conference was held in
conjunction with the British
Council to found a Network of
Educationalists working in the
area of Minority Languages. The
core funded organisations also
work in this area.
The work of Foras na Gaeilge
with the European Network of
language Boards engaged in a
study in the area of marketing
and raising awareness of
minority languages.
An advisory panel was set up for
the Business sector.
Two advisory panels for
Education and the Public sector

Foras na Gaeilge works in
conjunction with the Irish
language and educational
organisations which it
funds as well as with a
large number of
stakeholders in the sector.

The total budget expenditure
for 2005 was €19,439,214

Resulting Publications

were set up in NI.
Sponsorship was provided for
the All-Ireland Camogie
Championship, Féile and Phobal
in Belfast and Ros na Rún on
TG4

Cumas Gaeilge an duine
aonair/an phobail a chothú
agus a bhuanú.
To promote and preserve the
capability of the
individual/community in the
Irish language.

An Gúm, which is part of Foras
na Gaeilge, and An tÁisaonad
which is funded by Foras na
Gaeilge, provided teaching and
learning materials for the IM
sector. Funding was also
provided to a number of
publishers to provide materials
for both the IM and EM sectors.
Joint funding of CCEA post
agreed to assist in making the
new primary level syllabus
suitable for the Irish Medium
Sector.
Work continued on the language
resource material as part of the
joint project by Foras na Gaeilge
and the Department of
Education and Science in
relation to educational resources
for teaching Irish in Irish medium
primary schools and Gaeltacht
primary schools in the South.
An Coiste Téarmaíochta
continued to provide
authoritative terminology for the
public sector and translation
services as well as the general

public.
Joint funding was agreed for the
development by Fiontar of a
National terminology database.
An Coiste Téarmaíochta also
placed a database of
terminology for the Public
Service on the www.gaeilge.ie
site in order to assist bodies
implementing the Official
Languages Act 2003.
The core funded organisations
also work in this area.
Foras na Gaeilge was part of a
European Network of language
Boards which was engaged in
the area of immersion education
and the use of IT.

Úsáid na Gaeilge a chur
chun cinn, a chothú agus a
neartú.
To advance, promote and
strengthen the use of Irish.

Foras na Gaeilge provides
funding for a daily and weekly
newspaper in Irish as well as a
number of periodicals and 2
electronic magazines.
A business-oriented campaign
Gnó means Business was
initiated. Funding was also
provided for scholarship
schemes and classes for all
levels. A number of arts events
and festivals were supported
during the year.
The core funded organisations
also work in this area.

An Irish language version of
Windows XP and Office 2003,
which was proofed by An Coiste
Téarmaíochta, were launched in
association with Microsoft.
These two packages are
available free of charge.

Pobal labhartha Gaeilge a
chothú, a neartú agus a
bhuanú.
To promote, strengthen and
preserve an Irish-speaking
community.

Funding for 20 community
groups over 3 years was
awarded. A number of festivals
throughout the island were given
financial assistance.
The core funded organisations
also work in this area.

An t-aistriú teanga ó ghlúin
go glúin trí mheán an
teaghlaigh a éascú, a
chothú agus a neartú.
To facilitate, promote and
strengthen the transfer of
language from generation
to generation within the
family environment.

Comhluadar was encouraged to
continue their work in this area
and funding was provided to
enable them to do so.
Funding was provided to FNT to
promote and raise the standard
of pre-school education through
Irish. Foras na Gaeilge was part
of a European Network of
language Boards which was
engaged in a study in this area.
Work on the construction of the
website,
www.languageplanning.com
connected to the European
Network of language planning

boards continued.

Tha Boord O Ulstèr-Scotch
2004 Report
Corporate Objective /
Programme Area
Education

2004 Activities:
Description
Continued programme development with
Stranmillis Development Unit.

Partner Organisations

2004 Expenditure

Stranmillis University

£250k

Resulting
Publications
First draft
Primary material
produced

Cultural Development

Financial Assistance scheme managed to support
community.

Ulster Scots Heritage Council

250k

Roadshow
feedback

Public Awareness

Ulster Scot newspaper, leaflets and crack column
in the press

Belfast News Letter

200k

Language Development

Tape recorded survey

Ulster Scots Language Society

20k

6 Leaflets, 9
copies of Ulster
Scot and 52
weekly crack
columns
Tapes and
transcriptions
produced

Tha Boord O Ulstèr-Scotch
2005 Report
Education

Continued programme development with
Stranmillis Development Unit.

Stranmillis
University/CCEA

300k

Final draft
Primary material,
first draft
secondary
material.
Appointment of
Director.

Cultural Development

Revised Financial Assistance Scheme

Ulster Scots Heritage Council

300k

Public Awareness

Increased media activity and public survey

PR consultant

30k

Language Development

Support Ulster Scots linguistic material
development

Ulster Scots Language Society

30k

Feedback from
Roadshow
RES Survey
Publication of 6
books from
writers in the
community.
Appointment of
Director.

SPECIAL EU PROGRAMMES BODY

The information provided below is in the form of highlights extracted from Annual Reviews of Activities and Annual Accounts for 2004 and 2005. 05
An analysis of Peace II and Interreg IIIa activity is detailed in the Chapter 2 of the Common Chapter Report and ANNEX II EU Supported Programmes

Expenditure
2004
€’M
Dep’n

2005
€’M

TOTALS
€’M

374,621

401,738

776,359

Staff Costs

1,776,283

1,456,362

3,232,645

Other Operating costs

1,115,830

1,230,025

2,345,855

Summary Expenditure for Peace II, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

2005
€’M

163.694

158.154

321.848

Priority 5

30.231

27.043

57.274

% Priority 5

18.47%

17.10%

17.80%

Total Peace II

TOTALS €’M

Total
Peace
Extension
Priority 5
n
Peace II £
200
Summary

II

-

0.413

0.413

-

0.243

0.243

Expenditure for INTERREG IIIA, 2004-2005
2004
€’M

2005
€’M

Priority 1

11.023

11.604

22.627

Priority 2

19.006

15.583

34.589

Priority 3

4.276

4.047

8.323

Priority 4

2.126

0.883

3.009

36.431

32.117

68.548

Total

TOTALS
€’M

4
£

PEACE II

SEUPB Corporate Objective

2005 Activities:
Name/ Description

To ensure the efficient and effective
delivery of the Programme for Peace
and Reconciliation in Northern
Ireland and the Border Region of
Ireland and fully utilise all

The most significant milestone for Peace II
in 2005 was the announcement of the
programme extension. European
Commissioner, Danuta Hübner, Northern
Ireland Finance Minister Jeff
Rooker and Ireland’s Minister of State

Partner
Organisations
SEUPB has
pursued its
objectives through
liaison and
cooperation with a

2005 Expenditure

Programme funding

for Agriculture and Food, Brendan Smith
TD officially launched the extension at
Belfast’s Waterfront Hall on 3 June 2005.
Following the launch event, Commissioner
Hübner visited some community projects
that received funding to see the work of
the programme.
The €144m extension saw a particular
emphasis on the area of reconciliation
and continued to target all communities,
sectors and areas affected by the
conflict. Particular measures under the
programme provided support for victims,
cross border work, training for women,
and rural development. As part of the
extension, the programme focused on the
problems of specific communities which
have previously lacked enough capacity
to take advantage of programme funding.
Early results suggested that this approach
encouraged great interest for funding
from “new” organisations.
To ensure widespread awareness
of the extension and the programme,
SEUPB organised a series of information
events throughout June at various
locations throughout the eligible area.
The information events took place in
North Belfast, South Belfast, East Belfast,
West Belfast, Derry, Ballymena, Armagh,
Omagh, Donegal, Monaghan, Dundalk,
Ballynahinch, Bangor, Cookstown and
Enniskillen. Implementing Bodies hosted
further roadshows in various locations
to publicise their individual measures.
The Body published ‘A Guide to
Peace II Funding’ to coincide with
the launch of the programme extension.

number of key
organisations
including the EU
Commission,
Member states,
Government
Departments,
Implementing
Bodies and social
partners

This user-friendly guide, written in ‘plain’
English, gave information on how and
where to apply for funds, as well as a
summary of the programme’s funding
criteria and application process.
Following approval of the extension,
the SEUPB commissioned Central
Procurement Services to complete
an open tendering process to recruit
organisations to implement the extension’s
‘measures’. All successful tenders were
appointed and contracts issued by June
2005.
On 7 March 2005 the programme
hosted its second ‘Celebrating Success’
showcase event in Belfast City Hall.
The event, which also marked the start
of Community Relations week, recognised
the approach to peace building and
reconciliation by some exemplary
projects from all communities on
both sides of the border. The speakers at
the event included Second Permanent
Secretary, Dr Andrew McCormick,
Department of Finance and Personnel;
Noel O Gorman, Department of Finance
Ireland; Lord Mayor of Belfast, Councillor
Tom Ekin and Duncan Morrow from the
Community Relations Council.
The programme’s Implementing Bodies
nominated examples of good practice
under categories which reflected the
programme’s priorities and measures.
The event highlighted sixteen projects
selected by an independent panel.
In June the Peace programme launched
the ‘Community Uptake Analysis Report’.

Helm Corporation in association with
Trutz Hasse carried out this independent
research. It was designed to assess the
current spread of funding across the two
main communities and to explore the
complex relationship between religious
background, areas of deprivation, quantity
of funding applications and approved
funding levels.
As part of the programme’s transparency
and openness, the Peace II Monitoring
Committee met on two occasions
in 2005.
In the early part of 2005, as Peace II
moved towards full commitment, the
number of applications to the programme
slowed significantly. Following approval
and implementation of the extension to
the programme, a considerable increase
in the number of applications was evident.
Funding bodies received 11,915
applications by the end of December
2005 reflecting an increase of 2,046
from December 2004.

Cross border co-operation is also an
important part of Peace II. Forging links
between communities on both sides of
the border and enabling people to work
positively together is a key feature of
the programme.

Interreg IIIA
.

To ensure the efficient and effective
development and delivery of the
INTERREG IIIA Programme in
Northern Ireland and the Border
Region of Ireland and fully utilise all
Programme funding

In 2005 the programme continued to
build on the progress of previous
years. After an initial slow start activity
increased rapidly throughout the year
across all Priorities. The Interreg IIIA
Steering Committee met four times
during 2005 and considered 191
applications.
Most of the projects presented to the
Committee were under Priority One of
the programme. Forty-six out of the
153 projects considered were
approved.
By the end of 2005, 256 applications
had been approved by the Steering
Committee and 290 had been rejected
and the total commitment to projects
was 0155.17m, with 011.2m committed
to Priority 4; therefore an overall
commitment of 0166.37m.
By the end of September 2005 the
programme had received 640
applications. There were three
Monitoring Committee meetings held in
April, July and October, which allowed
the SEUPB to update the Committee
on how the implementation of the
programme was progressing.

Businesses on both parts of the island
and within the Interreg IIIA region share
many common challenges to remain
competitive in a market that is growing
more global by the day.
Over the last two decades there has
been a rapid growth in cross border
projects, networking and organisations
across many activities at local, regional
and national levels. The two previous
Interreg programmes, and the current
Interreg IIIA programme especially,
have played a crucial role in fostering
this cross border co-operation and will
continue to do so.
In October the Interreg IIIA-funded cross
border health and social care partnership,
Co-operation and Working Together
(CAWT), received the Europe-wide ‘Sail
of Papenburg’ Award that recognises
excellence in cross border co-operation.

Regional
Partnership
Board

To service the Regional Partnership
Board and ensure that it achieves its
objective of promoting partnership
working at local level; sharing best
practice in the development and
delivery of local area strategies; and
assisting in co-operative working
and actions

Regional Partnership Board
In line with the provisions of the EU
Programme for Peace and Reconciliation
in Northern Ireland and the Border Region
of Ireland 2000 - 2006 (Peace II) and
as determined by the Executive of the
Northern Ireland Assembly, a Regional
Partnership Board (RPB) has been
established to:
•
Promote the principles of partnership
working at a local level;
•
Promote the sharing of best practice

in the development and delivery of
local area strategies;
•
Assist different districts to work
together on projects and actions
which cross the boundaries of two
or more districts; and
•
Promote effective working
between districts and intermediary
funding bodies.
•
The role will cover projects and actions
funded by European Programmes,
other public expenditure and by
private finance.
A conference was held on 13 January
2005 in the Stormont Hotel, Belfast
and focused on the findings of the
mid-term evaluation of Local Strategy
Partnerships (LSPs). Dr Nick Acheson,
Centre for Voluntary Studies, University
of Ulster, made a presentation on Policy
Frameworks and Local Partnerships.
Ms Linda Wilson, OFMDFM made a
presentation on partnership arrangements.
A web site was developed for the RPB,
accessible through the SEUPB website
at www.seupb.org/rpb/ Links to Local
Strategy Partnerships sites have also
been made available.
The RPB held three full Board meetings,
two sub group meetings and a
conference in 2005.
The RPB held its 8th meeting on 21
March 2005 and Mr Ian Pearson MP
chaired the meeting. The main areas of
discussion were the recommendation

to the Minister on the Allocation of
PEACE II extension funds to LSPs.
The RPB endorsed the distribution of
the Global Grant and examined the
Technical Assistance (TA) issues raising
the question of additional TA which may
be required for additional activities over
and above the delivery of the PEACE II
extension. The RPB recommended that
to secure a long term future, the LSPs
should consider linkages with other
service delivery mechanisms.
The 9th meeting of the RPB was held on
28 June 2005 and Lord Rooker, Minister
of State, chaired the meeting. The main
focus was on PEACE II extension and
allocation of funds to LSPs.
A Best Practice Manual, which contains
examples of best practice from all twenty
six LSPs, was published by the RPB in
September 2005 and widely circulated
to key stakeholders.

Community
Initiatives

To achieve the maximum level of
cross border co-operative actions
in the Community Initiatives.

Common
Chapter

To enhance North/South cooperative actions in Ireland and
Northern Ireland in the context of
the National Development Plan
2000-2006 for Ireland and the
Structural Funds Plan 2000-2006
for Northern Ireland

INTERTRADEIRELAND
Covering note.
The information provided below is in the form of highlights extracted from InterTradeIreland’s Annual Reviews of Activities and Annual Accounts for 2004 and
2005. The information is presented in a format which demonstrates the organisation’s key achievements against its corporate and strategic goals as
published in the InterTradeIreland Corporate Plan 2002-2004 in relation to 2004 information, and against its corporate and strategic goals in the
InterTradeIreland Corporate Plan 2005-2007 in relation to 2005 information. It should be noted that InterTradeIreland’s Performance Measures for 2004 and
2005 were different, reflecting the change in strategic goals within the two Corporate Plans which span the 2004 - 2005 period.
In relation to InterTradeIreland’s Expenditure, the table below provides total expenditure, programme expenditure and other operating expenditure for 2004
and 2005. The information is provided in the Body’s operating currency, which is £GBP.

Programme Expenditure
Salaries & Other Operating Costs
Total Expenditure

2004 £GBP
4,278,068
2,286,814
6,564,882

2005 £GBP
5,500,926
2,433,286
7,934,212

2004 – Summary of InterTradeIreland Key Achievements
Corporate
Objective/Programme
Name

Activities

Knowledge Capital.
(The stock of knowledge
and information which is
required to facilitate
sound business decisions
and evidence-based policy
making.)

A Review of the All-Island Furniture Industry.
The report was launched on 20th October 2004
at the Furniture, Design and Market Trend Forecast
2004 Event, which was attended by over one
hundred industry and Government representatives.
The report provided an analysis of the current state
of the furniture manufacturing sector, an evaluation
of its competitiveness and the opportunities for
development. The report also made recommendations
in several areas including market positioning, industry
cohesion, design and innovation and management skills.
A Review of the All-Island Financial Services Sector.
The report was launched in December 2004 and was
distributed to over 700 financial institutions and Government
agencies on the island of Ireland. The report was structured
around a definition of the sector, the regulatory environment,
a review of international market trends, a profile of the
financial services sector and cross-border trade and
interaction
in financial services. The report concluded with a review
of strengths and weaknesses in the sector and a series
of recommendations in areas including regulation, skills,
scale, innovation and cross-border market opportunities.

Partner
Organisations

Outputs & Impacts
Summary

The creation of new knowledge
resources:
-

6 Research Projects
completed.
11 publications issued.
7 sets of policy
recommendations issued.
525 external queries satisfied.

Knowledge Capital –
continued.

Horticulture Report
The primary purpose of this report was to highlight market
trends, opportunities and barriers to development and to
determine the current state of cross-border co-operation and
trade in the horticulture industry. The report contained an
industry overview, key challenges, key sectors, public
infrastructure and recommendations for action. These
recommendations were presented as potential actions for
industry and policy makers in the areas of policy cohesion,
meeting customer demand, traceability and quality, R&D
and
investment and human resources and training.
Entrepreneurship on the Island of Ireland 2004.
‘Entrepreneurship on the island of Ireland’ provided policy
makers with unrivalled knowledge about entrepreneurship
on the island of Ireland. The report presented an informed
assessment of entrepreneurial activity on the island and
highlighted areas of common concern that limit the full
development of a dynamic entrepreneurial environment
throughout the island. The report identified eight
recommendations for policy makers and their respective
agencies and 1,000 copies of the report were distributed.
Policy Research Series
A new Trade and Production Quarterly Monitor was
released in July 2004, with more than 4,000 copies
distributed to companies, policy makers and academics. The
Trade and Production Monitor highlighted an increase in
trade values for two successive quarters. Both South to
North and North to South exports (ended 2003) up from their
mid-year flow.
Production volumes both in Ireland and Northern Ireland
increased in Quarter 4 of 2003 with a notably sharper
increase in Ireland.

Knowledge Capital –
continued.

All-Island Science & Technology Forum
Three case studies outlining successful North/South
research collaboration projects funded by the European
Framework Programmes were published on the all-island
research portal, www.expertiseireland.com under a section
entitled Framework Programme Success Stories. These
included a research project
involving University College Cork, Queens University
Belfast, Trinity College Dublin and the University of Ulster
and a number of SMEs from Ireland and Northern Ireland.

UCC, QUB, TCD,
UUJ

BioMedIreland
BioMedireland is an all-island sectoral network, structured
around a strategic alliance between InterTradeIreland,
BioBusiness NI, the Irish Medical Devices Association and
the Irish BioIndustry Association. One of the early outputs of
the work of BioMedireland was the creation of an all-island
database of sector operators. The establishment of this
database provides an important resource which will be used
by the network organisers for information distribution
purposes and will also serve as a point of reference for the
network members themselves.

BioBusiness NI, Irish
Medical Devices
Assn, Irish
BioIndustry Assn.

Telecommunications
The Digital Island, a collaborative project involving the
Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment in Northern
Ireland, the Departments of Enterprise, Trade and
mployment and Communications, Marine and Natural
Resources in Ireland, Invest Northern Ireland and Enterprise
Ireland, completed research reports on All-Island Numbering
and All–Island Tariffs on Voice, Mobile and Data services.
The report on All-Island Tariffs on Voice, Data and Mobile
Communications found that voice tariffs were competitive,
whilst data and mobile communications required specific
attention. OFCOM and COMREG subsequently used the

DETI, DCMNR,
OFCOM, COMREG.

Digital Island Tariffs report as input to further research in
this area and as the basis for the establishment of a
collaborative North-South regulatory dialogue on this
subject.
InterTradeIreland Knowledge Centre
This year saw continued internal and external use of the
InterTradeIreland Information Resource Centre, with
selected additional private and public sector reports,
newspapers/periodicals and textbooks continually added to
the stock. During 2004 the total number of external queries
dealt with was 525. Requests for information were received
from businesses, trade associations, academic institutions,
researchers and economic development agency staff, North
and South. Information requested included market data,
company information, InterTradeIreland projects, research
assistance, legal/tax/funding issues and also queries directly
generated by projects such as the EquityNetwork
awareness events and our trade promotion events.

Businesses,
Business
Professionals,
Researchers, Trade
Assns, Economic
Development
Agencies.

Corporate
Objective/Programme
Name

Activities

Knowledge Channels.
(The essential conduits
and networks through
which knowledge is carried
across the border and
across the island, linking
businesses with each
other and with
fundamental
knowledge resources.)

ACUMEN
A new North/South partnership was established through the
formation of the InterTradeIreland Acumen Steering
Committee. The Steering Committee comprises
InterTradeIreland, Invest Northern Ireland, Enterprise
Ireland, City and County Enterprise Boards, FÁS and
Údarás na Gaeltachta. It is this group which meets monthly
to assess submissions to the ACUMEN All-Island Sales &
Marketing programme, which supports small and mediumsized companies who wish to increase cross-border sales
and to develop other forms of commercial co-operation
across the island.
Supplier Education Programme
There were four Supplier Education workshops during 2004.
These Supplier Education workshops enhance the capability
of SME manufacturers and service providers to win public
sector contracts, through providing detailed guidance on the
identification of target contracts and in the preparation of
tenders for those contracts. The success of the project in
2004, demonstrated by the demand from SMEs to
participate because of its immediate impact on company
sales performance, has resulted in a planned programme of
events for 2005.
Buyer Supplier Event - AIM Event
The AIM event allowed 50 SMEs from Limerick, Cork,
Donegal, Waterford and Galway to directly promote their
products or services to four large Northern Ireland buyer
organisations in the utility field, namely; The Department of

Partner
Organisations

Invest NI, Enterprise
Ireland, FAS, City &
County Enterprise
Boards, Udaras na
Gaeltachta.

Outputs & Impacts
Summary

The establishment of North/South
collaborative partnerships and
facilities.
-

Public Sector
Procurement
Agencies.

DRD Roads & Water

21 North/South partnerships
established.
5 North/South facilities created
and delivered.
53 All Island Events.

Regional Development Roads Service and Water Service,
Northern Ireland Electricity and Phoenix Gas. The NI Central
Procurement Directorate provided detailed presentations on
how to do business with NI public sector bodies.

Services, NIE,
Phoenix Gas.

Network & Getwork
Network & Getwork is based on highly-structured buyersupplier events, run in partnership with the Dublin Chamber
of Commerce and the NI Chambers of Commerce. The
events provide SME’s from across the island with the
opportunity to meet and negotiate with buyers from major
organisations. In 2004 there were five events held, in
locations in Belfast, Dublin and Limavady. These events
saw buyers representing
NIE/NIEPowerteam, Dublin City Council, Belfast City
Council, Seagate Technologies and the Jurys Doyle Hotel
Group meeting with more than 350 SMEs. The project is
being repeated in 2005 because of the demand which has
been stimulated and the level of business being conducted
to the benefit of both the buying organisations and the
supplier companies.

Chambers
Movement, NIE,
Dublin City Council,
Belfast City Council,
Seagate, Jurys
Doyle.

MicroTrade – All-Island Micro-Enterprise Initiative
Development of an all-island networking mechanism for
micro enterprises was commenced with the establishment of
the All-Island Micro-Enterprise Committee. The MicroEnterprise Committee consists of representatives from six
regions in the North and eight regions in the South namely;
Enterprise Agencies from Newry and Mourne, Antrim,
Castlereagh,
Draperstown, Omagh, West Belfast and Outer Belfast and
County Enterprise Boards from Limerick, Cork, Mayo,
Meath, Laois, Tipperary, Dublin and Donegal. Work in 2004
was concentrated on developing cross-border partnerships
and linkages through MicroTrade’s Linkage Programme

City and County
Enterprise Boards,
Enterprise NI, LEAs.

whereby the County and City Enterprise Boards (ROI) and
Local Enterprise Agencies (NI) performed a pivotal role in
bringing their client businesses into the arena of all-island
trade.
Regional Awareness Events
InterTradeIreland held five Regional Awareness Events in
2004, in Galway, Cork, Waterford, Carlow, and Derry. These
events provide InterTradeIreland with the opportunity to
publicise our projects and initiatives across the island, and
are designed to incorporate collaboration with local
enterprise and economic
development agencies to generate interest and demand
from local businesses. In 2004 more than 600 companies
attended our regional events and they have generated both
awareness of our programmes, requests for information and
applications to our projects.
FUSION Technology Transfer Partnerships
InterTradeIreland’s FUSION project is the first all-island
technology transfer project built upon the creation of
collaborative partnerships between industry and research
institutions to address specific product and process
development projects. FUSION builds three-way
partnerships between companies with technology-based
development needs, third-level research institutes such as
Universities, Institutes of Technology, colleges
and other research centres, and high-calibre science
and technology graduates. During 2004 additional
projects were added to the FUSION Pilot portfolio,
taking the total number to 62.

Firms, Technology
Graduates, Third
Level Research
Institutes.

BioMedIreland - Innovation Support Networks
At the end of February, BioMedIreland, a network for
North/South industry cooperation within the health

BioBusiness NI, Irish
Medical Devices
Assn, Irish

technology and biotechnology sector was formally
established. This network represents a strategic alliance
between InterTradeIreland, BioBusiness NI, the Irish
Medical Devices Association and the Irish BioIndustry
Association. The vision for BioMedIreland
is an innovative, globally competitive, all-island health
technology and biotechnology sector, based on highly
developed knowledge transfer and business development
networks across the island.

BioIndustry Assn.

Pilot Supply Chain Champion Programme
An all-island collaborative partnership has been established
with IDA Ireland, Enterprise Ireland, Invest Northern Ireland
and InterTradeIreland to facilitate the development of the
All-Island Supply Chain Champion Programme. The
objective of the
programme is to improve the competitiveness of a
multinational/large indigenous enterprise and its suppliers by
improving the performance of the whole Supply Chain
linking these organisations.

IDA, Enterprise
Ireland, Invest NI.

ELUPEG Initiative
A contract was awarded to the European Logistics Users,
Providers & Enablers Group (ELUPEG) with the objective of
demonstrating where opportunities exist for collaboration
between participating companies North and South to reduce
distribution and supply chain costs, enhancing both their
competitiveness and providing the opportunity to improve
customer service.

ELUPEG.

All-Island Trade and Business Awards
The third All-Island Trade and Business Awards were held in
June at the Waterfront Hall, Belfast. It was attended by over
340 prominent business people from across the island, and
was opened by Barry Gardiner MP, former Minister for

Enterprise, Trade and
Investment. These awards promote best practice in the area
of cross-border business endeavour and the standard of
entry improves year on year. The overall winner in 2004 was
Lakeland Dairies from Cavan.
BioIreland 2004
The second all-island Biotechnology Conference was held in
Coleraine, from 21-22 June 2004. The event was organised
by the University of Ulster supported by InterTradeIreland,
Invest Northern Ireland, Queen’s University Belfast,
Enterprise Ireland, Irish BioIndustry Association, Science
Foundation Ireland and the
IBEC-CBI Joint Business Council. There was also a
significant level of support from the private sector, with the
event attracting a total of 200 delegates.

UUJ, Invest NI, QUB,
Enterprise Ireland,
Irish BioIndustry
Assn, IBEC-CBI Joint
Business Council.

INNOVA – All-Island Collaborative R&D Programme
Innova, the all-island collaborative R&D Programme was
launched during November 2004. This pilot initiative is
aimed at stimulating, promoting and supporting R&D
cooperation between firms on a North/South basis, with the
support of public research organizations where required.
Plato
The InterTradeIreland Plato National Networking Event, was
held in October at the Burlington Hotel, Dublin and was
addressed by Micheál Martin TD, Minister for Enterprise,
Trade and Employment. Over 200 participants attended the
event and engaged with 25 purchasing managers from large
and multinational enterprises. A meeting, hosted by Belfast
City Council, was held to discuss the way forward for Plato
Belfast
and this has led to a positive outcome which will see the reestablishment of this office.

Major companies
North and South with
joint research and
development
objectives.
Plato Mentoring
Network.

expertiseireland.com
The all-island research portal, a joint collaborative project
between InterTradeIreland and the Conference of Heads of
Irish Universities, has continued to extend its facilities, its
reach and the level of exploitation by both academic
researchers and the business community. By the end of
2004 the number of expert profiles on the portal exceeded
3,100. During 2004 more than
600 businesses registered and overall participation with the
portal now shows 44% from the private sector, 38% from
third-level institutions, 15% public sector and 8%
miscellaneous. Since its launch in July 2003 there have
been 24,397 visits to the portal, 28,208 searches have been
performed and 245 experts have
been contacted. Expertiseireland.com has been specifically
referenced in two Forfás reports ‘Innovation Networks and
Building Ireland’s Knowledge Economy’ and ‘The Irish
Action Plan for Promoting Investment in R&D to 2010’.

Conference of Heads
of Irish Universities.

All-Island Business Competitiveness Summit
The All-Island Business Competitiveness Summit 2004, was
held in June at the Hilton Hotel, Belfast. The event was
developed by InterTradeIreland with the support of the
Economic Development Forum (NI), National
Competitiveness Council, Centre for Competitiveness,
Invest Northern Ireland, Enterprise Ireland, Shannon
Development and IBEC-CBI Joint Business Council. The
signing of a Memorandum of Understanding between the
US Council for Competitiveness and InterTradeIreland was
a significant outcome of the Conference. The audience
consisted of industrialists, senior civil servants and
representatives of the development agencies, North and
South. Policy implications for the Island Economy were
drawn out in both the plenary and panel sessions.

NI EDF, NCC, CforC,
Invest NI, Enterprise
Ireland, Shannon
Development, IBECCBI JBC, USCC.

Enterprise Ireland,

All-Island Benchmarking Forum
The Irish Benchmarking Forum is a consortium of Agencies
from Northern Ireland and Ireland, consisting of Enterprise
Ireland, Invest Northern Ireland, Shannon Development,
Údarás na Gaeltachta, Forfás, FAS and facilitated by
InterTradeIreland. These agencies meet to discuss Best
Practice and to develop an agreed set of performance
benchmarks. The Forum’s aim is to
support business development on the island by
sharing best practice, exchanging information and
raising awareness among businesses of the practical
benefits of benchmarking.
InterTradeIreland EquityNetwork
InterTradeIreland’s EquityNetwork continues to develop its
area of excellence network to promote the awareness of the
availability and benefits of utilising private equity to fund
company growth. The third EquityNetwork International
Equity Conference took place in Belfast., taking the theme of
‘Raising Equity in 2004: Are you really ready ?’ The
conference drew more than 230 delegates from the
business community, venture capitalists, policy makers and
the economic development agencies. The winner of the
2003 Seedcorn Competition, Luxcel Biosciences, was
featured as a Case Study. This year also saw the promotion
and management by EquityNetwork of a second All-Island
Seedcorn Competition 2004, following on from the success
of the competition of the previous year. The overall winners
of the All-Island Seedcorn Competition 2004 were
SmartHomes Ltd of Dundalk. EquityNetwork’s Education
and Awareness Programme continues as a core element of
the overall programme. Roundtable and Master Class
Events were held in Galway and Cork and a series of
seminars were held; in the North West in association with
the University of Ulster, in Dundalk in association with the

Invest NI, Shannon
Development,
Udaras na
Gaeltachta, Forfas,
FAS

Dundalk Institute of Technology, in Belfast in partnership
with the Northern Ireland ICT Trade Association Momentum
and in Dublin in partnership with Dublin Business Innovation
Centre. EquityNetwork was at the centre of helping to
create two Business Angel Networks on the island during
the year. The Northern Ireland Business Angels Initiative
‘Halo’ was formally launched in 2004 in collaboration with
Investment Belfast, Invest Northern Ireland and The
Northern Ireland Bankers Association Arrangements were
being finalised at the end of 2004 to see the creation of a
Business Angel Network in Ireland, based on a collaboration
with the Dublin Business Innovation Centre and Enterprise
Ireland.
Economic Research
The InterTradeIreland Policy Research team organized and
improved the database of cross-border trade statistics that
are held by InterTradeIreland. The new database includes
statistics on the:
• annual cash and deflated trade figures
and associated charts;
• sectoral trade statistics and associated charts
(for 12 different manufacturing sectors);
• share of trade of all 12 sectors; and
• comparison of export figures; global, Ireland and Northern
Ireland.
In order to provide this information to a wider audience, the
Policy and Research team has developed a Trade Statistics
Website Portal (www.tradestatistics.intertradeireland.com).
This will allow a simple, user-friendly, comprehensive and
accessible source for cross-border trade statistics. The
website portal will enable access to a range of statistics,
charts, interactive graphs and it will also allow an insight into
the views of different industry representatives, North and
South, on cross-border trade.

Corporate
Objective/Programme
Name

Activities

Knowledge Carriers.
(The individuals,
institutions and the direct
contact mechanisms
which facilitate the transfer
of tacit knowledge
into the working
environments of
businesses.)

Acumen
The InterTradeIreland Acumen Programme set a target of
providing sales or consultancy support directly to 50
companies in 2004, its first full year of operation. By the end
of March the Acumen Committee had approved 15 potential
companies to join the programme, but such was the demand
for places that a total of 82 companies had been approved
to
join the programme by the end of 2004, with clear
business benefits emerging by quarter three.
Representation has been drawn across sectors, including
fast moving consumer goods, furniture, engineering and
software and from all parts of the island. The split of
companies at the end of 2004
was 45 from Ireland and 37 from Northern Ireland. The
inclusion of companies from Limerick, Cork, Kerry,
Waterford, Tipperary in Munster and companies from Meath,
Westmeath, Offaly, Laois, Roscommon, Mayo and Galway
represents an excellent spread across the island.
Homethrown Network
The Homethrown Potters Network achieved its increase in
sales target set at £900k/cE1.3m for 2004, with sales in
excess of £1m/cE1.45m. They also completed targeted
marketing activities which included ‘Craft Trail’, Corporate
Brochure, development of website, photography sessions
and network advertisements and further development of
network activities by its seventeen members across the
island.

Partner
Organisations

Outputs & Impacts
Summary

The value of trade and business
development activity as a direct
result of InterTradeIreland activities.
-

-

Homethrown
Network

£20M/c€29M total aggregated
trade and business
development value.
4,512 companies with an
increased capability/propensity
to engage in cross-border
business collaboration.

EquityNetwork
Participants in EquityNetwork’s events, and in particular the
2004 Seedcorn Competition which challenges and supports
participants in the development of investor-ready business
plans, have reported that £5.6m/c€8.12m worth of private
equity funding had been secured during 2004.
Supplier Education Programme
An evaluation of the Supplier Education Programme was
undertaken in the final quarter of the year and those 54
companies who have participated on the programme to
increase their skills and capability in addressing the allisland public procurement market have reported that tenders
to a value of £7.7m/c€11.16m have been captured.
Plato
The InterTradeIreland Plato National Networking Event and
associated projects are subject to an annual independent
evaluation. For 2004 it was anticipated that trade to the
value of €1.4m resulted from the project and its associated
ctivities.
FUSION Pilot
The total value of FUSION Pilot business development
projects achieved in 2004 is £4m/c€5.8m, with monitoring
processes having been put in place with the programme’s
Managing Agent to capture the value of these projects going
forward. By the end of 2004, 62 FUSION Projects had been
initiated on this Pilot.
Network & Getwork
This programme provides SME suppliers with the
opportunity to meet with key decision makers and buyers on
the island. The five events held in 2004have seen a total of
five major buying organizations meet with a total of more

than 350 SMEs. The highly structured face-to-face meetings
have proven very successful for both the buyers, who are
seeking to extend their supply base and gain additional
value and cost savings, and the SME’s whose objective is to
increase their sales reach, their revenue and their
profitability. In 2004 additional direct trade of £1.3m/c€1.88m
has been generated.
Cross-Border Business Collaboration
Throughout the year InterTradeIreland has planned,
organised and delivered projects and events across the
island designed to share the knowledge which we have
created towards helping companies to expand their markets,
increase their efficiency and competitiveness and establish
trade and business
development relationships across the island. A total of 4,512
companies have participated in projects and initiatives such
as:
• Benchmarking Forum Seminars
• InterTradeIreland ACUMEN
• Regional Awareness Events
• FUSION
• Plato National Networking Day
• All-Island Trade & Business Awards
• Supply Chain programmes
• EquityNetwork Awareness Seminars & Roundtable Events
• Network & Getwork Events
• 2004 Equity Conference, Awareness Events and Seedcorn
Competition
• expertiseIreland.com
• Supplier Education Programme
• 2004 All-Island Business Competitiveness Summit

2005 – Summary of InterTradeIreland Key Achievements
Corporate
Objective/Programme
Name

Activities

Partner
Organisations

Outputs & Impacts
Summary

All Island Business
Networks

BioMedIreland
BioMedIreland, an all-island network for the health
technology and biotechnology industries, is a strategic
partnership between InterTradeIreland and the Irish Medical
Devices Association, BioBusiness Northern Ireland and the
Irish BioIndustry Association. In 2005 the BioMedIreland
held workshops and events as follows:

BioBusiness NI, Irish
Medical Devices
Assn, Irish
BioIndustry Assn.

The number of all-island business
networks which we have in place
and which we are developing.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality Systems & Regulatory Affairs;
A Health & Life Sciences Business Planning;
Innovation and Entrepreneurship on Technology
Path Finding;
Sales and Marketing workshop;
Quality Systems and Regulatory Affairs on Software
& e-Labelling Issues; and
Networking event ‘Where Physics Meets Medicine’.

The data for the first all-island economic impact survey for
the biotechnology and health technology sectors was
collected in the latter part of the year and collated for
publication early in 2006. The first Supply Chain
Management database for the sector was launched in CDROM format in November 2005. This business resource
allows companies operating in the medical, diagnostic and
biotechnology sectors to identify suppliers and promote their
products and services. The database contains information
on the services of over 150 companies across a range of
product categories.

2005 Target = 15.
2005 Achieved = 19

Lionra
Lionra has brought together a total of 62 companies
representing fashion, textile, jewellery and giftware. This
consortium will stimulate business development cooperatively and on behalf of the member companies;
increase communication and trade among the member
companies; and increase trade by the member companies in
international markets. Activities in 2005 centred upon the
production of the corporate brochure and the development
of a Skillnets application which included a training needs
analysis exercise and intensive mentoring to develop the
potential of network participants.

Lionra Network

Bord Bia/NIFDA Network
The All Island Food Network, in association with Bord Bia
and the Northern Ireland Food & Drink Association, was
established to create a best practice network through
bringing a targeted group of food and drink companies, from
Northern Ireland and Ireland of the border, to the US to
examine the changing characteristics of the global food
market. The network will focuses upon the emerging trends
and their likely impact on Irish Food Manufacturers. The
Network undertook a Best Practice visit to Cornell University
in June 2005, with 18 organisations represented. The
PERIscope III study collected, analysed and interpreted
consumer survey information from Northern Ireland, Ireland
and Great Britain on consumer attitudes to food. This
included purchase, preparation and consumption patterns.
Over 3,000 consumers were surveyed for the reports and
the findings were disseminated through Bord Bia, Invest NI
and InterTradeIreland to client companies and other
interested parties. The activities of the Network also
included addressing issues on branding and innovation and
included presentations to members from Innovaro, the
Cranfield School of Management and leading market

Bord Bia, NI Food &
Drink Assn

researchers.
Polymer & Plastics Network
In 2005 the Network commissioned the report ‘Competitive
Analysis of the Polymer & Plastics Industry on the Island of
Ireland’. The report will provide an analysis of the
competitive performance of the island’s polymer & plastics
sector and the factors which underlie its relative
performance. Interviews with sector companies North and
South, representing processors, customers and suppliers
have been completed and the interim report, completed in
November 2005, provided a baseline review of the sector
and identified suitable areas for all-island collaboration.
Network Developments
In 2005 InterTradeIreland added two new all-island business
networks to its portfolio – the All Island Software Network
and the North West Science and Technology Partnership.
The All Island Software Network is a partnership between
the IBEC Irish Software Association, Momentum Northern
Ireland and InterTradeIreland.
The objectives of the
Network are to address the common strategic issues facing
both trade associations and their members, and this will
include the use of InterTradeIreland’s programmes such as
Go Tender, Fusion and EquityNetwork.
The North West Science and Technology Partnership is a
partnership between industry, academia and other key
stakeholders to promote, support and strengthen science
and technology-based innovation and business in the North
West region of the island. NWSTP will act as a high profile
interdependent catalyst, providing networking activities,
knowledge sharing and services that identify and increase
collaborative research/business opportunities across the
region.

North/South Trade
Associations.

Network Support & Facilitation
The creation, development and exploitation of business
networks is at the core of InterTradeIreland’s Strategic Plan
2005-2007, and has become a significant focus of policy in
both jurisdictions. InterTradeIreland commissioned a report
on Mapping Business Networks across the Island of Ireland.
This revealed that there are more than 100 networks,
involving nearly 10.000 firms. All of the main development
agencies on the Island were involved in the design of this
study. In conjunction with a Network & Getwork event for
the creative media, InterTradeIreland organised a meeting
of managers and facilitators of a range of networks, North &
South, as part of a ‘networking the networks’ exercise. A
strategic alliance with Skillnets has been negotiated with a
view to extending its activities to Northern Ireland.
Feasibility Study into the Establishment of an All-Island
IP & Technology Transfer Service
The Feasibility Study for the establishment of an All Island
Wireless Testbed and Certification Facility was completed in
2005 and included a positive recommendation to examine
potential funding and governance options. The report
provided initial recommendations on how the universities on
the island can work together to maximise exploitation of
research results. The core recommendations included the
establishment of a strategy task force on technology
marketing and the establishment of a subgroup of
Universities Ireland to advise on IP management and
technology transfer policy issues. The report was been
endorsed and approved by a working group of all the
university Technology Transfer professionals. Successful
implementation of the report and recommendations will
require the establishment of a single funding stream in
Ireland, aligning policy to the Higher Education Innovation
Fund in Northern Ireland.

Universities Ireland.

EquityNetwork
InterTradeIreland’s Equity Network works to promote private
equity to accelerate business growth. The programme helps
stimulate demand for private equity through a number of
initiatives including a dedicated private equity expert to help
with signposting and advice, and annual private equity
conference, the establishment of business angel networks
across the island, an annual all island Seedcorn business
competition to find the best start up businesses and other
initiatives which help companies discover more about
private equity as an alternative source of funding.
This years Private Equity Conference was opened by
Minister Micheál Martin TD Dublin Castle on 9th March
2005. The conference was attended by over 270 delegates
participating from the venture capitalist, early stage
companies, economic development and financial services
communities. The conference was hailed as an outstanding
success.
On 8th December 2005 the overall final for the 2005
Seedcorn Competition was held in the Burlington Hotel,
Dublin, with the judging panel chaired by Denis O’Brien. At
the Awards Ceremony that evening Dr. Naughton presented
the overall award to Sigmoid Biotechnologies for their
innovative drug delivery product.
In 2005 the (Ireland) Business Angel Network was
established in partnership with Enterprise Ireland and Dublin
BIC. Development of the network was advanced by the
appointment of 2 regional co-ordinators, in Cork and
Galway, who have worked through the local Business
Innovation Centres to promote the partnership across the
regions.

Supply Chain Ireland - ELUPEG/LogisticsXP
Supply Chain Ireland, drawing on the participation and
expertise of leading public and private sector practitioners in
supply chain management continued to deliver programmes
of activity to develop linkages between companies across
the island.
InterTradeIreland, in partnership with the
European Logistics Users Providers and Enables Group
(ELUPEG) brought together a group of 8 large companies,
to take part in a ground breaking collaborative distribution
pilot. The pilot demonstrated where opportunities existed for
collaboration between participating companies across the
island of Ireland that would reduce distribution and supply
chain costs. The pilot identified cost reductions in the range
5% to 20% for the participating companies.
InterTradeIreland was directly involved with the NITL
Logistics Ireland 2005 Conference on 6th October which
provided 280 delegates with knowledge of how Supply
Chain Management can help firms of all sizes across all
industry sectors. In November, for the first time in its four
year history, ELUPEG held its European Plenary meeting in
Ireland.

Supply Chain Ireland,
ELUPEG

All Island Public Procurement
Go Tender is a programme funded by InterTradeIreland that
aims to enhance the skills, expertise and efficiency of those
who wish to win public sector business across the island.
This is achieved during an intensive two day workshop and
one to one mentoring sessions where companies are taught
how to negotiate the bureaucracy involved by using live
tenders. A total of £7.72M/c€11.33M of business has been
generated by SMEs who have participated in the
programme. The workshops, delivered across the island,
are supported by the Central Procurement Directorate in
Northern Ireland, the Department of Finance in Ireland,
Enterprise Ireland and Invest Northern Ireland. At total of 65

NICPD, DOF, Invest
NI, Enterprise
Ireland.

companies completed workshops which were held in
Belfast, Dublin, Cookstown and Galway, Cork, and
Cookstown.
MicroTrade
MicroTrade is a joint initiative between InterTradeIreland,
County & City Enterprise Boards and Enterprise Northern
Ireland. The programme helps small businesses build
contacts, markets and partnerships across the island of
Ireland. In April 2005 MicroTrade delivered the ‘MAIN Event’
in the Citywest Hotel in Dublin. This event was the biggest
recent small business networking event on the island of
Ireland, and brought together over 480 delegates for
different forms of networking: an evening networking
session with over 200 attendees, 866 micro-to-buyer
meetings,
972
micro-to-micro
meetings,
6028
TM
meetings and 4 cross-border trade
Speednetworking
advice sessions.

City & County
Enterprise Boards,
Enterprise NI, LEA’s

PLATO
Plato Ireland is the business support forum for owner
managers of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) facing
the challenges of today's business world. Through a unique
partnership with large "parent" companies, Plato provides
SMEs with facilitated group learning, specialist expertise
and advice, networking opportunities, business development
training, and cross border activities. InterTradeIreland
provides financial support for the Island regional coordinator to promote the PLATO concept, developing
existing PLATO networks, promoting the establishment of
new network partnerships and delivering the All Island
National Networking event. This years National Network
Day was held in Dublin in October 2005.

Plato Mentoring
Network.

US/Ireland Research Partnership
The United States of America, Ireland and Northern Ireland
have come together for a unique initiative to increase the
level of collaborative R&D amongst researchers and
industry across the 3 jurisdictions that will generate
innovations to the marketplace and lead to improvements in
healthcare, disease prevention and other technologies. A
Steering Group has Northern Ireland represented by
Professor Fabian Monds of Invest NI, Dr. Hugh Cormican of
Andor Technology Ltd and Professor Peter Gregson,
Universities Ireland, and Ireland represented by Dr. Killian
Halpin, former Director of Science & Technology at Forfás,
Dr. William Harris of SFI and Professor Ferdinand Von
Prondzynski, Universities Ireland.
InterTradeIreland is
providing the necessary facilitating mechanism to support
the Steering Group and sub-groups. The thematic areas of
Diabetes, Emerging Respiratory Infections, Cystic Fibrosis,
Nanotechnology and Sensors have been identified. These
represent a unique opportunity in terms of research
interests, health care and economic development and reflect
the potential for the island of Ireland to play a meaningful
role in research areas internationally recognised to be of
st
pivotal significance for the 21 century.

Invest NI, Andor, SFI,
Universities Ireland,
US Representatives.

Universities Ireland
Universities Ireland is a model for cooperation and
collaboration amongst the 9 universities on the island of
Ireland. Technology & Research Services at Heriot-Watt
University undertook a feasibility study to identify the
intellectual property and technology transfer services
currently on offer within the universities on the island. The
study was also to identify and scope services where allisland co-operation between institutions could provide an
enhanced service. The final report of this study was drafted
by Technology & Research Services in December and was

Universities Ireland.

presented to the Council of Universities Ireland on the 25th
January 2006.
North/South Roundtable Group
The North/South Roundtable Group is a unique informal
private sector led “think tank”. It brings together leading
figures in the public and private sectors, North and South, to
discuss how best to enhance the economic well being of the
island of Ireland in a way that is mutually beneficial.
InterTradeIreland provides assistance in the form of
secretariat support. The fifth Plenary Meeting of the Group
took place on the 9th of June 2005 in Stormont Buildings,
Belfast, and explored the rapidly emerging infrastructure
opportunity which will see a combined €100 billion
investment on the island over the next ten years. HighLevel Discussions: have taken place during the course of
this year between the North South Round Table Group and
An Taoiseach, Bertie Ahern, T.D., Minister for Finance Brian
Cowen, T.D. and Minister for Foreign Affairs, Dermot Ahern,
T.D. on separate occasions.
During each of these
interactions the competitiveness of the island economy was
considered both in depth and detail, along with practical
opportunities for mutual benefit. At each the Group and its
work were also positively supported and endorsed.

North South
Roundtable Group

International
Centre
for
Local
and
Regional
Development –Development Funding (ICLRD)
InterTradeIreland commissioned two activities in relation to
ICLRD in 2005. The first involved funding directly to ICLRD
for research towards a comprehensive strategy for special
development that will lead to an improvement in economic
competitiveness and social cohesion across the island, and
the second ICLRD activities and emerging initiatives on
North/South cooperation in the areas of spatial planning,
infrastructure, and economic development.

ICLRD

Corporate
Objective/Programme
Name

Activities

Firms engaged in all-island
trade and business
development activity.

Acumen
InterTradeIreland Acumen helps small and medium
enterprises increase cross-border sales and develop other
forms of commercial co-operation across the island. The
programme concentrates exclusively on stimulating crossborder trade by assisting individual SMEs with tailored
consultancy and salary support mechanisms for market
builders, in cross border markets in Ireland. In 2005 Acumen
directly supported a further 51 companies from Northern
Ireland and Ireland, with some very impressive results
emerging from the first completed assignments. Additional
sales of £7.1M/c€10.3M and the creation of 65 new
permanent jobs to service new markets have been reported
by the first 28 companies to complete their Acumen projects
during 2005.
These results underline the compelling
rationale for the programme.
Focus
Focus is an all island strategic marketing and sales initiative.
The project is now rolling out following a successful pilot
phase. The initiative is regarded as a network enabling tool
and facilitates partnerships and projects between:
• Companies; private sector business, on an island
wide basis;
• Graduates; Degree / Diploma holders with a
strategic marketing bias; and
• Sales Consultants; experienced sales and
marketing advisors.
In 2005 at total of 20 companies and 12 graduates were
recruited onto the second phase of Focus.

Partner
Organisations

Outputs & Impacts
Summary

The increased number of
businesses engaged in all-island
business activities, measured
through direct engagement with
our business networks and our
network-enabling projects.
2005 Target = 2500
2005 Achieved = 2855

InterTradeIreland Awareness & Promotional Activities
In tandem with the Board Meeting in Shannon on 21st
February 2005 the first Regional Awareness Event of 2005
was held, with more than 40 companies attending. The
second Regional Awareness Event was held in the Hilton
Hotel Belfast on 24th May 2005, in association with the
Sales Institute of Ireland, with 35 companies attending. A
further event was held in the Enterprise Ireland Offices in
Cork on 24 August 2005 was attended by 25 companies.
Innova
InterTradeIreland’s work in the area of Science, Technology
and Innovation has given rise to Innova a collaborative R&D
programme. The programme is aimed at stimulating,
promoting and supporting R&D co-operation between firms,
North and South, with the support of public research
organisations where required. This support for funding
collaborative research is expected to create a supportive
environment for joint North/South activities and encourage
synergistic and complementary flows of technology among
partnerships and networks of private companies, particularly
SMEs, to the benefit of the island economy. The recruitment
phase of the INNOVA programme was completed during
2005. Projects approved reflect a range of sectors including
Biotechnology, Food, ICT and Medical Devices. The first
project of the programme announced is between Fusion
Antibodies (Belfast) and Luxcel Biosciences (Cork), who are
combining their technologies to produce highly specific and
sensitive labelled antibodies for the cancer In Vitro IVD
market.

Major companies
North and South with
joint research and
development
objectives

Network & Getwork
The InterTradeIreland Network and Getwork programme is a
trade development initiative, promoted by the Chambers of
Commerce, to encourage and assist companies across the
island to explore cross-border business opportunities with
some of the island’s largest procurement organisations. The
first 2005 event took place on 7th April in the Westbury
Hotel in Dublin, An Post was the host buyer and more than
50 firms participated. On 18 May another event took place
in the Harbour Commissioners Office, Belfast. BT was the
host buyer and more than 50 firms participated. Network &
Getwork focussed on the Food Sector at an event in June at
the Four Seasons Hotel, Carlingford where 4 large buyer
organisations were present and 32 SME’s presented to
attending buyers. In September in The Westin Hotel, Dublin
an event was held with Eircom as the host buyer.
In the
same month the Northern Ireland Chamber, Waterford
Chamber, the South East Euro Information Centre and ICT
Ireland joined forces to deliver an event in Dublin which
introduced small companies to software procurement
decision makers in the Office of Public Works, The Health
Service Executive and RTE. ‘Network & Getwork’ held a
further 4 meet the buyer events at the end of 2005, involving
buyers from Creative Media (Belfast); AIB (Dublin);
Bombardier (Belfast); and Pharmaceutical (Cork) bringing
the total number of events held in 2005 to 9. These events
were well attended; in total 170 SME’s participated with 100
from Northern Ireland and 70 coming from Ireland.

Chambers, BT,
Eircom, AIB,
Bombardier

Fusion
FUSION is InterTradeIreland's all-island technology transfer
initiative that gives companies with technology based needs
the opportunity to work within three-way partnerships that
include third-level research institutions with specialist

Firms, Technology
Graduates, Third
Level Research
Institutes.

expertise, and a high-calibre science and technology
graduate. The FUSION Pilot continued to progress to plan,
with a further 16 projects, out of the original 62 projects,
completing during 2005. Of the 62 Pilot projects, 42 are in
Ireland and 20 are in Northern Ireland, representing 15
industrial sectors based in 21 different counties. A total of
19 third-level institutes are involved in Fusion Pilot projects
(14 in Ireland and 5 in Northern Ireland).
Within the Roll-out Fusion programme 95 projects were
approved, with 69 of these companies based in Ireland and
26 in Northern Ireland, representing 28 industrial sectors in
25 different counties across the island. There are 15 third
level institutes participating so far (5 in Northern Ireland and
10 in Ireland). Overall the demand for FUSION projects
exceeds the number of places available.
Auril CPD
Auril Ireland represents the development and delivery of a
joint AURIL/NovaUCD CPD programme for Knowledge
Transfer Staff in Ireland and Northern Ireland. A total of 3
Continuing Professional Development courses were held in
2005. The first 2 courses were held in Dublin and Belfast
with 32 attendees. The Programme, entitled ‘How to get the
Best Biotech Deal’, was delivered by the UK-based
Pharmaceutical Licensing Group. The third Continuing
Professional Development course for Knowledge Transfer
Professionals was held in NovaUCD in Dublin. This was a
two-day course entitled ‘Taking ICT Technologies from
Research to Market’ which was targeted at all those
involved in negotiating or advising on ICT deals, including
those from industry, universities, investors, promoters and
agencies.

AURIL Ireland

Corporate
Objective/Programme
Name

Activities

Knowledge Dissemination
–Business & Economic
Research Reports and
Information Facilities
provided by
InterTradeIreland.

Cutting Our Cloth: A Review of the All-Island Clothing
and Textiles Industry
This report reviewed the Clothing and Textiles industry in
Ireland and Northern Ireland in the light of substantial
changes that have occurred within the local and global
economies in the recent past. It provided an understanding
of the industry and examined the trading environment within
which the industry operates.
The report identified
opportunities for growth and development and offered
recommendations on how these could be achieved.
Engineering a Knowledge Island 2020
Engineering a Knowledge Island 2020, commissioned by
InterTradeIreland from the Institute of Engineers in Ireland,
was released in October 2005. The report proposed a
vision for a knowledge based economy which would place
the island of Ireland in the forefront of the most advanced
economies. The report has generated constant media
attention since its release in October 2005.
Entrepreneurship on the Island of Ireland in 2004
Entrepreneurship on the Island of Ireland was released in
November 2005, and more than 600 copies of the report
issued.
The report developed insights into the
entrepreneurial environment on the island of Ireland and
recommended means by which a dynamic entrepreneurial
environment could be developed throughout the island. The
report continues to generate media interest and the
recommendations have been welcomed by policy makers
North and South.

Partner
Organisations

Outputs & Impacts
Summary

All-Island Directory of Calibration and Testing Services
The all-island Directory of Calibration and Testing Services,
compiled by InterTradeIreland in conjunction with Invest
Northern Ireland and Enterprise Ireland, was published online during May 2005. This Directory is a key business
resource, containing information on the services of more
than 140 organisations on the island, providing services
across a diverse range of technological fields.
Business Competitive Model
The aim of the All-Island Business Model project is to
identify and model the key drivers of competitiveness and
export performance within the all-island economy.
Research conducted during the project will be used to define
a spreadsheet-based model which can be used to estimate
the impact of changes in costs, policy, exchange rates etc.
on business performance, North and South. The Business
Model will be a unique resource, allowing InterTradeIreland
to make a valuable contribution to policy debate, North and
South. In 2005 the All Island Business Competitiveness
Model was enhanced with the publication of Study 7
‘Examination of how cross-border and other external
linkages influence competitiveness’ and Study 2
‘Determinants of a firm’s productivity’.
Feasibility Study into the Establishment of an All-Island
IP & Technology Transfer Service
Technology & Research Services at Heriot-Watt University,
Edinburgh, were appointed to undertake this feasibility
study. The study aims to provide initial recommendations on
how the universities on the island, North & South, could
work together to maximize the exploitation of their research
outputs.
Core recommendations will focus on the
development of a joint marketing strategy for university
technology and the establishment of a subgroup of

Universities Ireland to advise on IP management and
technology transfer policy issues.
Research Publications Website Usage
During 2005 there were over 71,000 website downloads of
InterTradeIreland’s research publications:
•
•
•
•
•
•

IPR Series 13,686
Publications 45,017
Quarterly Monitor 2,553
Case Studies 4,839
Entrepreneurship 4,206
Furniture Report 1,443

Expertiseireland.com
Funded by InterTradeIreland and jointly managed with Irish
Universities Union, expertiseireland.com is the gateway to
the island’s knowledge base and is the most advanced online portal of its kind in Europe. This on-line portal acts as
the first point of contact for anyone seeking details about the
research community on the island of Ireland. Launched in
July 2003, portal is driven by a powerful database populated
directly from the knowledge management systems of the
island's research institutions. The information supplied
through the portal is high quality, reliable and updated
daily.The development of the portal has continued in 2005,
with total number of expert profiles now standing at 4,230,
and with 852 new users registered during the year. During
2005, commercial expertise was added to the portal
encompassing the manufacturing, healthcare, construction,
food, electronics and IT sectors. Early in 2005 an additional
facility - Technology Transfer Licensing Opportunities was
added to the portal.

Universities Ireland

Go-Source
Go-Source, a joint venture of Enterprise Ireland,
InterTradeIreland and Invest Northern Ireland, is an online
directory of every public sector organisation on the island of
Ireland. Included in each organisation's profile are contact
details for buyers, their procurement structure and what they
buy. The information on the website is updated annually and
also includes links to live tenders, hints on accessing
contracts and valuable information on the structure of
Government bodies and their procurement procedures. The
high level of interest in this resource is evidenced through a
total of 736,342 hits on the Go-Source website during 2005.

Trade Statistics Website
Launched in July 2005, the Trade Statistics Website
provides access to a range of comparable data on trade and
production for Northern Ireland and Ireland, and allows
composite all-island data to be generated in the form of
statistics, charts, and interactive graphs. The data available
on this site represents annual cross-border trade, quarterly
sectoral cross-border trade figures and trade share. It
encapsulates a total of 12 different manufacturing sectors.
From the launch in July 2005, to the end of December 2005,
there were a total of 581,659 hits to the website.
Get2Business
Get2Business is a unique all-island guide to business
support services, developed by InterTradeIreland to help
businesses find the information they need, quickly and
easily, from business planning and financial assistance to
training and networking opportunities. Work on constructing
the website was finalised at the end of 2005 in preparation
for launch early in 2006.

Invest NI, Enterprise
Ireland

Corporate
Objective/Programme
Name

Activities

The value of trade and
business development
activity generated by allisland business networks
and by those firms
engaged in all-island
business through our allisland programmes.

The value of trade and business development activity
reported through InterTradeIreland’s business networks and
network-enabling projects in 2005 was £22.49M/c€32.61M.
Key projects driving value performance include
Fusion, Acumen, Plato, MicroTrade, Go Tender, Supply
Chain, MicroTrade, and EquityNetwork

Partner
Organisations

Outputs & Impacts
Summary

2005 Target = £13M/c€20M
2005 Achieved = £22.49/c€32.61

WATERWAYS IRELAND
2004 Report

Corporate Objective

2004 Activities:
Name/ Description

Partner
Organisations

2004 Expenditure
.

Resulting Outputs /
Publications

Management,
maintenance,
development and
restoration of the inland
navigable waterway
system throughout the
island, principally for
recreational purposes.

North/South co-operation is the basic
premise upon which Waterways
Ireland exists, and therefore our
entire Capital and Current work
programmes reflect this rationale.

Department of
Culture, Arts &
Leisure; Department
of Community, Rural
and Gaeltacht Affairs,
Environment and
Heritage Service, the
Environmental
Protection Agency,
and Local
Government.

TOTAL WATERWAYS
IRELAND CAPITAL AND
CURRENT EXPENDITURE
AS REPORTED IN THE 2004
ANNUAL REPORT AND
ACCOUNTS = €27.70M

Installation of over 2000m of
additional public moorings
throughout the navigational
system and over 7000m of
improved navigable
waterway as a result of
Bank Strengthening, Bank
Protection, and Dredging.

Restoration and
development of the Ulster
Canal.

Report into funding options for the
project was considered by the two
sponsoring departments;
Department of Culture Arts & Leisure
and Department of Community,
Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs.

Department of
Culture, Arts &
Leisure and
Department of
Community, Rural
and Gaeltacht Affairs.

Promote increased use of
our waterways principally
for recreational purposes

Research Programme: Profile of
Waterways Users

Report remains under
consideration by the
sponsoring Departments.

Report produced providing
data on waterways users.

Sponsorship Programme:
Support of community water related
events along the navigations North &
South.

Various Community
and Sporting
organisations

Publication of a range of brochures.

Exhibiting at a range of shows.

Hire Boat companies

Provide a Press and Media liaison.

Waterways
publications in NI,
ROI and the UK

Increased awareness and
usage of the 7 waterways
within the remit of the
Waterways Ireland.
Increased awareness of the
navigations, the breath of
associated diverse activities,
and ease of access.
Increased awareness of the
inland navigations and
associated leisure and
recreational activities.
Provision of information
about Waterways Ireland;
pro-actively target Media
and organise familiarisation
trips.

WATERWAYS IRELAND
2005 Report
Corporate Objective

Management,
maintenance,
development and
restoration of the inland
navigable waterway
system throughout the
island, principally for
recreational purposes.

2005 Activities:
Name/ Description

Partner Organisations

2005 Expenditure

Resulting Outputs / Publications

North/South co-operation is
the basic premise upon
which Waterways Ireland
exists, and therefore our
entire Capital and Current
work programmes reflect
this rationale.

Department of Culture, Arts
& Leisure and Department
of Community, Rural and
Gaeltacht Affairs,
Environment and Heritage
Service, Environmental
Protection Agency, and
Local Government.

TOTAL WATERWAYS
IRELAND CAPITAL AND
CURRENT
EXPENDITURE AS
DETAILED IN THE 2005
ANNUAL REPORT AND
ACCOUNTS = €29.25M

Installation of over 1500m of
additional public moorings throughout
the navigational system and over
6000m of improved navigable
waterway as a result of Bank
Strengthening, Bank Protection, and
Dredging. Two Bord na Mona
Bridges at Begnagh Bog, Co Longford
were replaced as part of the Royal
Canal restoration programme.

NOTE THESE
ACCOUNTS HAVE NOT
YET BEEN AUDITED.

Restoration and
development of the
Ulster Canal.

Updated the existing 2001
Feasibility Study and carried
out a Socio-Economic study
into the potential benefits
associated with re-opening
the Erne to Clones and
Lough Neagh to Blackwater
sections of the Ulster Canal.

Promote increased use
of our waterways
principally for
recreational purposes

Research Programme:
Survey of the facilities users
require.

Department of Culture, Arts
& Leisure and Department
of Community, Rural and
Gaeltacht Affairs.

Reports are currently being
considered by the Department of
Culture, Arts & Leisure and
Department of Community, Rural and
Gaeltacht Affairs.

Report produced providing data on
facilities.

Sponsorship Programme:
Support of community water
related events along the
navigations.

Various Community and
Sporting organisations

Publication of a range of
brochures.
Exhibiting at a range of
shows.

Hire Boat Companies

Development of the
Waterways Ireland Website.

Provide a Press and Media
liaison.

Increased awareness and usage of
the 7 waterways within the remit of
Waterways Ireland.

Increased awareness of the inland
navigations, the breath of associated
diverse activities, and ease of access.
Increased awareness of the inland
navigations and the diversity of
associated activities.
Provision of information about
Waterways Ireland, the navigations
and the activities taking place
thereon.

Waterways Publications in
NI, ROI and UK

Provision of information about
Waterways Ireland, pro-actively target
Media and organise familiarisation
trips.

ANNEX V: AREAS OF CO-OPERATION

This annex is broken down into the following sectors:
• Agriculture
• Education
• Environment
• Health
• Tourism
• Transport
The information contained in the annex is taken from the completed returns provided by government departments. Those who assisted with the collection
of information are acknowledged in Annex VII.

AGRICULTURE
DARD RESPONSE 2004
Co-operation Objectives
Publication of All-Island Animal
Health and Welfare Strategy.

Plant Health issues.

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
Steady progress has been made
towards the preparation of an
All-Island Animal Health and
Welfare Strategy. During 2004
Ministers met and discussed
progress on development of an
all-island
strategy.
DARD
officials met regularly with ROI
counterparts through 9 working
groups which discuss a wide
range of strategic animal health
issues,
including
TSEs,
TB/Brucellosis, Trade, Veterinary
Medicines and Animal Welfare.
Communications between
officials from DAF and DARD
were routine and the Plant
Health Liaison Group met as
required. Discussions included
emerging plant health issues
such as the plant passport
regime, Phytophthora ramorum
(Sudden Oak Death), Potato
Cyst Nematode, Fireblight and
ring rot, the extent of these pests
and diseases in the two
jurisdictions and the
arrangements in place to
safeguard against them.
The North-South Pesticide

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

DARD

DAF

None

None

DARD

DAF

None

None

Co-operation Objectives

Steering Committee on Cross
Border Rural Development.

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
Steering Group meets
periodically to discuss pesticide
Issues. During 2004 the group
met to discuss the implications of
the formation of AFBI, joint
pesticide usage surveys,
including dissemination of
results, all-island fungicide
resistance strategy and policy
developments in relation to the
revision of Council Directive
91/114/EEC.
The Steering Committee met
periodically to review progress
on the implementation of cross
border Measures, for example,
against Interreg 111A and Peace
II cross border measures – 5.6a
and 5.6b.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

DARD

DCGRA

2004
Expenditure

None

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

None

AGRICULTURE
DARD Response 2005
Co-operation Objectives
Publication of All-Island Animal
Health and Welfare Strategy

Avian Influenza

Plant Health issues

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
Steady progress has been made
towards the preparation of an
All-Island Animal Health and
Welfare Strategy. During 2005
Ministers met to review progress
and agreed that all-island
stakeholders should meet to
develop this strategic approach,
whereupon the draft strategy
would be published for formal
consultation. The north-south
working groups continue to meet
regularly to progress various
initiatives.
DARD has ongoing contact with
the Department of Agriculture
and Food (DAF) in relation to AI,
including meetings, telephone
and e-mail contact DARD has
observer status at meetings of
the ROI Avian Influenza Expert
Advisory Group.
Communications between
officials from DAF and DARD
were routine and the Plant
Health Liaison Group met as
required. Discussions included
emerging plant health issues
such as Phytophthora ramorum
(Sudden Oak Death), Potato
Cyst Nematode and Fireblight,

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

DARD

DAF

None

None

DARD

DAF

None

None

DARD

DAF

None

None

Co-operation Objectives

Steering Committee on Cross
Border Rural Development.

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
the extent of these pest and
diseases in the two jurisdictions
and the arrangements in place to
safeguard against them.
The Steering Committee met
periodically to review progress
on the implementation of cross
border Measures, for example,
against Interreg 111A and Peace
II cross border measures – 5.6a
and 5.6b.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

DARD

DCGRA

2005
Expenditure

None

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

None

EDUCATION
2004 Report
Co-operation Objectives

2004 Activities:
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

To examine initiatives for the
promotion of literacy and
numeracy in schools and to
identify aspects in which the
joint working group would be
beneficial to schools North
and South

The North/South
Literacy/Numeracy Working
Group meets to facilitate the
exchange of information and
consider updates on a
number of related areas

DE

DES

N/A

Areas discussed during 2004
included:
*Enriched Curriculum pilot
project. Visits to a number of
participating schools were
also carried out
*Professor Mahesh Sharma
from the Department of
Education, Cambridge
presented a maths course at
the RTU Summer School and
DES colleagues were invited
to attend

To support the Puskin Trust
in its aim of providing
opportunities for children
and teachers in Ireland to
explore creativity and
express this through the
written word and other art
forms.

The Trust's Programme
includes an Awards
Programme and exhibition of
work created through the
programme, a summer
school in creative writing, a
residential summer camp and
"Baronscourt Days" of
creative expression which
involve 2 or more schools
from different
traditions/areas, and a
Partners in Education
programme representing
pupils from Northern and
ROI.

DE

DES

£25k (matched
by £25k from
DES)

84 adults and 190 children
attended the Trust’s Awards
Day.
28 adults attended summer
school.
32 adults and 65 children
attended summer camp.
90 adults and 1625 children
attended “Baronscourt Days”

Co-operation Objectives
Exchange of Information
and expertise on meeting
special educational needs;
Closer collaboration in the
development of policy
responses across the range
of special needs;
To enhance the scope for
collaboration in the provision
of highly specialised
services;
To consider areas where
joint surveys or research
would be beneficial in
assessing need

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
Middletown Centre for Autism

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

1. DE
2. DES

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. DE
2. DES

1. DE

1. The site of the former St
Joseph’s Adolescent Centre
and St Louis Primary School
was purchased by a Holding
Company on behalf of the
two Departments (June
2004).

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

1. Capital £1.5m
(Purchase)
2. Recurrent –
£200k approx

1. Holding Company
established.
2. Middletown Centre site
purchased.
3. MOU signed between two
Education Departments

1.Education
Inspectorates
2. ELBs

Resourced by
DES.

Video for parents, CD-ROM
for teachers

SESS

Recurrent -

ETI
DHSSPS
DHC
NSMC

2. Both Ministers officially
launched the Centre (Sept
2004).

Dyslexia Video and CD-ROM
1.Resources for parents and
teachers who require
information on Dyslexia were
launched in Dublin by Mary
Hanafin in June.
2.The resources were made
available to every school in
Ireland North and South in the
autumn of 2004.

Peace II Cross Border
Professional Exchange

Co-operation Objectives

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
Programme

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2. DES

Education
Inspectorates
PEPs
NEPS

£10k

1. DE
2. DES

1. SEUPB as
the Managing
Authority for
the PEACE 2
Programme.

€1,091,886.14

1.A grant of approx £400k
was approved for this project.
2.The Programme was taken
forward by the Special
Education Support Service
(SESS), based in Portlaoise in
conjunction with the
Department of Education in
Northern Ireland and the
Department of Education &
Science in Dublin.
3.A Project Manager was
recruited and based in
Monaghan Education Centre.

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

4.The project commenced
work in December 2004.

To jointly administer with
DES Measure 5.5
“Education, Cross-border
School and Youth Cooperation” of the EU PEACE
II Programme for Peace and
Reconciliation.
This Measure seeks to
develop in a cross-border
context innovative projects
and programmes for

The 5 tranche 2 projects
approved by the joint
Selection Panel at the end of
last year (9 projects had
already been approved under
tranche 1) were each visited
by representatives from both
Departments and outputs,
targets, milestones and
financial targets agreed with
each project.

36 organisations are
delivering the 14 approved
projects.
Up to a maximum of 10,000
beneficiaries are participating
in the projects.
A wide range of activities
ranging from IT training, work
towards qualifications,
seminars, residential
exchanges, workshops,

Co-operation Objectives
children, young people,
teachers and youth workers
that improve education
provision, eg special needs,
attention/retention, literacy,
numeracy etc. via cooperative projects.

Education: education for
children with special needs,
educational
underachievement, teacher
qualifications, school, youth
and teacher exchanges.

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
Letters of Offer approving
funding totalling €2.3m and
signed by both Departments,
issued to these 5 projects.
Both Departments met and
agreed a methodology for the
collection of distinctiveness
data from projects.
Both Departments were
members of a Steering
Group established to
evaluate Priority 5 of the
PEACE 2 Programme.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

North South Exchange
Consortium - to further
increase N/S exchanges
between teachers, pupils,
and young people.

Department of
Education

The North South Exchange
Consortium was formed in
order to take things forward.
It commissioned research
into N/S exchange to identify
good practice and gaps in
provision with a view to effect
better practice.

Partner
Organisations

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
training programmes and
website design, in a crosscommunity/cross-border
context are carried out by
these projects.
An Implementation Report
and a Distinctiveness Report
were jointly produced by the 2
Departments.

Department of
Education and
Science

Youth Council,
Leargas and
the British
Council

£100,000

North South Exchange
Consortium – Research
Report

EDUCATION
2005 Report
Co-operation Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting Outputs/Publications

To examine initiatives for the
promotion of literacy and
numeracy in schools and to
identify aspects in which the
joint working group would be
beneficial to schools North
and South

The North/South
Literacy/Numeracy Working
Group meets to facilitate the
exchange of information and
consider updates on a
number of related areas

DE

DES

N/A

Areas discussed during 2005
included:
*Evaluation Report on the NI
Numeracy Strategy.
*DES survey of reading literacy in
disadvantaged Primary Schools
*DE presentations on evaluations ie
Literacy Strategy, Linguistics
Phonics, Early Childhood Settings,
Numeracy Strategy
*DES presentation on recent
evaluations of the implementation of
the Primary Curriculum

To support the Puskin Trust
in its aim of providing
opportunities for children
and teachers in Ireland to
explore creativity and
express this through the
written word and other art
forms.

The Trust's Programme
includes an Awards
Programme and exhibition of
work created through the
programme, a summer
school in creative writing, a
residential summer camp
and "Baronscourt Days" of
creative expression which
involve 2 or more schools
from different
traditions/areas, and a
Partners in Education
programme representing
pupils from Northern and
ROI.

DE

DES

£25k (matched
by £25k from
DES)

120 adults and 1315 children
attended the Trust’s Awards Day.
28 adults attended summer school.
32 adults and 60 children attended
summer camp.
71 adults and 1885 children
attended “Baronscourt Days”.

Middletown Centre for

1. DE

1. ETI

1. Capital -

1. Content document

Co-operation Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
Autism

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2. DES

2. DHSSPS
3. DHC
4. NSMC

NIL
2. Recurrent
–
£110k approx

1. DE
2. DES

1.SESS
2.Education
Inspectorates
3.PEPs
4.NEPS

Recurrent £170k

1. Regular Executive Group
meetings took place to
progress key areas of the
project.

2005
Expenditure

2. DE was required to review
and revise its economic
appraisal for the Centre.
3. The Building sub-group
was progressing the
production of the
refurbishment masterplan for
the Middletown site.
Peace II Cross Border
Professional Exchange
Programme

1.An inaugural conference was
held in February 2005
iinvolving all of the autism,
dyslexia and marginalised
youth clusters.
2.The separate cluster groups
continued to meet on a regular
basis exchanging information

Resulting Outputs/Publications
2. Master Plan
3. Economic Appraisal

Co-operation Objectives

The Joint Teacher
Qualifications Working
Group was established to
examine a range of issues
related to teacher mobility.

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
on good practice in these
specialist areas.
The group has met on a
number of occasions since
August 2000 and has
reported good progress.
Previous requirements for
proficiency in the Irish
language have been relaxed;
•

A five year period is
now afforded to
individuals to satisfy
the proficiency in the
Irish language
requirement;
• Previous differential
rates of pay pending
the acquisition of the
Certificate have
ended.
The one remaining issue still
under consideration is the
requirement for teachers who
move South to study for and
undertake a written
examination on the History
and Structure of the Irish
Education System.
The Registration Council in
the Republic of Ireland is
considering the issue and the
way forward will be
determined at the next

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting Outputs/Publications

1. DE
2. DES

None

NIL

None

Co-operation Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
meeting of the Group.

A Joint Teachers’
Superannuation Working
Group has been set up
specifically to examine the
feasibility and implications of
establishing an agreement
for the transfer of pension
rights between the two
jurisdictions.

The Working Group has
identified a range of options
for effecting transfer
arrangements for teachers
moving between the two
jurisdictions. However, at its
Plenary meeting on 28 June
2002, the North / South
Ministerial Council decided
that a broad-based Working
Group should be set up to
consider the question of
superannuation generally,
including the mobility of
pension rights East / West.
This decision has not yet
been implemented due to the
suspension of the Assembly.
However, NSMC officials
have recently approached
officials in the Department of
Work and Pensions and HM
Treasury for advice in
relation to this issue.

To jointly administer with
DES Measure 5.5
“Education, Cross-border
School and Youth Cooperation” of the EU PEACE
II Programme for Peace and

All 14 approved projects
were operational during the
course of this year although
in the course of the year 4 of
the projects concluded.
The two Departments

Responsible
Organisation(s)

1. DE
2. DES

1. DE
2. DES

Partner
Organisations

NSMC
DWP
HMT

1. SEUPB as
the Managing
Authority for
the PEACE 2
Programme.

2005
Expenditure

NIL

€1,172,350

Resulting Outputs/Publications

None

36 organisations are delivering the
14 approved projects.
Up to a maximum of 10,000
beneficiaries are participating in the
projects.

Co-operation Objectives
Reconciliation.
This Measure seeks to
develop in a cross-border
context innovative projects
and programmes for
children, young people,
teachers and youth workers
that improve education
provision, eg. special needs,
attention/retention, literacy,
numeracy etc. via cooperative projects.
Education: education for
children with special needs,
educational
underachievement, teacher
qualifications, school, youth
and teacher exchanges.

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
continued to oversee these
projects in tandem and follow
procedures mutually agreed
by the two Departments.
Projects were visited on a
regular basis.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

North South Exchange
Consortium continued to
further increase N/S
exchanges between
teachers, pupils, and young
people.

Department of
Education

A research report was
publicly launched on the 30
November 2005 and made
available on the websites of
the respective Education
Departments. Research
again recommended
establishment of a trust but
due to the political situation,
no new North/South bodies
can be established. NSEC
submitted a business case to
establish a Single
Programme Framework
which would allow them to

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting Outputs/Publications
A wide range of activities ranging
from It training, work towards
qualifications, seminars, residential
exchanges, workshops, training
programmes and website design, in
a cross-community/cross-border
context are carried out by these
projects.
An Implementation Report and a
Distinctiveness Report were jointly
produced by the 2 Departments.

Department of
Education and
Science

Youth Council,
Leargas and
the British
Council

£100,000

North South Exchange Consortium
– Research Report
Single Programme Framework

Co-operation Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
staff up and take
responsibility for all future
exchange activity. The
Programme Management
Committee meets quarterly in
leased premised in Dundalk
Inst of Technology.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting Outputs/Publications

ENVIRONMENT
DEHLG 2004 Report
Note: The following details are being reported retrospectively by officials who may not have been directly involved in these activities during
2004 and 2005. While every effort was made to provide accurate details where any doubt existed ‘estimated’ figures have been provided.
Also, recognising that the return is based on a combination of expenditures based on calendar years and financial years and on inputs from
different funding arrangements further guidance and reassurance of the correctedness of the completed return would be welcomed.

Co-operation
Objectives
1. Research into
Environmental
Protection
Information on
Environment Research
Activities North and
South/Information on
Best Practice and
Sources of Information

2004 Activities:
Name/Description

The Environment and
Heritage Service (EHS) of
DOENI and the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) have been
taking forward an
environmental research
database development
programme aimed at
providing wide access to
shared information. A
North South Website of
Environmental Research
projects (aNSwer) was
launched in 2002. EPA and
EHS continued to jointly
maintain the site. A contract
was awarded to AMAS, a

Responsible
Organisation(s)

EPA & EHS

Partner
Organisations

EHS

2004
Expenditure

€29,777.06
(DEHLG)

€30,958.79
(EHS
contribution)

Resulting Outputs/Publications

http://www.answer-online.org/

The Establishment of a
Database of
Environmental
Information

Dublin-based eBusiness and
eGovernment specialist, in
May 2004 for this purpose.
The shared register of
Environmental Data
Sources (EDS), accessed
via the aNSwer website was
formally launched in April
2002. It was populated
initially with information
on water. Further modules
will include other key areas
such as, waste, biodiversity,
air and climate change.
Successful completion
of a study to compare
converted Land Cover
Map 2000 data and
updated Corine Land
Cover 2000 data within
a sample cross-border
area.
Water Framework Directive
(WFD) Technical Coordination. North – South
participation at several
meetings of UK Techical
Advisory Group in Dublin,
Belfast and in England
Scotland and Wales , and
meetings of the North South
Technical Advisory group.

EPA & EHS

Available through the answer website
http://www.answer-online.org/

EHS

EHS

EPA

Various
depending on the
particular
technical group
or sub-group.
Lead
organisations
include EPA,
EHS, Donegal
County Council,
SEPA and
Environment
Agency. Overall
WFD co-

As listed across,
plus other State
bodies, other
Local
Authorities and
their consultants

£0

CORINE
Land
Cover
2000 : a
comparison
SMITH,
of UK and
G.M
Ireland
BROWN,
updating of
N.J
THOMSON, CORINE
Land
A.G
Cover in a
test border
area : final
report

EHS
WMU
Library
333.7602840941
Standard
SMI
loan,
Available
(1)

Technical reports and contribution to formal reports
submitted to European Commission under the WFD
reporting requirements.

ordination under
aegis of
environment
ministries in each
jurisdiction.

Current problems and
issues in relation to
environmental
protection and
mutually beneficial
ways to address these

Meetings of the four main
environment agencies in the
UK and Ireland (EPA, EHS,
EA, SEPA) to discuss
matters of mutual interest
across the environment
sphere.

By rotation
among the four
agencies

Not applicable

Miscellaneous informal
North South working
contacts, in areas such as
environmental research,
enforcement concerning
transboundary movements
of waste and illegal
dumping of waste.
Officials of ENFO and EHS
continued to take forward
an initial work programme
aimed at developing
opportunities for
information exchange and
joint environmental
education/awareness raising
in areas of common interest
involving the following:
exchange of publications –
e.g. fact sheets, booklets; a
staff exchange programme;
and joint exhibitions,
conferences and website
links.

EPA and EHS

Local
authorities in NI
and ROI, and
An Garda
Síochána, PSNI
re illegal waste
movements

EHS and ENFO

ENFO
(Environmental
Information
Centre, Dublin)
EHS and ENFO
Education
officers
continued to
correspond and
share
information on
an ongoing
basis

Mostly exchanges of documentation etc.

EPA ROI has
funded all
seminars
regarding
illegal waste
movements.
No expenditure
by DOE.

Joint action as appropriate

EHS series of fact sheets extended

Identification of
strategies and
activities which would
contribute to a
coherent all-island
approach to the
achievement of
sustainable
development
2. Water Quality
Management and
Waste Management
in a Cross-Border
context
The Development of
Catchment-based
Strategies in Relation
to Water Quality

A North South Working
Group on Water Quality,
supported by a technical
advisory group is taking
forward a wide range of
activities to promote the
implementation of the EU
Water Framework Directive
(WFD).
The delineation of
International River Basin
Districts under the WFD
has been agreed. The areas
have been mapped and
notified to the European
Commission;
Work commenced in
August 2004 on the North

Department of
Environment
(NI)

Department of
Environment
Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

€897,541.67
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
DOE
€538,525
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
€359,510
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Project commenced and is delivering the objectives of
the Water Framework Directive within the North South
SHARE River Basin Districts.

South SHARE Project,
costing an estimated €7.5
million (co-funded by the
EU under the Interreg IIIA,
2000-2006 Programme), the
objective of which is to
strengthen inter-regional
capacity for environmental
monitoring and
management, to improve
public awareness and
participation in water
management issues and to
develop a number of river
basin management
strategies for cross border
waters based on best
practice in river basin
management planning.
Water Quality Monitoring
Buoys

Available through NS SHARE website
http://www.nsshare.com/

Department of
Environment
(NI) and Loughs
Agency

Department of
Environment
Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

€232,485.12
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter

Project completed in Nov 2004.

DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Fish Counter – River Strule

Department of
Environment

Department of
Environment

€134,651.03
60% (DOE),

Project has commenced and is progressing.

(NI) and Loughs
Agency

Inshore Patrol Vessel –
Carlingford

Department of
Environment
(NI) and Loughs
Agency

Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

Department of
Environment
Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

40% (DEHLG)
thereafter
DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
€209,515.54
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter

Project completed in Nov 2004.

DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Tagging and Detection Unit

Department of
Environment
(NI) and Loughs
Agency

Department of
Environment
Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

€ 81,332.21
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter
DOE
(75% ERDF

Project completed in Nov 2004.

Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
Combined Fishery
Enhancement &
Management Programme
for the progressive
management and
enhancement of fisheries.

Department of
Environment
(NI)
and
Fisheries
Conservancy
Board

Department of
Environment
Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

€1,105,824.92
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter

Programme commenced and ongoing.

DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Fish Surveying Echo –
Sounders

Department of
Environment
(NI)
and
Department of
Agriculture and
Rural
Development

Department of
Environment
Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

€113,098.26
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter
DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Project completed in Nov 2004.

DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
Pilot Project to Track
Shellfishery Vessels

Department of
Environment
(NI)
and
Department of
Agriculture and
Rural
Development

Department of
Environment
Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

€326,658.63
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter

Project completed Nov 2004.

DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Definition & Mitigation of
Excessive Nutrient Loss
will define the multisourced nature of nutrient
transfer in agricultural
catchments and implement
mitigation measures under
the Water Framework
Directive.

Department
of
Environment
(NI)
and
University
of
Ulster

Department of
Environment
Heritage and
Local
Government
(ROI)

€229,501.25
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter
DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept

Project commenced.

Funding)
The Environmental
Impact of Agricultural
Activities and Related
Issues

The Scope for
improved Waste
Management in a
cross-border context
taking account of
waste policy in the EU,
UK and Ireland

A scoping study on the
environmental impacts of
agriculture with an
emphasis on water quality,
which commenced in 2002,
was completed in 2004.
A contract for Phase I of a
feasibility study to examine
paper-reprocessing capacity
on an all-island basis was
awarded on 22nd
November 2004.
An all-island fridges and
fridge freezers recycling
scheme was put in place in
February 2004.

A cross-border waste
awareness campaign,
supported by INTERREG
IIIA, was undertaken from
September to November
2004. The overall objective
of the campaign was to
reduce the volume of waste
going to landfill and

DEHLG & DOE

DARD

DEHLG &
DOENI

DEHLG &
DOENI

Nil

DEHLG &
DOENI

DEHLG &
DOENI

€83,917
(South)
£525,308
DOENI
(procedures
not in place to
capture figures
in calendar
year format)

Approx. 100,000 units, from north and south, were
collected up to end 2004 for treatment.

increase the recycling of
waste materials in the crossborder area. The Campaign
costing in excess of €3m
comprised TV
Advertisements and
newspapers and trade press
advertisements. A one day
“Transformation Business
Workshop” was held in
Dundalk on 8th November
2004.
DEHLG &
DOENI

DEHLG,
DOENI &
SEUPB

€2.5m
of which –
€1,875K
SEUPB/ERDF
INTERREG
funding
€375K DOENI
€250K
DEHLG

www.ehsni.gov.uk/webreportfin.pdf

ENVIRONMENT
DEHLG 2005 Report
Co-operation Objectives
1. Research into Environmental
Protection
Information on Environment
Research Activities North and
South/Information on Best
Practice and Sources of
Information

The Establishment of a Database
of Environmental Information

2005 Activities:
Name/Description

The EHS and the EPA have been taking
forward an environmental research database
development programme aimed at
providing wide access to shared
information. A North/South Website of
Environmental Research projects (aNSwer
– www.answer-online.org ) was launched in
2002. EPA and EHS continued to jointly
maintain the site. A contract was awarded to
AMAS, a Dublin-based eBusiness and
eGovernment specialist, in May 2004 for
this purpose. Technical work was conducted
under AMAS’s supervision in two phases
and was completed in March 2005. Active
promotion of aNSwer began in April 2005.
Much progress was made in 2005 in
populating the website.
The shared register of Environmental Data
Sources (EDS), accessed via the aNSwer
website was formally launched in April
2002. It was populated initially with
information on water. Further modules will
include other key areas such as, waste,
biodiversity, air and climate change.
Water Framework Directive (WFD)
Technical Co-ordination.
North – South
participation at several meetings of UK
Techical Advisory Group
in Dublin,

Responsible
Organisation(s)

EPA & EHS

Partner
Organisations

EHS

2005
Expenditure

€33,311.85
(DEHLG)

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

http://www.answeronline.org/

EHS
€27,761.99

EPA & EHS

EHS

Available through the
answer website
http://www.answeronline.org/

Various depending
on the particular
technical group or
sub-group. Lead

As listed across,
plus other State
bodies, other Local
Authorities and

Technical reports and
contribution to formal
reports submitted to
European Commission

Co-operation Objectives

Current problems and issues in
relation to environmental
protection and mutually beneficial
ways to address these

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
Belfast and in England Scotland and Wales
, and meetings of the North South Technical
Advisory group.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

organisations
include EPA, EHS,
Donegal County
Council, SEPA and
Environment
Agency. Overall
WFD co-ordination
under aegis of
environment
ministries in each
jurisdiction.

their consultants

under the WFD
reporting requirements.

Meetings of the four main environment
agencies in the UK and Ireland (EPA, EHS,
EA, SEPA) to discuss matters of mutual
interest across the environment sphere.

By rotation among
the four agencies

Not applicable

Mostly exchanges of
documentation etc.

Miscellaneous informal North South
working contacts, in areas such as
environmental research, enforcement
concerning transboundary movements of
waste and illegal dumping of waste.

EPA and EHS

Local authorities in
NI and ROI, and
An Garda
Síochána, PSNI re
illegal waste
movements

EPA ROI has
funded all
seminars
regarding
illegal waste
movements.
No
expenditure by
DOE.

ENFO and EHS continued to raise
environmental awareness in areas of
common interest through a joint education
work programme. This included joint
education and awareness exhibitions, website links, sharing of publications and the
provision of development opportunities
through the staff exchange programme.
The second all-island Colloquium of

EHS organised and
hosted.

€2,260

Joint action as
appropriate

Co-operation Objectives

Identification of strategies and
activities which would contribute
to a coherent all-island approach
to the achievement of sustainable
development
2. Water Quality Management
and Waste Management in a
Cross-Border context
The Development of Catchmentbased Strategies in Relation to
Water Quality

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
Environmental Awareness and Recycling
Officers, held on 8 & 9 March 05, was
organised jointly by ENFO/EHS with
representatives of most local authorities on
the island participating in sharing
knowledge and solutions to waste
management issues.

A high degree of co-ordination continued in
relation to implementation of the EU Water
Framework Directive. In particular work
was ongoing on a EU INTERREG 111A
funded North/South project (NS-SHARE)
to implement the Water Framework
Directive and to enhance water management
on a cross-border basis. The project, costing
over €7.5 m, commenced in August 2004,
and is due to be completed in 2008.

Fish Counter – River Strule

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Department of
Environment (NI)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Department of
Environment
Heritage and Local
Government (ROI)

€2,703,776
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter
DOE(NI)
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Department of
Environment (NI)
and Loughs
Agency

Department of
Environment
Heritage and Local
Government (ROI)

DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
No payments
made in 2005
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Continuing to deliver
the objectives of the
Water Framework
Directive within the
North South SHARE
River Basin Districts.

Project has commenced
and is ongoing into
2006.

Co-operation Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

DOE
€nil
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Combined Fishery Enhancement and
Management Programme for the
progressive management and enhancement
of fisheries.

Department of
Environment (NI)
and Fisheries
Conservancy Board

Department of
Environment
Heritage and Local
Government (ROI)

DEHLG
€nil
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
€33,488.03
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter

Programme completed
in 2005.

DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

Definition and Mitigation of Excessive
Nutrient Loss project will define the multisourced nature of nutrient transfer in
agricultural catchments and implement
mitigation measures under the Water

Department of
Environment (NI)
and University of
Ulster

Department of
Environment
Heritage and Local
Government (ROI)

DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
€422,192.29
60% (DOE),
40% (DEHLG)
thereafter

Project progressing.

Co-operation Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
Framework Directive.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

DOE
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)
DEHLG
(75% ERDF
Funding and
25% Gov Dept
Funding)

The Scope for improved Waste
Management in a cross-border
context taking account of waste
policy in the EU, UK and Ireland

Phase One of a study commissioned in 2004
by the North South Market Development
Steering Group to determine the feasibility
of establishing a paper mill on the island of
Ireland, was completed in 2005. The study
was led by the North South Market
Development Steering Group and was
funded jointly by the DOE through WRAP
and by DEHLG.

DEHLG &
DOE(NI)

DEHLG &
DOE(NI)
DOE(NI)
No direct cost
to DOE for
study. WRAP
financed NI
contribution on
basis of DOE
annual
subscription to
WRAP UK.
DOE funding
for WRAP not
prorated to
cost of study.

€82,564
DEHLG

Consultancy study on
the feasibility of
establishing a paper
mill on the island of
Ireland was published
11 August 2006
Consultants will be
conducting a
canvassing process
amongst business to
assess private sector
interest in such a
proposal. Should there
be sufficient interest
amongst the business
community, this will
provide the foundation
for progressing to a
detailed economic
assessment, including
financial analysis, on
the preferred mill.

Co-operation Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

The all-island fridges and fridge freezers
recycling scheme, which commenced in
February 2004, ended on 12 August 2005.
The award winning scheme proved very
successful and was a good example of
North South partnership. During the course
of its operation over 165,000 units were
collected for recycling throughout the
island. The North South partnership ended
with the implementation of the WEEE
Directives in the South in August 2005.

DEHLG & DOENI

DEHLG & DOENI

€259K (South)

During the course of the
all-island scheme for
the management of
waste domestic fridges
and freezers which was
put in place in February
2004 165,000 units
were collected
throughout the island
and sent for processing
and recycling at the M
Baker recycling facility
in Merseyside.

local
authorities in
the South area
continuing to
recoup costs
incurred.
£892,062
DOENI
(procedures
not in place to
capture figures
in calendar
year format)

The all-island scheme
ended on 12 August
2005 on account of the
management of E-waste
becoming a Producer
Responsibility in
accordance with the
WEEE Directive.
The WEEE Directive
was implemented in the
South on 13 August
2005.

HEALTH
2004 Report
Co-operative
Activities
Objective
1. Accident and Emergency Services
Under Accident and Emergency Services consideration was
To improve coordination and cofocussed on the subjects of local cross-border collaboration covering
operation between
hospitals in the border areas and wider co-operation on a regional or
health boards in the
border areas in
supra-regional basis, covering specialist services which are, or could
relation to:
mutual support in
only be, viable where delivered on an all-island basis.
ambulance cover and
CAWT, the cross-border health board initiative, continues to project
joint training and
manage a number of initiatives in these areas.
sharing emergency
admissions where
Another joint initiative occurred in September when the North
hospitals are under
Western Health Board and the Western Health and Social Services
pressure
Board co-operated to facilitate the introduction of an Oral and
Maxillo Facial surgery service to be based at Altnagelvin Hospital.
The initiative facilitated the integrated provision of a day-case and
out-patient service across the two health board areas.

2. Planning For Major Emergencies
Planning for major
In the matter of Planning for Major Emergencies, the Health
emergencies
Departments commissioned CAWT to undertake three
projects covering a cross-border “First Responder” scheme
(CPR and basic first aid training for communities); the
establishment of emergency planning fora (to integrate
planning, develop networks and joint training and co-ordinate

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

CAWT

Expenditure

nil

DOH&C 1.2m
euro

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

CAWT

DOH&C nil

Outputs

Co-operative
Objective

Activities

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

Expenditure

exercises); and the development of major incident plans all of
which commenced in 2004.
A report was published of a feasibility study, commissioned in 2002,
on the costs and benefits of an all-island Helicopter Emergency
Medical Service (HEMS). The report concluded that the most
appropriate role for HEMS in an all-island context may be the rapid
inter-hospital transfer of the critically ill escorted by appropriately
skilled and trained medical professionals. The cost of introducing
one helicopter, for the service was estimated by the Consultants at
€12m in capital, with annual operating costs of over €4.0m.
The report received careful consideration by the two Health
Departments. Both Departments agreed that the study would make
an important contribution to the debate on the future development of
pre-hospital emergency care North and South. In the meantime, the
strategic priority over the next few years will be to improve
emergency ambulance response times to life-threatening calls,
including in isolated rural communities.
Consideration of the development of a Road Traffic Accident
Mobilisation and Response Strategy for fire brigades in border areas
and the further development of combined community fire prevention
awareness and education programmes continued during the year.
3. Co-operation on High Technology Equipment
Scope for coIn the area of High Technology Equipment, the objective was the
operation on the
assessment of the economic and treatment benefits, on an all island
procurement, funding
basis, of new and emerging high technologies with a view to
and use of high
technology
achieving optimal patient care. Areas identified for future coequipment
operation include new initiatives around population screening,

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

DOH&C nil

Outputs

Co-operative
Objective

Activities

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

Expenditure

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

National Cancer
Institute, USA

DOH&C 3.1 m
euro DHSS&PS
£322,000

immunology, genetics and the Unique Patient Client Identifier
Project.
4. Cancer Research
Sharing information
on cancer research;
collaboration in
research; and
participation in multicentred trials

In Cancer Research, action continued in the context of the
Consortium established in 1999 to help develop cancer
services, but particularly to enhance the research output of the
cancer academic community in Ireland North and South.

As 2004 marked the fifth year of operation of the
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) that established the
Consortium, a review of the MoU was undertaken. The Board
of Directors agreed in December that the Consortium,
involving the National Cancer Institute, USA and the Health
Departments North and South had been very successful and
recommended that the MoU should be renewed for another
five years. Political endorsement of the arrangement was
conveyed by the Tanaiste/Minister for Health and the Minister
for Health, Social Services and Public Safety.
Achievements to date from the collaboration have been recorded in
clinical trials, establishment of an all-island Cancer Network,
publication of all-island Cancer Statistics Reports by the Cancer
Registries, North and South, epidemiological research fellowships,
Scholar and Nursing Exchange programmes and all-island Cancer

Outputs

Co-operative
Objective

Activities

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

Expenditure

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

Health Promotion
Agency, Northern
Ireland

DOH&C 80,000
euro DHSS&PS
£48.000

prevention workshops.
5. Health Promotion
Co-operation on an
all-island basis,
collaboration on
public campaigns,
sharing information
on research and good
practice for mutual
benefit,

Health Promotion continued to be a highly proactive area of joint
co-operation and joint action. Three conferences took place
involving joint collaboration and a further four were scheduled up to
May 2005. The subject themes for the conferences were men’s
health, workplace health and physical activity (obesity).
Developmental actions continued, building on the work of the
previous year on the themes of physical activity, research, health
promoting hospitals, training and workplace health promotion.
Three additional subjects were considered for joint working in
2004:- men’s health, breastfeeding and mental health promotion.

Outputs

HEALTH
2005 Report
Co-operative
Activities
Objective
1. Accident and Emergency Services
To improve coThis area covers acute services generally as well as accident
ordination and coand emergency services.
operation between
health boards in the
A North South Regional Hospitals Service Group was
border areas in
established to oversee developments in this field and to
relation to:
consider opportunities for developing partnerships covering
mutual support in
wider regional services. Progress was achieved in a number
ambulance cover and
of areas including joint training, shared services in renal
joint training and
dialysis and dermatology, neo-natal intensive care and
sharing emergency
provision of tertiary cancer care.
admissions where
Local initiatives continued to be advanced including an
hospitals are under
expansion of the Oral and Maxillo-Facial Service at
pressure
Altnagelvin Hospital which will provide a cross-border service
for people in the North West.
The potential for further development of supra-regional joint
working opportunities continued to be explored. For example, in
November, proposed co-operation in the delivery of radiotherapy
services was discussed by the Health Ministers and will be taken
forward by officials in 2006.
2. Planning For Major Emergencies
Planning for major
This area has a high degree of potential for practical North South
emergencies
working including hospital and community related emergency
planning, pre-hospital emergency care and fire services. Work is
taken forward on a project basis, utilising CAWT, the informal
cross-border health initiative, which was commissioned by the two
Health Departments to undertake the work.
Projects included –


a Cross Border First Responder Scheme which is building

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

Expenditure

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

CAWT

DOH&C nil

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

CAWT

DOH&C nil

Outputs

Co-operative
Objective

Activities

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

Expenditure

capacity within communities along the border region to
provide basic life support through programmes of education
and training in Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation and basic
First Aid.


a project which aims to establish emergency planning fora
between the border Trusts in Northern Ireland and
corresponding Health Service Executive regions in the
South - to integrate emergency planning, improve
emergency links, develop of networking relationships and
joint training opportunities, and co-ordinate emergency
planning exercises.




a third project to develop cross-border emergency incident
plans.

Consideration of the development of a Road Traffic Accident
Mobilisation and Response Strategy for fire brigades in border areas
and the further development of combined community fire prevention
awareness and education programmes continued during the year.

3. Co-operation on High Technology Equipment
Scope for coThe objective in this area is the assessment of the economic and
operation on the
treatment benefits, on an all island basis, of new and emerging high
procurement, funding technologies with a view to achieving optimal patient care. Little
and use of high
progress on a North South basis occurred in 2005 due to emphasis
technology
being directed into other areas for co-operation activity. However,
equipment
the evaluation of new and emerging health technologies to ensure
that all the people on the island benefit from their potential is clearly
an important area for health co-operation and will be the subject of

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

DOH&C nil

Outputs

Co-operative
Objective

Activities

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

Expenditure

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

National Cancer
Institute, USA

DOH&C
3.6m euro
DHSS&PS
£150,000

DHSS&PS
DOH&C

Health Promotion
Agency, Northern
Ireland

DOH&C
37,000 euro
DHSS&PS
£23,000

review and renewed focus, North and South.

4. Cancer Research
Sharing information
on cancer research;
collaboration in
research; and
participation in multicentred trials

This takes place in the context of the activities of the Consortium
established in 1999 involving the National Cancer Institute,
Washington and the two Health Departments, North and South. The
Consortium seeks to help develop cancer services but particularly to
enhance the research output of the cancer academic community in
Ireland, North and South.
Renewal of the Memorandum of Understanding will be
formalised in 2006.

Achievements from the Collaboration continue, with clinical
trials, establishment of an All-Island Cancer Network,
publication of All-Island Cancer Statistics Reports by the
Cancer Registries, Epidemiological Research Fellowships,
Scholar and Nursing Exchange Programmes continuing.
A recent focus has been on cancer prevention, with the establishment
of the Prevention Working Group which met in Belfast in June 2005.
A further prevention workshop is to be held early in 2006.
5. Health Promotion
Co-operation on an
all-island basis,
collaboration on
public campaigns,
sharing information
on research and good
practice for mutual
benefit,

Co-operation on various Health Promotion initiatives continued
apace during 2005.
Active joint co-operation during the year included the following:

Research: into Health and Lifestyle issues;



Joint hosting of international Conferences: on Health
Promoting Hospitals, Mental Health, Breast Feeding and
Obesity.

Outputs

Co-operative
Objective

Activities



Joint Training: for health promotion practitioners.
North and South representation in strategic planning fora:
on Men’s Health, Breastfeeding, Suicide Prevention and
Obesity.
The Obesity Task Force in the South launched its Report in
May 2005 and the Childhood Obesity Task Force in the
North is due to launch its Fit Futures Report in February
2006.

Ministers met in Dublin and Belfast during the year when smoking
and suicide prevention were among the items discussed.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

Expenditure

Outputs

TOURISM
2004 Report
Tourism Ireland Ltd. Is a North South Co-operation body which was incorporated in December 2000 to market the island of Ireland as a tourism destination in
all overseas markets and to help Northern Ireland realise its tourism potential. Its total budget for 2004 amounted to €64.696m/£45.726m and of this amount,
€42.638m/£30.134m was spent on tourism marketing programmes.
Corporate Objective

2004 Activities
Name/Description

Responsibl
e
Organisatio
n(s)
Tourism
Ireland

Partner
Organisation(s)

To increase visitor
numbers to the island of
Ireland in 2004 by 4.4 %

Marketing the island of Ireland
overseas as a premier holiday
destination

To support Northern
Ireland to Realise its
Tourism Potential

NI featured prominently in full range
of marketing activity, in addition to
tactical activities specifically
promoting NI in leading markets.

Tourism
Ireland

NI Tourist Board

To support & encourage
competitive convenient
direct access services to
the island of Ireland

Cooperative joint marketing
programmes in North America,
Europe and Great Britain.

Tourism
Ireland

To undertake a strategic
review of the Great
Britain Market

Established Project Britain in
partnership with industry steering
group to identify & address the
changes in behaviour & purchasing
patterns in British consumers and
help to restore growth.

Tourism
Ireland

Various

Tourism Industry

Airlines
Airports
Air Route
Development NI
Ltd
NI Tourist Board
Failte Ireland
Tourism Industry

2004
Expenditure

Resulting Outputs/Publications

Overseas visitors to the island of
Ireland grew by 3.3% to 7.7
million in 2004. Revenue from
overseas tourism receipts
reached €3654 million, an
increase of 1.3% on 2003.
Overseas visitors to Northern
Ireland grew by 3.6% to 1.733
million in 2004. Tourism revenue
generated by overseas visitors to
Northern Ireland also increased
to £235 million (+10%) in 2004.
25 new routes to the island of
Ireland

Enabled the development of new
insights into the island’s inherent
appeal as a holiday destination to
GB consumers.

TOURISM
2005 Report
Tourism Ireland Ltd. Is a North South Co-operation body which was incorporated in December 2000 to market the island of Ireland as a tourism destination in
all overseas markets and to help Northern Ireland realise its tourism potential. Its total budget for 2005 amounted to €73.995m/£50.871m and of this amount,
€50.862m/ £34.968m was spent on tourism marketing programmes.
Corporate Objective

2005 Activities
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

To increase visitor
numbers to the island
of Ireland in 2005 by
5.1%

Marketing the island of Ireland
overseas as a premier holiday
destination

Tourism Ireland

Various

To support Northern
Ireland to Realise its
Tourism Potential

NI featured prominently in full
range of marketing activity, in
addition to tactical activities
specifically promoting NI in leading
markets.

Tourism Ireland

NI Tourist Board

To focus on
increasing the
regional dispersion of
visitors in the
Republic of Ireland

Senior Manager appointed to head
up marketing the regions.
Highlighted all regions in a full
range of TI marketing activities in
Gt. Britain, Europe, Nth America &

Tourism Ireland

Tourism Industry

Failte Ireland
Tourism Industry

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Overseas visitors to the
island of Ireland grew by 5%
in 2005 to 8.114 million.
Revenue from overseas
visitors rose by 8.4% to
€3975/£2663 million in 2005,
surpassing European &
World growth levels.
Since 2001 overseas visitors
to NI have increased by
29%. A drop in visitors from
Great Britain led to a decline
in overall visits in 2005 (2%), but visits from Europe
and North America grew
substantially (+32% & 19%
respectively). Overseas
tourism revenue grew by
+13% in 2005 to £327
million.
During 2005,a large
proportion of holidaymakers
stayed in more than one
region during their trip. The
number of visitors to the

Corporate Objective

To reinvigorate the
Great Britain market

To support &
encourage
competitive
convenient direct
access services to the
island of Ireland

2005 Activities
Name/Description
New & Developing Markets, in
addition to specific region to region
marketing in Britain capitalising on
direct air services.
Formulated strategy out of Project
Britain strategic review, with the 3
key themes of Promotion, Product
& Welcome.
Undertook a new approach as a
result of consumer research to
advertising by emphasising holiday
experiences in Ireland with
campaign message of “Inspire,
Inform, Invite”.
Cooperative joint marketing
programmes in North America,
Europe and Great Britain.

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation(s)

Tourism Ireland

NI Tourist Board
Failte Ireland
Tourism Industry

Tourism Ireland

Airlines
Airports
Air Route
Development NI
Ltd

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
South West grew in 2005
with 20% of visitors staying
overnight there; the same%
as Northern Ireland.
Decline in the GB Market
was halted and reversed in
2005. The GB Market
showed the beginning of a
turnaround with 4.8 million
visitors to the island of
Ireland in 2005 (+1%)

23 new routes, including 3
transatlantic

TRANSPORT
2004 Report
Co-operation
Objectives
To improve and
upgrade cross
border transport
infrastructure, in
relation to roads,
railways and public
transport

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
1. Realignment of N54
2. Feasibility Study on
realignment of
Ballynacarry Bridge
N53/A37
3. Track relaying at
Moira/Portadown
4. Rabbit Island Stage
1 Road Realignment
A3
5. Rabbit Island Stage
2 Road Realignment
A3
6. A series of minor
road improvement
projects

To develop and
enhance crossborder inter-urban
bus services to
meet changing
markets and
customer needs.

Cross-Border bus services

In May 2004 The
Department of

Letter of Offer issued in
September 2004 with

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2004 Expenditure

D/Transport and
D/Regional
Development N.I.

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

€4.74m

6.ICBAN

DoT (IRE)

Bus Eireann

DoRD (NI)

UlsterBus

Drogheda Port
Company

Derry Port

Dublin/Donegal route –
additional service introduced
both directions (Enniskillen is
served on this route).
Improved range of inter-urban
services between Dublin and
locations in Northern Ireland.
N/A

Preparatory stages for design
and installation of VTMS

Co-operation
Objectives
Communications,
Marine and Natural
Resources
(DCMNR) in
Ireland and the
Department of
Agriculture and
Rural
Development
(DARD) in
Northern Ireland
jointly as
Implementing
Agents awarded
€840,500 grant aid
funding to a
Drogheda Port
Company
application to
install a Vessel
Traffic
Management
System (VTMS)
with elements for
the construction of
an environmental
vessel,
navigational aids
and website
upgrade.
Cross Border rail

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
condition that a cross border
advisory committee would be
established to meet on a
quarterly basis during the
implementation of this
project and following this on
a regular basis.
The committee was set up
accordingly with the aim of
fostering cross border
cooperation between
Drogheda Port and
Londonderry Port.
Representatives also sit on
the committee from DCMNR,
DARDNI and the
Commission for Irish Lights.

Dublin/Belfast route

Responsible
Organisation(s)

DoT (IRE)

Partner
Organisations

Irish Rail

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

The Enterprise, a joint venture

Co-operation
Objectives

2004 Activities:
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2004 Expenditure

service

Rail safety

North South Cooperation on Road
Safety

North South Co-

Joint Advertising Campaigns

Mutual Awareness and
Advertising Campaigns in

DoRD (NI)

NI Railways
(Translink)

DoT (IRE)

Irish Rail

DoRD (NI)

NI Railways
(Translink)

National Safety
Council

DOE (NI)

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
operated by Irish Rail and NI
Railways which provides a fast,
high quality rail network between
Dublin and Belfast for business
people, tourists and other rail
travellers.
4 way meetings have been
ongoing for a number of years
between officials from DoT (IRE)
and DoRD (NI). The purpose of
the meetings is the exchange of
information on, and coordination of approach to, the
development and
implementation of railway safety
and regulatory legislation on
each side of the border. Railway
safety and regulatory legislation
enacted on each side of the
border impacts on the
Dublin/Belfast route and coordination is essential to avoid
conflicting requirements.

Nil

N/A

Co-operation
Objectives
operation on Fire
Safety

2004 Activities:
Name/Description
October 2004

Responsible
Organisation(s)
National Safety
Council

Partner
Organisations
Northern Ireland Fire
Authority

2004 Expenditure
€205

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Jointly themed Fire Safety Week

TRANSPORT
2005 Report
Co-operation
Objectives
To improve and
upgrade cross
border transport
infrastructure, in
relation to roads,
railways and public
transport

Identification and
promotion of joint
transport
infrastructure
projects having
cross-border
significance

To develop and
enhance cross-

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
1. Realignment of N54
2. Track laying at
Moira/Portadown
3. A series of minor road
improvement projects
4. INSTANT – a
multimodal traffic
management and
information system for
cross-border traffic
between Dublin and
Belfast
5. Lifford/Strabane –
Completion of statutory
processes prior to
construction of Bypass
In March 2005, the Irish
Government agreed in principle
to provide €7.55 million in a
joint funding arrangement with
the British Government towards
the costs of a runway safety
development project at the City
of Derry Airport, subject to EU
State Aid clearance and other
conditions
Cross-Border bus services

Responsible
Organisation(s)
D/Transport and
D/Regional
Development N.I.

1. DoT
2. DRDNI

DoT (IRE)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

3. ICBAN

Derry City Council

Bus Eireann

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

€3.236m

0

0

The most notable feature in
recent years is the expansion

Co-operation
Objectives
border inter-urban
bus services to
meet changing
markets and
customer needs.

2005 Activities:
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)
DoRD (NI)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

UlsterBus

of cross-border inter-urban
services to operate via Dublin
Airport.

McGeehan
Coaches

Utilising improved road
infrastructure such as M1
motorway reduces overall
journey times.
Serving Dublin Airport
promotes greater usage of
public transport and attracts
customers from the business
as well as the leisure travel
sector.
By offering late night and early
morning services the
companies are catering for the
widest possible range of
market segments.
2005 – Dublin/Donegal route
– Bus Éireann in conjunction
with McGeehan Coaches
introduced an integrated
timetable West Donegal/Dublin
(serves Enniskillen).
Dublin/Belfast route was
upgraded to hourly frequency
with 16 departures daily from
both directions. All services
operate via Dublin Airport and
M1 motorway.

Co-operation
Objectives
In May 2004 The
Department of
Communications,
Marine and Natural
Resources
(DCMNR) in Ireland
and the Department
of Agriculture and
Rural Development
(DARD) in Northern
Ireland jointly as
Implementing
Agents awarded
€840,500 grant aid
funding to a
Drogheda Port
Company
application to install
a Vessel Traffic
Management
System (VTMS) with
elements for the
construction of an
environmental
vessel, navigational
aids and website
upgrade.

2005 Activities:
Name/Description
The first meeting of the Cross
Border Advisory Committee
took place on 23 March 2005.
Subsequent meetings took
place on 7 September 2005, 26
January 2006 and 17 August
2006.

Responsible
Organisation(s)
Drogheda Port
Company

Partner
Organisations
Derry Port

2005
Expenditure
[€213,057
INTERREG IIIA
monies]

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
1. Bilateral meeting took
place on 20 June 2005
with SEUPB, DCMNR
and DARD.
2. Project outputs:
• VTMS: Agreement
of sites for radar
and 95%
installation of
system
• Environmental
Control Launch
Vessel: vessel
designed and
tender process for
construction
completed.
Construction
commenced in
December 2005.
• Website: Addition
of VTMS links to
port website
including access to
radar, weather and
webcams
information
• Navigational aids
installed
• Training on new
VTMS system

Co-operation
Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
commenced

Cross Border rail
service

Dublin/Belfast route

Rail safety

North South Cooperation on Road
Safety

Joint Advertising Campaigns

DoT (IRE)

Irish Rail

DoRD (NI)

NI Railways
(Translink)

DoT (IRE)

Irish Rail

DoRD (NI)

NI Railways
(Translink)

National Safety Council

DOE (NI)

The Enterprise, a joint venture
operated by Irish Rail and NI
Railways which provides a fast,
high quality rail network
between Dublin and Belfast for
business people, tourists and
other rail travellers.
4 way meetings have been
ongoing for a number of years
between officials from DoT
(IRE) and DoRD (NI). The
purpose of the meetings is the
exchange of information on,
and co-ordination of approach
to, the development and
implementation of railway
safety and regulatory
legislation on each side of the
border. Railway safety and
regulatory legislation enacted
on each side of the border
impacts on the Dublin/Belfast
route and co-ordination is
essential to avoid conflicting
requirements.
€433

‘Stop, Look, Listen, Live!’ Child Road Safety TV
Advertising Campaign

Co-operation
Objectives

2005 Activities:
Name/Description

Responsible
Organisation(s)

Partner
Organisations

2005
Expenditure

€265

€1,925

North South Cooperation on Fire
Safety

Mutual Awareness and
Advertising Campaigns in
October 2005

National Safety Council
Northern Ireland
Fire Authority

€251

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

‘Thinking Ahead’ -Launch of
Motor cycle safety advert

“Just One” anti-drink driving
advertising campaign launched in November 2005.

Jointly themed Fire Safety
Week

ANNEX VI: OTHER PUBLIC SECTOR CO-OPERATION

This annex is broken down into the following sectors:
• Agriculture, Fisheries and Rural Development
• Arts and Culture
• Community and Social Development
• Economic Development
• Education
• Environment
• Health
• Tourism
• Transport
• Other
The information contained in the annex is taken from the completed returns provided by government departments, semi-state and non-departmental public
bodies (filled out with supplementary information taken from Border Ireland).
Those who assisted with the collection of information are acknowledged in Annex VII.

AGRICULTURE, FISHERIES AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
COFORD/Forestry Service (NI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

Joint North/South board memberships by heads of the two forestry
organisations – Malcolm Beatty (FSNI) on COFORD board.

COFORD

Forestry Service
(NI)

N/A

Informal North/South contact on technical forestry matters,
particularly in the genetics and silviculture areas.

COFORD
Forestry Service
(NI)

Queen’s University,
Belfast

N/A

North/South liaison in compiling wood trade and flow data.

COFORD
Forestry Service
(NI)

2005 Report
2005 Activities

2004
Expenditure

N/A

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

Joint North/South board memberships by heads of the two forestry
organisations – Malcolm Beatty (FSNI) on COFORD board.

COFORD

Forestry Service
(NI)

N/A

Informal North/South contact on technical forestry matters,
particularly in the genetics and silviculture areas.

COFORD
Forestry Service
(NI)

Queen’s University,
Belfast

N/A

North/South liaison in compiling wood trade and flow data.

COFORD
Forestry Service
(NI)

Bord Iaschaigh Mhara (BIM)
2004 Report

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

2005
Expenditure

N/A

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

2004 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Launch of the strategy of the Cross-Border Seafood Marketing
Programme Board

BIM
Northern Ireland
Seafood Ltd
(NIS)

All-island conference: New Species: Aquaculture Opportunities for
Ireland - Cod, Perch, Abalone, Urchins or Seahorses?

BIM

Cross-Border
Aquaculture
Initiative

N/A

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

2005
Expenditure

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Cross-Border Seafood Development Programme (SDP)

BIM
Northern Ireland
Seafood (NIS)
Ltd

Partner
Organisation

2004
Expenditure
Peace IIfunded

Peace IIfunded

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Cross-border seafood
education programme
Cross-border Seafood
Development Programme
Cross-border Seafood
Marketing Initiative –
included seafood festivals,
‘Young Seafood Chef of
the Year’ awards, etc.

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Schools seafood
education programme
involved 610 pupils from
30 schools in the North
and the Southern border
counties.
Conducting market
intelligence research on
new markets for seafood
Facilitating cross-border
seafood producers
meetings in the various
sectors.

Beginning of a new INTERREG-funded cross-border fisheries
training programme

BIM
SeaFish (UK)

Sea Fish Industry
TrainingAssociatio
n (NI)

A seminar was held in Carlingford (August 2005) to plan crossborder training projects for 2006.

BIM
Sea Fish Industry
TrainingAssociati
on (NI)

Mná na Mara
Women in
Fisheries (NI)

All-Ireland buyer evening at the European Seafood Event, held in
May 2005 in Brussels. Planning to do same at 2006 ESE event.

BIM
NIS

N/A

Planning for an all-island presence/pavilion at the International
Boston Seafood Show in March 2006 – part of the SDP.

BIM
NIS

Peace IIfunded

In conjunction with the SDP an all-island presence was organised
for the Polfish event in Poland in June 2005.

BIM
NIS

Peace IIfunded

Eight companies, North
and South, attended the
event to look a new
markets.

All-island pavilion at the World Food Moscow event in September
2005.

BIM
NIS

N/A

Eight companies, North
and South, attended the
event to look a new
markets.

Perch-farming sector development in Co. Roscommon

BIM
PDS Ltd

Teagasc
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Cross-Border
Aquaculture
Initiative

Partner
Organisation

INTERREGfunded

Ninety participants, North
and South, finished
training programmes in
various fisheries skills

N/A

N/A

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Ongoing discussions on co-operation in development an all—island
agricultural research agenda.

Teagasc
Agricultural
Research Institute
for Northern
Ireland

Involvement in the Peace II rural diversification programme for
young farmers

Family Farm
Development (NI)

N/A

Teagasc
DARD (NI)
Irish Farmers’
Assoictaion

Peace IIfunded

Note: Same return for 2005 with the initiatives ongoing without further developments.
Central Fisheries Board
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Cross-Border Aquaculture Initiative
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

ARTS AND CULTURE
Arts Council [An Chomhairle Ealaíon] / Arts Council (NI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

Arts Council

ACNI

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

Four Now
A joint exhibition of the collections of the Arts Council and the ACNI
at the Glucksman Gallery Cork from May to September 2005, as
part of Cork 2005.

Arts Council

ACNI
British Council

Total of
€35,000
[AC: €15,000
ACNI:
€15,000
BC: €5,000[

Exhibition of selected
works from the collections
of the two councils at the
Glucksman Gallery, Cork.
Publication of exhibition
catalogue.

Mentoring Development Project.
An action research project towards a best practice model of arts
mentoring in an all-Ireland context.

Arts Council

ACNI

Total of
€51,000:
AC: €30,000
ACNI: €20,000
Dublin City
Council:
€1,000

Results of research to be
published in 2006/07.

Annual joint plenary meeting of the AC and ACNI councils.

Arts Council

ACNI

N/a

N/a

Four Now
A joint exhibition of the collections of the Arts Council and the ACNI
at the Glucksman Gallery Cork.
Working group, with representatives from the AC and ACNI,
established to progress this project for exhibition in 2005 (see
2005).
2005 Report
2005 Activities

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

N/A

See 2005

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Hosted by the AC in Dublin in January 2005.
Annual joint executive meeting.
Jointly hosted by the AC and ACNI in Dundalk in June 2005.

Arts Council
ACNI

N/a

N/a

N/a

Establishment of North/South Committee.
A joint committee of the two councils established to progress
matters of common interest.
Two meetings held in 2005.

Arts Council
ACNI

N/a

N/a

N/a

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

Irish Sports Council / Sports Council Northern Ireland (SCNI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities
All-Island Planning Group
Both Sports Councils met to discuss areas of common interest in
relation to all-island national governing bodies of sport, and high
performance sport.
2005 Report
2005 Activities

2004
Expenditure

Irish Sports
Council
SCNI

Lead
organisation(s)

All-Island Planning Group
Both Sports Councils met to discuss areas of common interest in
relation to all-island national governing bodies of sport, research into
sports and high performance sport.

Irish Sports
Council
SCNI

All-Island Sports Development Conference
A joint North/South conference was held in Nass, Co. Kildare, in
October 2005. It covered a range of common themes relating to
participation in sports, development of elite sports, and included

Irish Sports
Council

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

N/A

Partner
Organisation

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

N/A

SCNI

€100,000

150 delegates attended
from a broad range of
sports groups and
organisations.

contributions from international speakers from the UK and USA.

Irish Film Board / Northern Ireland Film and Television Commission
2004 Report
2004 Activities

The next biennial
conference will be hosted
by SCNI in Northern
Ireland in 2007.

Lead Organisation

Partner
Organisation

2004
Expenditure
(IFB + NIFTC)
€61,000

Joint Marketing Activity:
Irish Pavilion
Cannes Film Festival

Irish Film Board

Northern Ireland
Film and
Television
Commission
(NIFTC)

Joint investment:
Feature film production

Irish Film Board

NIFTC

€1,740,000

Joint investment:
Documentary Production

Irish Film Board

NIFTC

€428,600

Marketing and Communication:
Regular meetings and activities.

Irish Film Board

NIFTC

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Focal point of the Irish
Film Industry at the
biggest film market and
festival of the year. Joint
associated promotion,
advertising and functions
take place. Over 10,000
accredited professionals
register for the market.
The feature films:
The Mighty Celt
Breakfast on Pluto
The documentaries:
The Battle of the Bogside
Empire of Juramidam
Eamonn, Banty and the
Paratrooper
On Eagles Wing
Joint marketing and
promotional activities and
project development and
production. Regular
correspondence on joint

Irish Film Board

Arts Council
(Ireland)
NIFTC
RTE
Arts Council of
Northern Ireland

Combined
expenditure:
€156,730

Lead
Organisation

Partner
Organisation

Joint Marketing Activity:
Irish Pavilion
Cannes Film Festival

Irish Film Board

NIFTC

2004
Expenditure
(IFB + NIFTC)
€60,640

Joint project investments:
Feature film production

Irish Film Board

NIFTC

€3,892,000

Joint project investments:
Documentary Production

Irish Film Board

NIFTC

€219,198

Joint investment:
Cinemobile

2005 Report
2005 Activities

investments and
sponsorship.
Touring 100 seat cinema
which over the course of
the year travels the whole
island, in particular, places
without cinemas.
Programming includes
mainstream, art house,
Irish, and children’s films
and an education
programme.

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Focal point of the Irish
Film Industry at the
biggest film market and
festival of the year. Joint
associated promotion,
advertising and functions
take place. Over 10,000
accredited professionals
register for the market.
The feature films:
Johnny Was
Small Engine Repair
Dead Long Enough
Middletown
48 Angels
The documentaries:
Blind Vision
The Poet, The

Marketing and Communication:
Regular meetings and activities.

Irish Film Board

NIFTC

Joint investment:
Cinemobile

Irish Film Board

Arts Council
(Ireland)
NIFTC
RTE
Arts Council of
Northern Ireland

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

Sponsorship of the Irish Museum of the Year Award, held in Jan.
2005 in the Ulster Folk and Transport Museum.

Northern Ireland
Museums’ Council
Irish Museums’
Association

Heritage Council
Department of
Culture, Arts and
Leisure

€25,000

Joint planning of a collaborative seminar (entitled ‘Ireland’s
Landscape North and South: Looking Beyond the Boundaries’) took
place on 16/17 September 2004. The meeting provided an
opportunity to discuss landscape matters of mutual interest.

DOE(NI) – EHS

Heritage Council

N/A

Heritage Council (Ireland)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Combined
expenditure:
€174,386

2004
Expenditure

Shopkeeper and Babu
Joint marketing and
promotional activities and
project development and
production. Regular
correspondence on joint
investments and
sponsorship.
Touring 100 seat cinema
which over the course of
the year travels the whole
island, in particular, places
without cinemas.
Programming includes
mainstream, art house,
Irish, and children’s films
and education.

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Irish Walled Towns Network
Established by the Council in April 2005 to coordinate and enhance
the work of local authorities in the conservation and education work
involved with walled towns, North and South. Launched at a
conference in Athlone.

Heritage Council

In October 2005 the Council hosted a dinner and workshop for the
NI Historic Monuments Advisory Council to discuss better ways for
cross-border co-operation on the built environment.

Heritage Council

Collaboration between staff of the Council, Museums and Galleries
of Northern Ireland and the two Botanic Gardens in Belfast and
Dublin on lectures, exch anges of staff, etc.

Heritage Council
MAGNI
Botanic Gardens,
Belfast and Dublin

An Chomhairle Leabharlanna (Library Council)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Partner
Organisation

2005
Expenditure
N/A

DOE(NI) – EHS

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
By December 2005
representatives for 19
walled towns in the
network.

N/A

N/A

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

Committee on Library Co-Operation in Ireland (COLICO) Action
Plan launched in June 2004.

Library Council

Library and
Information
Services Council
(LISC) NI

Ongoing administration of the Irish Joint Fiction Reserve Scheme on
behalf of COLICO.

Library Council

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

N/A

Areas of work to include
information dissemination,
digitisation and
conservation.

N/A

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

2005
Expenditure

Development of a database of special collections holding in
academic and other special libraries in the South using the North’s
RASCAL template. Agreement on a pilot scheme where three
institutions in the South will use this template in early 2006.

Library Council
LISC

N/A

First annual COLICO lecture given at a libraries conference in Derry
in April 2005 by Emily O’Reilly, the Ombudsman for the South.

Library Council
LISC

N/A

Ongoing administration of the Irish Joint Fiction Reserve Scheme on
behalf of COLICO.

Library Council

N/A

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Combat Poverty Agency
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Mainstreaming Social Inclusion project
The transnational project involves learning from initiatives across
the EU to tackle poverty through social inclusion practice by
government and non-government organisations. Phase I ended and
funding secured for Phase II (to 2007).

Combat Poverty
Agency

Community
Foundation
Northern Ireland
National
Economic and
Social Forum

Research report
published.

Submission by Cross-Border Consortium to NI Office’s Our Shared
Future consultation document.

Combat Poverty
Agency
ADM
Co-operation
Ireland
Community
Foundation
Northern Ireland

Conference on economic and social rights addressed a right-based
approach.

Combat Poverty
Agency
ICTU

Irish Council of
Civil Liberties
Committee on the
Administration of
Justice
Community
Foundation
Northern Ireland

Conference report
published.

Roundtable to develop ideas on North/South linkages in education
and training for community focused anti-poverty work.

Combat Poverty
Agency

Community Work
Education and

Training Network
(NI)
2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

Participation and Practice of Rights Project
North/South project raising awareness of international human rights
standards and the capacity of marginalised communities in Belfast
and Dublin to use these instruments to tackle poverty.

Combat Poverty
Agency
ICTU

Irish Council of
Civil Liberties
Committee on the
Administration of
Justice
Community
Foundation
Northern Ireland

Publication of Poverty and Conflict in Ireland: An International
Perspective which was commissioned by CPA in order to strengthen
North/ South understanding of poverty and its links to conflict.

Combat Poverty
Agency

Mainstreaming Social Inclusion project
Ongoing transationational research and active learning project.

Combat Poverty
Agency

Community
Foundation
Northern Ireland
National
Economic and
Social Forum

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
The PPR project received
a three-year funding
package to be able to
employ seven staff.

€15,000

Book authored by Paddy
Hillyard, Bill Rolston and
Mike Tomlinson.

Equality Authority / Equality Commission
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Joint board meeting in Belfast in March 2004 to discuss:

Equality Authority

2004
Expenditure
N/A

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

•

Ongoing work on the project to develop equality
infrastructure, North and South, from the commitment of the
Irish government to equivalence in human rights laws.

•

Joint work in the promotion of Anti-Racism Workplace
Week.

Equality
Commission (NI)

The two bodies also developed two joint projects:
1. Research work in relation to increasing the visibility of
sexual orientation work in the programmes of the two
equality bodies.
2. Research project looking at the implication for equality
legislation, North and South, of the Good Friday Agreement.

Equality Authority
Equality
Commission (NI)

Contribution to the publication of the results of an EQUAL
programme North/South networking event (held in Newcastle in
2003).

Equality Authority
Equality
Commission (NI)
SEUPB

Department of
Employment and
Learning (NI)
DETI (Ireland)

Participation in Joint Equality and Human Rights Forum meetings in
Dublin, Edinburgh, London and Cardiff.

Equality Authority
Equality
Commission (NI)

See below for
more details

N/A

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

N/A

Report on the first area of
work published in 2006.

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Joint board meeting in Dublin to discuss:
•

Ongoing work on the project to develop equality
infrastructure, North and South, from the commitment of the
Irish government to equivalence in human rights laws.

•

Joint work in the promotion of Anti-Racism Workplace Week

•

Research work in relation to increasing the visibility of
sexual orientation work in the programmes of the two

Equality Authority
Equality
Commission (NI)

Accommodating Diversity
was the name of the
conference report –
published in May 2004.

equality bodies.
Participation in Joint Equality and Human Rights Forum meetings in
Dublin, Edinburgh, London and Cardiff.

Equality Authority
Equality
Commission (NI)

See below for
more details

Lead organisation

Partner
Organisation

NCCRI

Northern Ireland
Human Rights
Commission
Equality
Commission for
Northern Ireland
Equality Authority
Irish Human
Rights
Commission

2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner
Organisation

Joint Human Rights Committee:
The committee met four times in plenary session, once in a special
meeting to address changes to Irish citizenship law.
Sub-committees on racism, All-Island Charter of Rights and

Irish Human
Rights
Commission
Northern Ireland

N/A

National Consultative Committee of Racism and Interculturalism
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Round-table on rights of migrant workers held in Dundalk in mRahc
2004.

2004
Expenditure
N/A

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Seminar report
published.

Irish Human Rights Commission / NI Human Rights Commission

2004
Expenditure
N/A

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Pre-Consultation Paper
on Charter of Rights for
the island of Ireland
published in September

emergency laws all also met.

Human Rights
Commission

Joint Equality and Human Rights Forum:
The forum met three times in 2004.

Equality Authority

Irish Human
Rights
Commission
Northern Ireland
Human Rights
Commission
Equality
Commission for
Northern Ireland
Commission for
Racial Equality
(UK)
Disability Rights
Commission (UK)
Equal
Opportunities
Comm. (UK)

Lead
organisation(s)

Partner
Organisation

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Not made available

2004

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Department of Social and Family Affairs (DSFA)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner
Organisation

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
150 staff from both
departments and
voluntary groups
attended.

North/South Benefit Information Day held in Letterkenny in
December 2004 on the issue of social welfare needs of those
wishing to migrate across the border with a focus on lone parents
and carers.

DSFA
DSD (NI)

N/A

North/South staff exchange scheme saw six benefit investigators
from the North’s Benefit Investigations Branch work in Dublin for a
week.

DSFA
DSD

N/A

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner
Organisation

Continuing work on All-Island Free Travel Scheme for pensioners
with various departments

DSFA

Department for
Regional
Development (NI)

North/South staff exchange scheme saw six benefit investigators
work in the Social Security Agency (NI) for a week.

DSFA
Department of
Social
Development (NI)

Comhairle

2005
Expenditure
N/A/

N/A

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 1

Forfas
2004 Report
2004 Activity

Lead organisation(s)

Partner Organisation(s)

6th Framework Programme (FP6) Promotions & Coordination Group: Quarterly meetings

DETE
Forfás

Invest NI
InterTradeIreland
Enterprise Ireland
Irish Universities Association
Dept of Agriculture and Food
(DAF)
Dept of Environment
(DEHLG)
Sustainable Energy Ireland

2005 Report
2005 Activity

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

6th Framework Programme (FP6) Promotions & Coordination Group: Quarterly meetings

DETE
Forfás

Medical Technologies Council
http://www.ibec.ie/sectors/imda/webimda.nsf/whome?o
penform

Irish Medical Devices
Assoc. (IMDA)
Irish Business and
Employers Confederation

Invest NI
InterTradeIreland
Enterprise Ireland
Irish Universities Assoc.
DAF
DEHLG
Sustainable Energy Ireland
InterTradeIreland
Forfas
Health Research Board
(HRB)

1

2004
Expenditure
n/a

2005
Expenditure
n/a

n/a

Resulting Outputs
Information
exchange and mutual
learning

Resulting Outputs
Information
exchange and mutual
learning

Newsletter after each
meeting
‘Medical

It should be noted here that the role of the local enterprise agencies, such as the County Enterprise Boards, with micro-enterprises has not been recorded here as much of
their work is captured under EU Programmes and Operational Programmes (see above p.???).

Quarterly meetings working to develop an all-Ireland
approach to the medical devices industry

(IBEC)

Dept of Health & Children
(DoHC)
Science Foundation Ireland
(SFI)
Irish Research Council for
Science, Engineering and
Technology (IRCSET)

Services Innovation in Ireland Policy Study

Forfás

InterTradeIreland
UCD Business School
Enterprise Ireland
Shannon Development
IDA Ireland
DETE
Intel
Flextronics
Merrill Lynch
Griffith College

Meetings held 2005 and 2006 – study published in
September 2006

Spatial Strategies on the Island of Ireland –
Development of a Framework for Collaborative Action
Interviewed by ICLRD as a key stakeholder
Consumer Strategy Group

Technologies Vision
to 2020’
http://www.ibec.ie/Se
ctors/IMDA/IMDADoc
lib4.nsf/wvICSS/3F0
E3012423D6924802
570A5003318C5?Op
enDocument
€100,000
(Between
2005-06)

International Centre for
Local & Regional
Development (ICLRD)
Forfas

Northern Ireland Consumer
Council

€500 approx

Forfas

Trading Standards
Post Watch

€500 approx

Briefing by CEO NI Consumer Council on their work,
powers and range of activities

Call Centres – National Consumer Agency
Fact finding visit to NI on both the usage and pitfalls of
call centres for consumers

‘Services Innovation
In Ireland – Options
for Innovation Policy’
http://www.forfas.ie/p
ublications/show/pub
242.html

‘Spatial Strategies on
the Island of Ireland’
www.intertradeirelan
d.com
Briefing to inform the
CSG with their final
report.
http://www.entemp.ie
/commerce/consume
r/consumerstrategy.h
tm
Informed the decision
to set up a call centre
by the National
Consumer Agency

Invest NI
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Production of an economic
appraisal and business plan for
the development of the ‘virtual’
North West Business Centre

Invest NI

SEUPB
ILEX – IDF
IDA Ireland
International Fund for Ireland

Nil

Business Plan produced

Production of a business plan for
the development of the Timber
Quay commercial
accommodation project in Derry.
Innovation North West Ireland
(INWI)
The project team met to conclude
the work of INWI and to agree a
way forward after the publication
of a detailed SWOT analysis for
the North West and consultation
exercise held over a two year
period.

Invest NI

IDA Ireland

Invest Northern Ireland

Enterprise Ireland
InterTradeIreland
International Fund for Ireland.

33,800

Detailed SWOT analysis
and Innovation
Framework for the North
West of Ireland.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Invest NI

ILEX – IDF
International Fund for Ireland

[INTERREG IIIAfunded: £600,209]

Site acquired and Capital
build commenced

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Beginning of the capital build
process for the North West

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Business Complex

The Creative Enterprise Office is
the support network for creative
enterprises in the East Border
Region of Ireland to develop
creative individuals and
companies personal & business
potential by providing a platform
for co-operation and business
growth through our members club

IDA Ireland

Louth County Enterprise Board
Newry and Mourne Enterprise
Agency

Invest NI

Invest NI£400,139
ILEX - £25,282
[INTERREG IIIAfunded]

General Consumer Council (GCCNI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Steering Group for implementing
Consumer Representative body
in ROI:
Chairman of Consumer Council
participated

Forfas

GCCNI

N/A

Adult Literacy Agency
Conference in Dublin:
Two members of Consumer
Council Consumer Education
team attended/spoke

Adult Literacy Agency

GCCNI

N/A

Ongoing work with Irish League
of Credit Unions around financial
capability.

Irish League of Credit Unions

GCCNI

N/A

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Chairman of Consumer Council
appointed as Board Member of
National Consumer Association

National Consumer Agency
(Ireland)

GCCNI

N/A

Ongoing work with Irish League
of Credit Unions around financial
capability

Irish League of Credit Unions

GCCNI

N/A

Represent Consumer Council at
SEM (Single Electricity Markets)
meetings

Dept of Enterprise, Trade and
Investment (NI)
Dept of Communications, Marine
and Natural Resources

GCCNI

N/A

2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Publication of Ireland North and
South: A Statistical Profile. This
publication drew together official
social and economic statistics for
both parts of Ireland.

NISRA / CSO

The Central Statistics Office
(CSO) included a chapter with
data specific to Northern Ireland
in their annual publication the
Statistical Yearbook of Ireland.

CSO

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

NISRA/CSO
Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Ireland North and South:
A Statistical Profile.

NISRA

Statistical Yearbook of
Ireland 2004

2005 Report
2005 Activities
The Central Statistics Office
(CSO) included a chapter with
data specific to Northern Ireland
in their annual publication the
Statistical Yearbook of Ireland.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

CSO

NISRA

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Statistical Yearbook of
Ireland 2005

Údarás na Gaeltachta
2004 Report
Nothing to report in 2004
2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2005 Expenditure

Resulting Outputs/Publications

Community Network Services Ltd.
A cross-border not for profit
organisation for the improvement and
development of telecommunication
and broadband in the border region.

C.N.S. Ltd.

Donegal County Council
Letterkenny IT
Údarás
Ernact

c.€50,000

Tender documents agreed for the
provision of broadband in Donegal

Imeall Trá Teoranta
Joint initiative between the three
organisations to develop cross-border
economic, social and cultural
activities in the Donegal Gaeltacht
and in the North Antrim LEADER
areas.

M.F.G. Teo.

North Antrim Leader,
Údarás na Gaeltachta

C€20,000

Administration structures put in place
in the two geographical areas and a
cross border project co-ordinator
appointed
A number of partnerships formed
between special interest groups in the
target areas
Applications for funding for specific

projects submitted to Interreg, P & R
and the Dept. of Foreign Affairs.
North West Growth Initiative
A Product Transfer Programme.
Supported by Interreg IIIA to
strengthen 15 participant companies
from Derry City Council Area and
Donegal Gaeltacht through increased
competitiveness, delivery of new
market opportunities, promotion of
cross border linkages, joint
development of/marketing of goods
and services.

Údarás na
Gaeltachta

Derry City Council

[INTERREG IIIAfunded: c.€70,000]

Programme commenced in 2005 and
continues to January 2007.

Enterprise Ireland

North/South Collaboration
Enterprise Ireland and InterTrade Ireland liaised frequently and formally on matters of mutual concern and continue to explore areas for fruitful co-operation.
Areas of mutual activity included stimulating cross-border trade (Acumen Programme), knowledge and technology between industry and academia (Fusion
Programme), benchmarking (Irish Benchmarking Forum), graduate placement, sectoral studies, the development of the equity markets on the island of
Ireland.
In the case of Invest Northern Ireland, Enterprise Ireland worked with its counterpart across a range of activities. The Enterprise Ireland Student Enterprise
Awards were sponsored by EI, Invest NI and Ulster Bank. Other areas of co-operation included sectoral studies (such as furniture, fashion and textiles) and
exchanges of experience at a senior level on the development of innovation.
In addition, Enterprise Ireland co-operated with both Inter Trade Ireland and Invest Northern Ireland in activities such as Go Source, this is an all island Public
Procurement directory and web site, launched in 2002. The development of Go Source brought together the considerable expertise and industry knowledge
of Enterprise Ireland, Invest NI and Intertrade Ireland and presented companies with a unique source of all island buyer contacts and procurement strategies.
This project continues to be updated and promoted throughout the island.
Other Cross-Border Participation

Enterprise Ireland also participates in the cross Border work of INTERREG 111A, and The International Fund for Ireland. EI activities included
IFI - Business Enterprise Programme - EI Board representation
IFI - ACUMEN Programme for cross border trade –
IFI - Interreg infrastructure e.g. incubators/broadband projects
Enterprise Ireland is also involved in a number of individual cross border initiatives and networks as follows:
-

FINSA- Cross border furniture innovation network - in conjunction with Craigavon
Armagh Monaghan Digital Corridor Project. The objective of this committee to develop the Armagh and Monaghan areas into a cluster of ICT related
industries.
Women in Business Roadshow - jointly run by Newry & Mourne Enterprise Agency and Louth CEB but with EI participation
CEIM - Enterprise Ireland, in collaboration with the Letterkenny Institute of Technology, Sligo IT and Westbic, are delivering a rapid incubation
business start-up programme (CEIM) targeting third level graduates and entrepreneurs with innovative business ideas. The CEIM Programme is funded
by ADM/CPA, under the EU Peace II Programme. (In 1995 Area Development Management Ltd (ADM) and The Combat Poverty Agency (CPA) were
awarded responsibility for the implementation of a substantial part of the EU Special Support Programme for Peace and Reconciliation in the Border
Region of Ireland (1995-1999). A joint implementing body, ADM/CPA, was established in 1996).

Enterprise Ireland has and will continue to explore opportunities for effective cross Border co-operation in the context of economic and regional development.
Through the workings of the Enterprise Strategy Action Plan, Mr Michéal Martin, T.D., Minister for Enterprise Trade and Employment announced an Industry
Led Networks Pilot Initiative plan through Enterprise Ireland in early 2006. The pilot scheme invited interested networks i.e. a group of companies, with an
interest in undertaking a time limited collaborative initiative that will achieve measurable benefits for the members of the network, (by addressing the needs of
participant companies), to submit proposals for consideration under the Industry Led Networks Pilot Initiative in March and July 2006.
These Networks included at least five companies that are clients of Enterprise Ireland, IDA Ireland, Shannon Development, Udarás na Gaeltacht or County
Enterprise Boards. The network may also include enterprises based in Northern Ireland and participants from the extended value chain such as Academics,
Venture Capitalists, and Suppliers etc. In addition InterTrade Ireland published a study mapping networks North and South with a view to formulating a
policy for the assistance and development of commercially viable networks.
In September 2005, Enterprise Ireland and InterTradeIreland committed €100,000 each to fund a Business Angels Network, managed in the South by the
Dublin BIC (Business Innovation Centre) and supported by the other regional BICs. This two-year initiative is designed to establish an active Business Angel
Network to encourage investments.This network is essentially a matchmaking service for private investors and companies seeking investment. A similar
network exists in the North ( Halo ).
IDA Ireland

2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

IDA Ireland
InvestNI

DETI NI

IDA Ireland
Expenditure on
the VCBTP during
2004
€ 250,535

IDA Ireland, DETI NI and Invest NI representatives
attended two Bi Lateral meetings with SEUPB to
discuss progress on the VCBTP
IDA Ireland and DETI NI representatives attended one
Multi Lateral meeting with SEUPB to discuss
expenditure on the VCBTP project

SEUPB

IDA Ireland
Invest NI
DETI NI

IDA Ireland & Invest NI also provided joint sponsorship
for :
Academy of International Business Conference in
Derry - April 2004
International Game Developers Association
Conference in Derry - September 2004

IDA Ireland
InvestNI

Management Committee of Virtual Cross Border
Technology Park (VCBTP) consists of members of IDA
Ireland , Invest Northern Ireland and DETI.
The committee met 3 times during 2004 to progress
the VCBTP project.

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Management Committee of Virtual Cross Border
Technology Park (VCBTP) consists of members of IDA
Ireland, Invest Northern Ireland and DETI.NI.
The committee met nine times during 2005 to progress

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2005 Expenditure

IDA Ireland
InvestNI
DETI NI

IDA Ireland
InvestNI
DETI NI

IDA Ireland
Expenditure on
the VCBTP during
2005
€ 212,460

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

the VCBTP project.
IDA Ireland and Invest NI Boards held a joint Board
meeting at which the VCBTP was part of the agenda –
March 2005.
IDA Ireland and DETI NI representatives attended four
Bi Lateral meetings with SEUPB to discuss progress
on the VCBTP
IDA Ireland and DETI NI representatives attended
Eight Multi Lateral meeting with SEUPB to discuss
expenditure on the VCBTP project

SEUPB

IDA Ireland
Invest NI
DETI NI

2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Ongoing development of the Cross-Border EURES
programme

FÁS
DEL

Various trades union
and voluntary sector
bodies.

Ongoing development of:

FÁS
DEL

Various voluntary
sector bodies.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

FÁS

•

Walsh Visa programme; and

•

Wider Horizons programme.

2005 Report
2005 Activities

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
New cross-border
vacancies website
launched.

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

North-West Initiatives:
Joint investment in a new specially-equipped centre for
teleservices training in Letterkenny and Derry for the
‘Time’ project.
Joint programme of training in computer games
development (ICE Training) was developed and is now
being run in the North-West Institute with trainees from
both North and South.

FÁS
NWIFHE

Letterkenny IT

FÁS
NWIFHE

Agreement to jointly implement a new project
(Developing Workforce Capability) on a cross-border
basis aimed at workers who have been made
redundant or threatened with redundancy. It will
involve career guidance, coaching and skills training to
prepare workers to meet new skills requirements as
identified by the industrial development agencies.

FÁS
Department of
Employment and
Learning (DEL)

Ongoing development of the Cross-Border EURES
programme

FÁS
DEL

Various trades union
and voluntary sector
bodies.

Ongoing development of:

FÁS
DEL

Various voluntary
sector bodies.

2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

All-island presence at the Philadelphia Museum of Arts

CCOI

Arts Council of NI

•

Walsh Visa programme; and

•

Wider Horizons programme.

Both Peace II
funded with some
additional
investment by
FAS.

The aim is to support a
total of 240 workers over
a two-and-a-half year
period.
Application for
INTERREG IIIA funding.

Under Wider Horizons
37 overseas projects
were run in 2005 by six
area-based partnerships.

Crafts Council of Ireland

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

€29,000

23 craftworkers attended
the show and $158,000

Crafts Show in November 2004.
Support for cross-border craft development cooperatives including Craftmark (in Dundalk).

in sales resulted.
CCOI

Local County
Enterprise Boards and
other voluntary co-ops.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

North/South Food and Drink Programme:
Company visit to Philadelphia to see best practice in
branding food and drink products;
Capability workshops for small companies from both
sides of the border.

Bord Bia
Northern Ireland Food
and Drink Association

InterTradeIreland

Collaboration on the branding of speciality food
companies from North and South

Bord Bia

Invest NI

All-Island Garden Centre Awards involving judging and
advice to the award-winners.

Bord Bia
DARD (NI)

2005 Report
2005 Activities
All-Island Recognition Scheme – awards and other
recognitions for craftworkers from all over the island of
Ireland

€10,091

CCOI

Bord Bia
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Publication of a
North/South Speciality
Food Directory featuring
300 companies.

EDUCATION
National Qualifications Authority of Ireland (NQAI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities
For the drafting of a ‘Guide to Comparing
Qualifications in the UK and Ireland’ several meetings
took place during the year.

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Final drafting and publication of the ‘Guide to
Comparing Qualifications in the UK and Ireland’.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

NQAI

Council for the
Curriculum
Examinations and
Assessment, Northern
Ireland (CCEA)
The Scottish Credit and
Qualifications
Framework (UK)
The Quality Assurance
Agency for Higher
Education (UK)
Qualifications and
Curriculum Authority
(UK)
Qualifications
Curriculum and
Assessment Authority
for Wales

N/A

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

NQAI

CCEA
The Scottish Credit and

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Qualifications Can Cross
Boundaries – a rough

Subsequent construction of an interactive website
based on the Guide’s information.

guide to comparing
qualifications in the UK
and Ireland.
Website:
http://www.qualificationsacrossboundaries.org/compare/
uk_ireland

Qualifications
Framework (UK)
The Quality Assurance
Agency for Higher
Education (UK)
Qualifications and
Curriculum Authority
(UK)
Qualifications
Curriculum and
Assessment Authority
for Wales

HEA
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Cross Border Programme for Research and Education
Contributing to Peace and Reconciliation:
Funding of the five actions commenced in 2004.
The steering committee met twice to oversee progress
of the five funded actions. At the December 2004
meeting the researchers were invited to give a
progress update of their first year of funding.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Managed by the HEA on
behalf of the
Department of
Education and Science
(DES) and the
Department for
Employment and
Learning (DEL) for the
SEUPB

Steering committee:
DES
DEL
The Wheel
Northern Ireland Anti
Poverty Network

[Peace II funding:
€ 1,094,000]

The five funded projects
launched websites.
Numerous study groups
and public outreach
workshops have been
hosted by the five
projects engaging their
stakeholder
communities.
Project leaflets were
disseminated.
Interim findings were
delivered at five
conferences.

The programme funds
five research initiatives
which involves
collaborative work in
seven HEI’s within the
island of Ireland.

North South Programme for Collaborative Research:
The programme commenced in 2003 with funding for
twenty one collaborative research projects.

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Cross Border Programme for Research and Education
Contributing to Peace and Reconciliation
The steering committee met five times.
A showcase event was held in June 2005 to
disseminate the interim outputs of the five funded
actions.
An Interim Evaluation was carried out in October 2005.

Managed by the HEA on
behalf of DES.

The programme funds
twenty one research
initiatives, which
involves collaborative
work in nine HEI’s
within the island of
Ireland.

€ 2,000,000
[Funded by the
National
Development
Plan]

The twenty one funded
projects commenced in
late 2003, publications
and other indicators will
be produced later in the
programme.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

HEA

Steering committee:
DES
DEL
Barnardos
Northern Ireland Anti
Poverty Network

[Peace II funding:
€ 1,512,000]

The five projects
reported outputs of 26
peer reviewed articles
and 7 non peer reviewed
articles, with 16 working
papers in preparation.

€2,000,000

In 2005 the twenty one
funded projects reported
a total of 72 publications
and presentations of
findings at 113
conferences.
There were five
conferences hosted by
project researchers.

Seven HEIs on the
island of Ireland
involved in the projects.
North South Programme for Collaborative Research

HEA

Nine HEI’s on the
island of Ireland are
involved in the projects.

ENVIRONMENT

Environmental Protection Agency
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Water Framework Directive (WFD) Technical Coordination. North – South participation at several
meetings in Dublin, Belfast and elsewhere including
England and Scotland

Various depending on
the particular technical
group or sub-group.
Lead organisations
include EPA,
Environment and
Heritage Service (NI),
Donegal County
Council, Scottish EPA
and Environment
Agency (EA). Overall
WFD co-ordination lies
under the aegis of
environment ministries
in each jurisdiction.

As listed across, plus
other State bodies,
other Local Authorities
and their consultants

Technical reports and
contribution to formal
reports submitted to
European Commission
under the WFD reporting
requirements.

Meetings of the four main environment agencies in the
UK and Ireland (EPA, EHS, EA, SEPA) to discuss
matters of mutual interest across the environment
sphere.

By rotation among the
four agencies

Not applicable

Mostly exchanges of
documentation etc.

Miscellaneous informal North South working contacts,
in areas such as environmental research and
transboundary movements of waste.

Generally either EPA
and EHS

Local authorities and
An Garda Síochána,
PSNI re illegal waste
movements

Joint action as
appropriate

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Water Framework Directive (WFD) Technical Coordination. North/South participation at several
meetings in Dublin, Belfast and elsewhere including
England and Scotland

Various depending on
the particular technical
group or sub-group.
Lead organisations
include EPA, EHS,
Donegal County
Council, SEPA and
Environment Agency.
Overall WFD coordination under aegis
of environment
ministries in each
jurisdiction.

As listed across, plus
other State bodies,
other Local Authorities
and their consultants

Technical reports and
contribution to formal
reports submitted to
European Commission
under the WFD reporting
requirements.

Meetings of the four main environment agencies in the
UK and Ireland (EPA, EHS, EA, SEPA) to discuss
matters of mutual interest across the environment
sphere.

By rotation among the
four agencies

Not applicable

Mostly exchanges of
documentation etc.

Miscellaneous informal North South working contacts,
in areas such as environmental research and
transboundary movements of waste. This latter activity
has continued to strengthen.

Generally either EPA
and EHS

Local authorities and
An Garda Síochána,
PSNI re illegal waste
movements

Joint action as
appropriate

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Environment and Heritage Service (EHSNI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Joint running of the all-island Best Kept Town
competition

EHSNI
Department of the
Environment, Heritage
and Local Government
(DEHLG)

Ongoing consultative and advisory meetings on built
heritage, monument protection and historic buildings.

EHSNI
DEHLG

International Designations Group:
Five years of cross-border collaboration on to discuss
specifying areas as ‘Special Areas of Conservation’ is
ongoing.
Biodiversity:
Research meetings on the invasive species report from
QUERCUS.

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Sponsorship by
Musgrave Group
(SuperValu)

Competition won by
Bangor, Co. Down and
prizes awarded by
Minister Pat ‘The Cope’
Gallagher in June 2004.

EHSNI
DEHLG (National Parks)

N/A

Finalising work on the
designation of Lough
Melvin as an SAC

EHSNI
DEHLG (National Parks)

€20,000

Findings presented at an
international conference
in Ennis, September
2004.

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Lead organisation

Joint running of the all-island Best Kept Town
competition

EHSNI
Department of the
Environment, Heritage
and Local Government
(DEHLG)

Biodiversity:
Research meetings All-Ireland Species Action Plans

EHSNI
DEHLG (National Parks)

Ongoing discussions with the relevant bodies, North
and South on the issues of radiological monitoring and

EHSNI
Radiological Protection

Partner Organisation

Continued
sponsorship by
Musgrave Group
(SuperValu)
€15,000

N/A

Action plan for four
indigenous species
published in November
2005.

information about emergency planning for radiological
incidents,

Institute of Ireland

Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

SEI

Dundalk IT
DETI (NI)

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Joint work on a North/South consultation paper on
renewable energy with recommendations for making
this a priority area of work.

SEI
Action Renewables (NI)

DETI (NI)
DCMNR

Involvement in the North/South ‘Clever Homes’
initiative.

Bryson House

SEI

Joint all-island leaflet raising awareness of the
potential of renewable energy released through a
major retail chain of 510 outlets.

SEI
Action Renewables (NI)

Cross-Border Secondary Schools Photo Competition
focused on energy wastage with a winners exhibition

SEI
Energy Saving Trust

Development of Dundalk as a prototype cross-border
area for best practice in sustainable and renewable
energy.
2005 Report
2005 Activities

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

INTERREG IIIA
funding

Pilot study for an urban
wind turbine.

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Vision for 2020 released
in July 2005 and AllIsland Grid Study Group
established with
research on how
renewables can be
allowed to enter the
generation market more
easily.

INTERREG IIIA
funding
110,000 leaflets issued.

shown in both Dublin and Belfast.

(NI)

Planning for a cross-border Renewable Energy
Installers Academy.

SEI
Action Renewables (NI)

Application for
INTERREG IIIA funding
successful.

Commissioner for Energy Regulation (CER) / Northern Ireland Authority for Energy Regulation (NIAER)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for the
development of the All-Island Energy Market

CER
NIAER

DETI (NI)
DCMNR

€149,851

MoU issued and agreed
(Aug. 2004),
Progress report on
developing this project
(Oct. 2004).

Establishment of the Single Electricity Market project.

CER
NIAER

DETI (NI)
DCMNR

Shared with
above.

SEM vision and mandate
statement issued (Dec.
2004).

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

CER
NIAER

DETI (NI)
DCMNR

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Ongoing SEM project work including:
•

SEM market design, capacity mechanism,
single market operator, market power and
dominance, Trading and Settlement Code
were the key work streams.

•

Joint Steering Group, Joint Management
Group, Rules Review Group and Rules Liaison
Group were the key working groups
established.

2004 Expenditure

2005 Expenditure
€1,599,937

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Key publications
included:
SEM Proposed High
Level Design (March
2005);
Single Market Operator
establishment decision
paper (June 2005);
SEM High Level

Milestone Plan (June
2005);
Interconnector principles
paper (Aug. 2005);
Market power and
market structures plan
(Aug. 2005).

Department of Communications, Marine and Natural Resources (DCMNR) and Department of Enterprise, Trade and Investment (DETI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Ongoing cooperation on
development of all-island
energy market

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Ongoing cooperation on
development of all-island
energy market, in particular
the Single Electricity Market.

Lead
Organisation
DCMNR &
DETI

Partner
Organisation
CER & NIAER

2004
Expenditure
€900.00

Resulting outputs/
publications
All-Island Energy Market Development
Framework

Lead
Organisation
DCMNR &
DETI

Partner
Organisation
CER/NIAER

2005
Expenditure

Resulting outputs/publications

HEALTH

Institute of Public Health
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

INISPHO:
Allocation of funding to integrate existing library and
mortality websites developed by the Institute into a
web-based tool for an all-island population health
observatory.

Institute of Public Health

Combating Health Inequalities:
Research into the health services offered in the field of
men’s health
Conducted a strategic review of the health and social
services impact on energy efficiency and fuel poverty
Evaluation of the ‘Home is where the Heat is’ fuel
poverty action research programme

Institute of Public Health

Leadership:
Continuation of the leadership master-classes and
training programme.

Institute of Public Health

Social Capital:
Completion of the All Ireland Social Capital and Health
Survey

Institute of Public Health

Public Health Alliance:
Facilitation of the two public health alliances on the
island and their coming together (November) for an all-

Institute of Public Health

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

See Note

Men’s Health Forum of
Ireland

Publication of All-Island
Men’s Health Directory

Energy Saving Trust

Publication of the
strategic review
Publication of the
Engaging Communities
report

Armagh and
Dungannon HAZ

Publication of the
Inequalities in Perceived
Health report
SafeFood
Combat Poverty
Agency

Publication of the Health
in Ireland: An Unequal
State report.

Ireland meeting.

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Department of Health
and Children

Lead organisation

INISPHO:
Completion of the Advisory Group’s development work
and decision to house the Observatory in the Institute.

Institute of Public Health

Combating Health Inequalities:
Evaluated the ‘Warming Up’ project for older people on
low incomes in NI

Institute of Public Health

Partner Organisation

See Note

South and East Belfast
H&SST

Holding of an all-island seminar (December) on action
on low birthweights
Leadership:
Continuation of the leadership master-classes and
training programme.

Institute of Public Health

Public Health Alliance:
Continued development of the two public health
alliances on the island and their periodic coming
together for all-Ireland meetings.

Institute of Public Health

Note: The IPH budget for 2004-2005 was c.€4 million.

2005 Expenditure

SafeFood
Combat Poverty
Agency
Department of Health
and Children

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Health Research Board / R&D Office (NI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Ireland/Northern Ireland Collaborative Programme:
Study of nerve transmission in liver fluke parasites
(DCU/QUB)
Radiotherapy to attack prostate cancer cells
(UCD/UU)
Genes, cystic fibrosis and severe lung disease
(UCD/QUB)

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Partner Organisation

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Partner Organisation

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Health Research Board
R&D Office (NI)

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Ireland/Northern Ireland Collaborative Programme:
Study of factors leading to Oesophaegal cancer

Health Research Board
R&D Office (NI)

National Cancer Registry / Northern Ireland Cancer Registry
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Completion of the second all-Ireland cancer report
through the joint work of the Ireland-Northern IrelandNCI Cancer Consortium.

NCR Ireland
NICR

Holding of all-island Obesity and Cancer conference
under the auspices of the Ireland-Northern Ireland-NCI

NCR Ireland
NICR

Publication of All Ireland
Cancer Statistics Second
Report, 1998-2000
(September).
Health Research Board

Cancer Consortium.
2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Completion of a study into new cases (incidence) and
deaths (mortality) for all common cancers for the
period 1991 to 2000 for Britain and Ireland.

NCR Ireland
NICR

Office of National
Statistics (UK)

Beginning of new research project on incidence of
prostate cancer on the island of Ireland, 1994-2000.

NCR Ireland
NICR

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Publication of Atlas of
Cancer in the UK and
Ireland (July).

Health Promotion Agency (NI)
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Collaboration on a cross-border ‘healthy heart’
programme launched during Ireland’s EU presidency.
Representation on:
Irish National Breastfeeding Forum; and
Nutrition Forum
Rolling out of ‘artery’ television ad and support
materials across the border.

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

HPA (NI)

Department of Health
and Children
DHSPSS

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

HPA (NI)
SafeFood
HPA (NI)

Department of Health
and Children
DHSPSS

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Continued collaboration to develop protocols on crossborder health promotion.

HPA (NI)

Department of Health
and Children
DHSPSS

Holding of two all-island conferences:
Health Promoting Hospitals; and
Developing All-Island Physical Activity.

HPA (NI)

Department of Health
and Children
DHSPSS

TOURISM 2

Fáilte Ireland / Northern Ireland Tourist Board

2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Launch of a cross-border initiative to develop Royal
Portrush, Castlerock and Portstewart golf links
courses.

North and West Coast
Links

Fáilte Ireland
NITB

Stepping Out Together – Limavady / Letterkenny
Border Towns Initiative

Limavady BC
Letterkenny UDC

Fáilte Ireland
NITB

Ongoing development of the GULLIVER central
booking system

Fáilte Ireland
NITB

Fexco

Collaboration on the tourism training element of the
International Fund for Ireland programme

Fáilte Ireland
NITB

Tourism Training Trust
(NI)

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Tourism Ireland

Fáilte Ireland
NITB

Development of a replacement for the GULLIVER
system

2

2004 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

IFI-supported
Sales of shares to Fexco
that were held by FI and
NITB.
IFI-supported

Product Development
course
Chef Development
course

2005 Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

It should be noted here that the role of the local tourism agencies, such as the South’s regional organisations, has not been recorded here as much of their work is captured
under EU Programmes and Operational Programmes (see above p.???).

Collaboration on the tourism training element of the
International Fund for Ireland programme

Fáilte Ireland
NITB

Tourism Training Trust

IFI-supported

IT Training course
Chef Development
course

TRANSPORT

National Roads Authority
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004
Expenditure

Piloting of ‘Early Contractor
Involvement’ with target price
arrangements on the NI
Newry/Dundalk scheme.

NRA

Northern Ireland Roads Service

See under
Peace II and
ESIP

Planning for the Information
Management for Multimodal
Transport (INSTANT) system for the
Dublin/Belfast route.

NRA
Department for Regional
Development (NI)

Collaboration on the development of
Intelligent Transport Systems on a
British Isles level.

NRA
NI Roads Service

Department of Transport (UK)
Scottish Executive
Welsh Executive

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2005
Expenditure

Implementation of an ‘Early
Contractor Involvement’ with target
price arrangements on the NI
Newry/Dundalk scheme.

NRA

Northern Ireland Roads Service

See under
Peace II and
ESIP

Implementation of the INSTANT
system for the Dublin/Belfast route.

NRA
Department for Regional
Development (NI)

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Application for INTEREG
IIIA funding.

EU funding from
the
STREETWISE
programme.

INTERREG IIIA
funding

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

OTHER

Labour Relations Authority
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Joint Board Meeting:
The Labour Relations Agency (LRA)
Belfast, and Labour Relations
Commission (LRC), Dublin normally
will have a joint Board Meeting each
year at alternative locations in Dublin
and Belfast.
LRA Bi-Annual Conference:
LRC Staff attend and participate in
the bi-annual LRA Employment
Relations Conference
All Ireland Research in Employment
Relations:
The LRA and LRC are jointly
involved in developing and
participating in an All Ireland
Employment Relations Research
programme. This is being
undertaken in conjunction with
Universities North & South

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Each organisation takes the
lead in alternate years

Partners are Labour Relations
Agency
and Labour Relations Commission

*
N/A

Joint working projects

Labour Relations Agency

Supporting speakers from Labour
Relations Commission

*
N/A

Exchange of views on All
Ireland issues

European Industrial Relations
Institute (Brussels) and NCPP
(RoI)

Labour Relations Agency, Labour
Relations Commission, Queens
University Belfast, Ulster University
and University College Dublin

*
N/A

Research will inform key
developments on
Employment Relations
Policy North and South

2004 Activities
Joint Attendance & International
Forum:
The LRA and LRC jointly attend on
an annual basis the International
Forum for Employment Relations
Agencies
Attendance & Conferences:
Chartered Accountants of Ireland
Annual Conference

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

The LRA and LRC take the
lead when hosting the
conference

LRA, LRC and the Dispute
Resolution Agencies of USA, South
Africa, Australia and New Zealand

*
N/A

International sharing of
good practice

N/A

*
N/A

Awareness and
knowledge of All Ireland
Accountancy issues

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

The LRA Director (Corporate
Services) attends that All
Ireland Chartered Accountants
Conference on an annual basis

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Northern Ireland Legal Services Commission
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Joint Consultative Committee:
Committee met once during the year
to discuss matters of mutual
importance/interest.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Irish Legal Aid Board

Northern Ireland Legal Services
Commission
Scottish Legal Aid Board
Legal Services Commission
England & Wales

*
N/A

Joint working projects

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Joint Consultative Committee:
Committee met once during the year
to discuss matters of mutual
importance/interest.

Lead organisation

Partner Organisation

Scottish Legal Aid Board

Northern Ireland Legal Services
Commission
Irish Legal Aid Board
Legal Services Commission
England & Wales

2005
Expenditure

*
N/A

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Joint working projects

Health and Safety Executive (HSENI) / Health and Safety Authority (HSA Ireland)
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Establishment of the Voluntary
Protection Programme in June
involving health and safety bodies
from Ireland, North and South, and
the United States.

HSA Ireland
HSENI

Quarterly meetings of the Joint
Construction Working Group

HSA Ireland
HSENI

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Operation of the Voluntary Protection
Programme

HSA Ireland
HSENI

Partner Organisation

2004
Expenditure

*
N/A

National Institute for
Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH)

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
Enlisting companies on
an international best
practice in occupational
health and safety
regimes

N/A

Partner Organisation

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications
In 2005 8 companies,
North and South, were

*
N/A

National Institute for
Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH)
Beginnings of joint initiatives in the
area of machinery safety.

HSA Ireland
HSENI

Quarterly meetings of the Joint
Construction Working Group

HSA Ireland
HSENI

enlisted under the VPP
and 4 audited to give
them recognition for best
practice in health and
safety.

N/A

Ordnance Survey of Ireland / Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland
2004 Report
2004 Activities

Lead organisation

Geodesy co-operation:
Continued integration of GPS
coverage across the island to offer
real-time positioning services to
customers.

OSI
OSNI

Joint marketing and product
development:

OSI
OSNI

Partner Organisation

2004
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

4th edition of Road Atlas
of Ireland
Holiday North tourist
map covering Northern
Ireland and Southern
Border Counties
Upper Lough Erne in
Discoverer Map Series
Cavan, Fermanagh,
Leitrim, Roscommon,

Sligo (26) in Discovery
Series

2005 Report
2005 Activities

Lead organisation

Geodesy co-operation:
Continued integration of GPS
coverage across the island to offer
real-time positioning services to
customers.

OSI
OSNI

Joint marketing and product
development:

OSI
OSNI

Partner Organisation

2005
Expenditure

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Cavan,Fermanagh,
Monaghan,Tyrone (28A)
In Discovery Series
Armagh, Cavan,
Monaghan, Tyrone (28B)
in Discovery Series
Donegal, Fermanagh,
Leitrim, Sligo (16) in
Discovery Series

Geological Survey of Ireland / Geological Survey of Northern Ireland
2004 Report
2004 Activities
Joint work on the Bréifne Mountains
project looking at the natural and
cultural tourism aspects of the
Cavan/Leitrim/Fermanagh region.

Lead organisation

Cavan County Council

Partner Organisation
GSI
GSNI
University of Ulster

2004
Expenditure
Peace II-funded

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

Joint promotion of the Irish mining
prospectivity at the annual
Prospectors and Developers of
Canada Convention in Toronto in
March.

2005 Report
2005 Activities
Joint work on the Bréifne Mountains
project looking at the natural and
cultural tourism aspects of the
Cavan/Leitrim/Fermanagh region.
Joint work on advisory for a to do
with the EU Water Framework
Directive and the development of
International River Basins

GSI
GSNI

Lead organisation

Cavan County Council

DEHLG
EHSNI

Partner Organisation
GSI
GSNI
University of Ulster
GSI
GSNI

2005
Expenditure
Peace II-funded

Resulting
Outputs/Publications

ANNEX VII
LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS

EU Supported Programmes
PEACE
INTERREG
URBAN – North
URBAN – South (Ballyfermot)
LEADER – North
LEADER - South
EQUAL – North
EQUAL – South

Adrian McNamee SEUPB
Sean McAnulla, SEUPB
Michael Donnelly, Belfast Regeneration
Office
Margaret Doyle
Gareth
Evans,
Leader+
Programme
Manager and Joy Nicholson, DARD
Pat Moynan, DCGRA
Declan Reilly, DEL
Catherine Curran, DETE

Operational Programmes
Building Sustainable Prosperity
Economic and Social Infrastructure
Employment and Human Resources
Productive Sector
Border, Midlands, Western Region
South and East Region
North
Bodies

South

David Wilkinson and Gareth Halliday, DFP
Orla O’Brien, DoT
Paul Keating, DETE
Mathew Mulhall, DETE
Barry Guckian
David Kelly and Oonagh Hearne

Implementation

Foyle, Carlingford and Irish Lights John Pollock
Commission
Waterways Ireland
Caroline McCarroll
Food Safety Promotion Board
Peter Dewhurst
North South Language Body
Ulster Scots Agency
Michael McCullough
Foras na Gaeilge
Ferdie Mac an Fhailigh
InterTradeIreland
Harry Hamill
SEUPB
Brenda Hegarty
Six Areas of Co-operation
Agriculture – North
Agriculture – South
Education – North
Education – South
Environment – North
Environment – South
Health – North
Health – South
Tourism – North
Tourism – South
Transport – North
Transport - South

Bernadette Fullerton and Joe Cassells,
DARD
Mary Dempsey and Mary Curley DAF
Desiree Black, DE
Christine Tiernan, DES
Coral Cullen, DoE
Diarmuid Murphy, DEHLG
Neil Magowan, DHSSPS,
Shay McGovern, DoHC
Norman Houston, DETI
Frank Rochford and Noel Sheahan, DAST
Doreen Brown, DRD
Ed O’Callaghan, DoT

Other Areas of Co-operation
Energy – North
Energy – South
Telecoms – North
Telecoms – South
Human Resources Development –
South

Peter Hughes, DETI
Brian McSharry, DCMNR
Alberta Pauley, DETI
Kieran Duffy, DCMNR
Dermot Mulligan, DETE

